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Helen Garrett indicted in government probe

INSIDE:
The first Kentucky/
Tennessee Waterways Cleanup, the
largest undertaking
of its kind, will be
held Sept. 12 from
8 a.m. to noon.
Page IB

bypass heart surgery in January 1989.
Although she was chosen as majority whip in 1982, the
fifth-ranking post in the Senate, she was never considered
an influential player in the chamber. She sponsored little
legislation and seldom took part in debate on substantive
issues.
Garrett was defeated for re-election in the 1990 Democratic primary by then-Paducah city commissioner Bob
Leeper. The 2nd District was composed of Ballard,
McCracken and Marshall counties.
In the 1992 session, Garrett was a registered lobbyist for
three companies. Her main client was Rail Services Inc. of

the payment from M 1.. Vaughan, president of Riverside
Downs.
Assoelotod Press Writer
Vaughan and other officials of the harness track have
ed with federal investigators since the beginning
cooperat
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Former state Sen. Helen Garrett
last year, and others who were previously
probe
the
a
of
accepting
charge
a
on
today
of Paducah was indicted
been accused of taking bribes from
have
indicted
$2,000 bribe from a Henderson racetrack.
.
Riverside
in
be
indicted
Garrett, 63, became the eighth person to
Garrett was formally charged with mail fraud because
the continuing federal investigation of state government
payment was delivered by mail. The charge carries a
the
corruption. Her indictment was announced during a news
penalty of five years in prison and a $250,000
maximum
rs
federal
prosecuto
the
chief
of
conference called by both
fine.
in Kentucky.
Garrett, who served in the Senate until 1990, suffered a
The indictment alleges that Garrett, who was sent to the
been living with relatives in LexSenate in 1979 after the death of her husband — Senate stroke last year and has
ng
rehabilitation. She had tripleundergoi
while
ington
Majority Floor Leader Tom Garrett, asked for and received

By MARK R. CHELLGREN

SPORTS'
Murray High's soccer team celebrated
its 10th season
Saturday night with
a 1-0 win over
Bowling Green.
Page 2B

(Cont'd on page 2)

Ships bringing
relief to Miami

A few bars of the blues

MONDAY
August 31
STATE
FRANKFORT — Fewer lowincome women than expected
are taking advantage of a state
program to provide cancerscreening mammograms and
some legislators are asking
why. Page 3A

SPORTS
ST. LOUIS — Lee Smith
earned his 12th save of the
month, and a league-leading
36th of the season, after the
Cardinals beat the Dodgers 3-0
Sunday. Page 2B

PERSPECTIVE
FRANKFORT — In his column today, Mark R. Chellgren
says big shots in the legislature take free tickets to college
athletic events because they
think they're entitled to them.
Page 4A

BUSINESS
FRANKFORT — A Lexington
highway contractor has
pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor charge of making an illegal corporate donation to
Martha Wilkinson's unsuccessful 1991 campaign for
governor. Page 3A

FORECAST
Tonight, partly cloudy with a
30 percent chance of an evening thunderstorm. Low 60 to
65. Tuesday, partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of afternoon thunderstorms. High in
the mid-80s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
356.3, 0.0; below 301.7, -0.4
BARKLEY LAKE
356.4, +0.2; below 304.2, -0.6
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
• • • •
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday -Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

MIAMI (AP) — A convoy of
Navy ships steamed toward
Miami today with heavy-duty
relief supplies, and authorities
feared traffic jams as many
businesses called employees back
to work for the first time since
Hurricane Andrew.
Sites were cleared for the
Army's long-promised tent cities,
most public transportation was
set to resume, and authorities
lifted their order to boil drinking
water in the northern half of
Dade County.
But health fears remained as
uncollected garbage rotted in the
open air, mosquitoes swarmed
over the soggy ground, and about
150,000 people remained without
adequate shelter a week after
Andrew smashed through South
Florida.
On Sunday, residents ran to
meet aid trucks on the lawn of a
shattered elementary school in
South Miami Heights, grabbing
for such items as flashlights.
baby formula and can openers.
"This really blows your dignity away," said Lee Taussig, carrying two-gallon jugs of water to
her neighbor's house, where her
family has lived since the storm
peeled off their roof.
The USS Sierra, a destroyer
tender from Charleston, S.C., carrying 15 tons of tools and a crew
of 1,000, was expected to arrive
at daybreak. Three other Navy
DAIREL T. PARKER/Ledger & Times photo
ships were to arrive later in the
Blues Band from Sunday's afternoon sun during Kenlake State day, and a fifth was expected
A tarp-covered scaffolding helped protect members of the Unknown
which directs its proceeds to the Needline agencies in Calloway Tuesday.
Resort Park's 3rd annual "Hot Blues & Barbecue" day-long blues festival,
and Marshall counties.

Police believe clerk involved in robbery

Weapons team arrives in Baghdad

Two local youths were arrested following a report of an armed
robbery at Pocket's Shell Food Mart early Sunday morning.
The Murray Police Department was notified of an alleged armed
robbery at 2:50 cm. According to reports, the night clerk, Billy
John McLaren. 19. 223 L.P. Miller St., notified police that he had
just been robbed at gunpoint by a man who had pumped several
dollars in gas and entered the store demanding money.
An intense search was begun by the Murray Police Department,
Calloway County Sheriffs Department and the Kentucky State
Police using a vehicle description given to them by McLaren.
A short time later, however, an examination of the store's video
surveillance tape indicated discrepancies in his story.
Further investigation led police to conclude that McLaren, along
with Charles Michael Morris Jr., 18, RL 1 Kirksey, were both
involved in the robbery. Both were arrested and lodged in the Calloway County Jail. McLaren was charged with conspiracy to commit armed robbery and Morris was charged with first degree armed
robbery.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A
U.N. nuclear inspection team
arrived in the Iraqi capital today,
the first to visit since the allied
"no-fly" zone went into effect
last week over southern Iraq to
protect rebel Shiite Muslims from
Saddam Hussein's air force.
Italian team leader Maurizio
Zifferero described the weapons'
team visit as routine and added:
"If this visit is quiet and fruitful,
it will be a success." He said the
team would conduct inspections
in Baghdad and in other cities as
warranted.
The group arrived in Baghdad

stry said today that a Kuwaiti
policeman died of wounds suffered in an exchange of gunfire
with Iraqis along the disputed
frontier between the two
countries.
A second policemen was
injured Sunday, said the official,
who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
The official said the incident
began when Kuwaiti border patrols discovered a red truck with
Iraqi license plates trying to cross
the unmarked desert frontier in
the U.N.-patrolled "demilitarized
zone."

a day after Iraqi leader Saddam
issued a blistering statement on
state radio and television urging
Iraqis to prepare to resist the
U.S.-led air embargo, set up to
protect Shiites taking shelter in
the swamps.
Saddam threatened "to reject
the bold aggression and confront
it with all means available and on
all levels."
While vowing to resist the ban
on flights south of the 32nd parallel, he mentioned no specific
actions.
In another development, an
official at Kuwait's Interior Mini-
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Most of Gov. Brereton Jones'
cabinet secretaries ushered in the
fiscal year with a 5 percent pay
raise, a published report said.
The 1992-1994 budget contains
no raise for state employees in
the first year, except for those
earning less than $20,000. They
got a $360 a year increase.

Those include Personnel Commissioner Shirley Clark and
Adjutant General Robert DeZarn.
A raise also was pending for
Chief of Staff Diana Taylor.
Also, at least eight deputy
cabinet secretaries who earned
from $4,166 a month to $5,416

"It's just a personal thing,"
Wellman said. "I didn't know
anyone would find out about it. I
didn't want any recognition for
not taking an increase."
Several other upper-levee
administrators who are paid as
much as cabinet secretaries also
received a 5 percent raise, Personnel Department records show.

sion that in my mind was consistent with good management practices," said Cabinet Secretary
Kevin Hable, who was among the
ten.
The only secretary not to
receive the raise was Justice
Cabinet Secretary Billy Wellman.
He didn't want to comment on
the reason.

But a story in Sunday's Frankfort State-Journal said ten of
Jones' 11 cabinet secretaries
received a $292-a-month raise in
August, retroactive to July 1. The
increase boosts their annual salaries by $3,500. Starting salary for
a cabinet secretary is $70,000.
"We just looked at all the circumstances and made the deci-

(Coat'd on page 2)

'Watchdog panel' included in ethics task force proposals
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Private citizens would form
a watchdog panel to advise public officials as to what is
ethical under a proposal drawn up by two leaders of the
legislature's ethics task force.
The ethics panel also would have the authority to investigate complaints of ethics violations.
The citizen panel is just part of a draft proposal for new
ethics laws to be considered by the task force next week.
The proposal offered by the co-chairmen of the Task
Force on Governmental Ethics would apply to hundreds of
state and local officials, not just legislators.
The document was hammered out in the last few weeks
by Rep. Albert Jones, D-Paducah, and Sen. Tim Shaughnessey, D-Louisville.
The proposal will be the foundation for discussion next
week when the task force is expected to take its first votes

on new ethic laws to be proposed in a special legislative
session, Shaughnessy and Jones said.
"Somebody's got to take the lead," Jones said. "We've
got to have something on the table. We can't just flounder
around."
Shaughnessy said he expects the proposal to be seen as
"too weak in the eyes of the press and too strong in the
eyes of some of my colleagues."
The proposal also calls for limiting the amount of food
and drink officials can accept from lobbyists to $500 per
year.
Other provisions in the proposal include:
eDetailed reporting of lobbyists' spending on legislators.
Lobbyists and organizations that employ them would
have to file spending reports each month. During legislative sessions, the reports would be due weekly...
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Legislators would also have to list meals, drinks or anything of value they accepted in annual financial reports.
*Limit on contributions from political action committees.
Candidates for public offices other than governor and
lieutenant governor could not take more than half of their
campaign money from PACs.
The proposal would outlaw PACs controlled by candidates, their families or employees.
The proposal would also outlaw contributions to legislators and legislative candidates during General Assembly
sessions.
•Financial disclosure by public officials. They would have
to annually file financial reports listing all debts and securities in excess of $5,000 and most investments in
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for some,slowly

Life gets better
WASHINGTON (AP) — Life is getting
better in most of the world — but slowly, not
everywhere and not in every way.
World Bank statistics show, for example,
that the income of the average Japanese in
1990 was the equivalent of $25,430, up from
only $900 in the 1960s. The United States and
Western Europe have recorded less spectacular gains.
On the other hand, incomes in the Third
World have been rising on average by about 3
percent a year. yet, in some countries. incomes suit average less than SI a day.
The bank, in its recently published "Social
Indicators of Development 1991-2," reported
incomes have been declining steadily since
1965 in at least 17 out of 38 African countries. The average an Zaire 15 to 20 years ago
was $400 a year. The most recent estimate:
$220.
Nigerians, who live in Africa's most populS400 in
s country. also earned an average

SATURDAY WRECK LEAVES ONE INJURED at
A Paducah woman received neck injuries in a one-car accident Saturday

Despite the cold war, industrial countries
the 1970s. More recently the figure was $290.
military spending over that period,
decreased
wealth.
oil
despite the country's
from 6.3 percent.
percent
4.9
to
Incomes have declined in seven of 22
l countries, the U.N.
industria
the
In
.
Western Hemisphere countries Although
every two people have
of
one
nearly
Buenos Aires and Caracas look prosperous to reported,
in every 500 is in jail.
one
and
—
television
a
the visitor, when rising prices are taken into
World, "The mortality
Third
the
in
And
gone
have
incomes
account their citizens'
rate of young children has been halved in the
down.
last 30 years" hut "180 million young child,
includSome comparatively poor countries
malnourished."
ing China. Paraguay and Botswana, have ren are still
everything when it comes to
isn't
Money
increased their earnings faster than industrial
the quality of life.
countries.
Not only do the Japanese earn more, they
One cause of low incomes may be military
longer to enjoy it. The average baby
survive
orgasister
its
spending, which the bank and
live until almost 82 and the
nization, the International Monetary Fund, are girl can expect to
79. That is nearly
-almost
until
boy
average
trying to curb.
life expectancy of
the
than
In a "Human Development Report" pub- nine years longer
century ago and
quarter
a
there
horn
lished earlier this year, the United Nations babies
the bank has
country
any
in
than
longer
been
found that Third World countries have
increasing spending on soldiers and weapons .checked.
Health and education have improved notab— from 4.2 percent of national earnings in
ly in some less prosperous areas.
1960 to 4.6 percent in 1989.

Home sales decline in July despite low mortgage rates
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sales
of new homes fell in July for the
fourth time this year. despite the
lowest mortgage rates in 19
!,ears. the government said today.
New homes were sold at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
563,000 last month, down from
578,000 the month before, the
departments of Commerce and
Housing and Urban Development

said.

It was the steepest drop in lour
months. Sharp declines in the
Northeast and South were only
partly offset by sales gains in the
Midwest and West.
Meanwhile, the median price
of new homes recorded its sharpest drop in nearly 11 years.
In advance, economists
expected falling mortgage rates

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your COMenience Now Oilers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Frida
Ship Weekly & Sa% e nione

- 5 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m
Ohmpic Plaza
Huy 641 N.
M-F

111
UPS

August, edging below 8 percent
before jumping back above the 8
percent level in reaction to the
plunging value of the dollar.

would produce a sales increase of
between 1 percent and 2 percent.
Mortgage rates started declining
at the start of the month after the
Federal Reserve eased monetary
policy. By the end of the month
they were near 8 percent, nearly a
half point lower than when the
month began and the lowest since
1973.
Rates continued to fall in

0
She

Sat 1day Pick 3
0-0-1
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9-25-42-43-45-49
Sunday Pick 3
5-6-8

Nun I. p.m
753-231M
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DAY SAI 10170141W
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March of Dimes
We deliver small miracles

Lower rates apparently did stimulate a gain in sales of existing
homes in July. They were estimated by the National Association of Realtors to have risen 3.9
percent.

Garrett...
(Cont'd from page I)
Calvert City, which she represented on job-safety and environmental issues, according to Garrett's registration.
The state Labor Cabinet fined
Rail Services more than $160,000
for health and safety violations in
1991. That followed an explosion
that killed one worker and injured
two others who were cleaning the
inside of a railroad tank car.
Garrett also lobbied for Old
Hickory Clay Co. in Graves
County, which had an interest in
severance tax legislation.
In addition, Garrett had registered to lobby for a McLean, Va.,
firm — DeHart & Darr Associates. But she resigned less than
three weeks later, incurring no
expenses and being paid no salary, according to a report on file
in the attorney general's office.
Muitay Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
MARY ANN ORR
Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM
Circulation Manager
DANIEL T. PARKER
Managing Editor
KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager

We got a deal and we're
passing it on to you!
Shop & Compare.
Twin

$79
Full
$99
Queen
$249

1 11 p.m. on Ky. 464, seven miles northwest of Murray. According to the
accident report, Sandra Stark Jones, no age available. 3224 Jack Gray
Drive, Paducah, lost control of her 1991 Nissan Maxima as she was rounding a curve. Jones hit a small embankment and overturned. She was transported by ambulance to Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Whitley Suallen
Jones, 4, a passenger in the car, was not injured. The accident was investigated by Deputy Mike Farley of the Calloway County Sheriffs Department.
The Murray Fire Department's rescue vehicle also responded.

FIREMEN CLEAR SMOKE FROM RESIDENCE

The Murray Fire Department was called to 1515 Canterbury Drive Friday at
6:06 p.m. to remove smoke from a home. According to reports, the owner
forgot about bread in the toaster which failed to eject after browning. Firemen removed the smoke with fans

CAMDEN, Tenn. (AP) —
Police say they will drop
charges against an Arkansas
truck driver accused of kidnapping an 8-year-old Kentucky girl and may charge the
girl's mother with filing a
false police report.
Russell Daulton, 54, of Forrest City, Ark., was released
from the Benton County jail
Friday.
Angel Lynn Short, a Newport, Ky.. nightclub dancer,
had accused him of abducting
her child from the North Forty
Truck Stop near Camden and
taking her to Hickman County,
Ky., late Monday.
But Daulton has said he first
met Short and her daughter,
Loretta Lynn Short, in Arkansas. The trucker said the girl
had been riding with him
before they got to the truck
stop here, while Angel Short
followed in her pickup truck.
Daulton is scheduled to
appear in court here Wednesday, when officials are
expected to drop the kidnapping charges, according to a
statement released Friday by
the Benton County Sheriff's
Departmeni
The sheriff's department is
considering whether to charge
Ms. Short, 31. of Newport,
Ky., with filing a false police
report, according to the
statement.
John Lynch, the sheriffs
department administrator overseeing the case, could not be
reached for elaboration.
"Further investigations
revealed that kidnapping could
in no way be substantiated,"
the statement read. "Fraudulent statements were given by
the alleged kidnap victim's
mother."
Daulton also has been
charged with possession of
cocaine in Hickman County,
where he was apprehended.

(Cont'd from page I)
businesses, real estate and professional practices.
The reports would also include
anything of value they received
from lobbyists, companies or
groups that employ lobbyists and
officials from business seeking
state contracts.
*Closing the revolving door.
Legislators and other public officials couldn't leave office one
day and return the next as lob-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Jim Cary, who was injured in the
Aug. 7 crash of a state helicopter
that was carrying Gov. Brereton
Jones, has left the hospital and
returned to his home in Frankfort.
Cary was moved quickly from
the front door of Humana
Hospital-University of Louisville
to an ambulance on Saturday for
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byists. The proposal, known as a
revolving door rule, would prohibit officials from becoming lobbyists for two years after their
terms end.
*No more speaking fees. Public
officials could no longer take
money for speeches, but they
could be compensated for travel,
food and lodging.
*A $250 yearly filing fee for lobbyists to help pay for the ethics
commission.

the trip. He said through a nursing supervisor that he would not
answer reporters' questions about
the crash.
His doctor, Steve Henry, provided a detailed description of
Cary's injuries, the treatment he
has been given and the course his
treatment is now expected to
take.
Henry, an orthopedic surgeon
specializing in injuries, said Cary
should be walking normally by
February. "He will fly again,"
Henry said.
The pilot will stay at his home
for two weeks, then return for
surgery. After that, he will begin
therapy.
Henry said Cary, who was the
worst injured of the six who were
in the governor's Sikorsky helicopter, has already had surgery
five times.
The helicopter, which lost part
of its tail rotor before plunging
into a Shelby County ravine, did
not burn. All on board survived,
and all but Cary had been
released before Saturday.
Cary and pilot Logan Weiler
have been credited with wrestling
the disabled craft to a landing
that could have been much worse.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
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Helicopter's co-pilot
released from hospital
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(Cont'd from page I)
per month also received a 5 percent raise, the records show.
Clark, the personnel commisluyteo restriconbdg
tionssio ner,
t annual
applied
raises. She said the six-month
increase for the cabinet secretaries is equivalent to the 5 percent
raise given to merit employees
after they pass their six-month
probationary period. Instead of
being called a probationary
increase, the action is termed a
"discretionary increase" for nonmerit employees, Clark said.
The about 40 jobs in the governor's office also are non-merit
positions and those hired in
December received a 5 percent
increase as well, records show.
"We determined to treat every
new employee the same from top
to bottom," said Hable.
Hable also said some longtime
commissioners and deputy commissioners were making more
than the new secretaries. He said
the pay raise was needed to avoid
making the situation worse.
Lee Jackson, president of the
Kentucky Association of State
Employees, said the raises
showed insensitivity on the governor's part.
"I'm really disappointed that
would happen in light of the fact
that a majority of state employees
are having to go without an
increase at all," he said.
State Rep. C.M. "Hank" Hancock, a Democrat from Frankfort,
said: "If you couldn't afford to
give people in the poverty level
salary increases, I certainly think
it would behoove officials in high
positions to forgo that increase."
Hancock's district includes a
large number of state workers.
Clark pointed out that the
cabinet secretaries from this point
on will get only a 1 percent
increase in salary for the next
two years. The second year of the
budget provides the 1 percent
raise for state employees earning
over $50,000.

`Watchdog panel'...

each pc.
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Cabinet...

Truck driver didn't
kidnap girl, cops say
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Mammogram program off to sluggish start
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TERMS WITH CUTS
CALIFORNIA COMING TO
today tried to come to terms on the

ferson and Fayette counties, the
number of screening mammograms seems to be low considering the large populations.
The state projected that 8,956
women would be screened for
breast cancer during the last fiscal year, but only 6,257 were.
Early detection is important
because breast cancer can be
treated more effectively when
found early.
"I think the health departments
could do more," said Dr. Gil
Friedel!, co-director of the Kentucky. Cancer Program.
The mammography program
was established in 1990 by the
General Assembly. The state,
through local health departments,

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Fewer low-income women than
expected are taking advantage of
a state program to provide
cancer-screening mammograms,
and some legislators are asking
why.
Rep. Tom Burch, D-Louisville.
and Sen. Tom Buford, RNicholasville, wondered if
implementation of the program
was slow because local doctors
feared the competition.
"They see it as a threat to their
business," Burch said.
Both pointed out that Pike
County just recently started the
state program - almost two
years after it was initiated. And
in some urban Ireas such as Jef-

SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Lawmakers
his signadeep spending cuts Gov. Pete Wilson demanded in exchange for months
of
ture on a $57 billion budget that would end California's two Saturday,
budget
overall
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The
-IOU.
nt-by
governme
work on a dozen
but the Assembly waited until Sunday night to get todeficit.
The Senate
billion
$11
an
close
related bills spelling out how to
since the fiscal
passed the bills earlier. California has been without a budget the Democratyear began July 1 because the Republican governor and
caused
controlled Legislature have been at odds over how to close the gap,
turinto
nt
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thrown
has
impasse
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.
recession
mostly by the
taxpayand
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s,
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moil and forced California to
ers for the first time since the Depression.

HAMLET'S MEMORY
FIRE STILL BURNS IN
screaming still resounds and the fire still

HAMLET, N.C.- A year later, the
the smoke and
burns in Hamlet's memory. Mildred Moates remembers
and was
flames of the chicken processing plant. She fell in the darkness
ous,
unconsci
rescued,
was
she
When
rs.
co-worke
e
trampled by desperat
Webb
Jeff
rs
remembe
Fairley
a
Aquanett
she had footprints on her body.
plant, but
her fiance, the father of her child. He escaped from the burning
for Ms.
returned again and again to rescue colleagues, searching vainly
the 25 who
Fairley's aunt, Peggy Anderson. In the end, they were amongProducts
Inc.
died. Others remember the 240 lobs that the Imperial Foodpaid only $5 to
that
jobs
jobs,
nt
unpleasa
jobs,
plant once provided - hard
poor town.
$8 an hour, but jobs that are hard to come by in this

with a Pikeville hospital, sh,
said.
The Fayette County Healf•
Department "probably needs ti
do a better sales job," said Dr
John Poundstone, the health coin
missioner in Lexington. Th,
department plans to bring in th,
Brown Cancer Center van D
October.
Greg Lawther, manager of the
state's chronic disease branch
which oversees the mammogra
phy program, said he believed the,
number of screenings w a
increasing. He said in an inter
view that local health departments are "quickly catching up'
and said more money will prob
ably be needed for the prograni

pays $50 for each screening. The
screenings are done by local hospitals and health-care providers.
Dr. Mary Fox, director of the
Pike County Health Department,
said concerns about liability
issues were partly to blame
because several lawsuits had been
filed over mammogram screenings. She denied that the delay
was caused by opposition from
local physicians.
"We've done the best we can;
we got it going," Fox said.
A van from the Brown Cancer
Center in Louisville came to Pike
County in June and conducted 68
screenings, she said. The department has since started doing the
screenings through a contract

Contractor fined $5,500 for illegal contribution

SUPPORT
BRAZIL PRESIDENT LOSING victim
of "lies, defamations

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil- Claiming to be the
attempted with a
and injustices," President Fernando Collor de Mello has his
impeachment.
speech to the nation to dampen the popular clamor for
television and radio,
But Sunday's address, broadcast nationwide on support
has crumbled
seemed unlikely to quell public outrage. Collor's
are prearound him and media reports say leading members of his Cabinet
all the
give
to
heart..
open
an
with
nation,
the
to
come
"I
resign.
paring to
The
down.
step
not
would
he
vowing
said,
Collor
ons,"
needed explanati
ional report
speech was the president's first public response to a congress
netreleased last week that linked him to a wide-ranging influence-peddling
work led by Paulo Cesar Farias, his 1989 campaign treasurer.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- A
Lexington highway contractor
has pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor charge of making an
illegal corporate donation to
Martha Wilkinson's unsuccessful
1991 campaign for governor.
The contractor, Leonard Ruth,
admitted that he gave some of his

Ruth must pay the state trees
ury $5,000 - double the amount
of illegal contributions prosecu
tors believe Ruth made. In addition, Franklin Circuit Judge

from a special prosecutors' investigation into suspected laundering
of excessive and corporate contributions to 1991 gubernatorial
candidates.
The plea was part of an agreement that resulted in a modest
fine, no jail time and the dismissal or diversion of most counts.

company's money to the campaign of then-Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson's wife by making the
contribution in an employee's
name.
Such a contribution is illegal.
Ruth's guilty plea Friday in
Franklin Circuit Court produced
the second conviction stemming

Roger Crittenden fined Ruth
$500 and imposed a one-year
sentence, which he then probated.
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Perspective on Politics

Willing to wait
Repsublican abortion-rights
Activists looking toward '96
.ty JILL LAWRENCE
ssociat.d Press News Analysis
WASHINGTON — There's no shortage of recriminations among
le .abortion-rights advocates crushed by the combined weight of an
•
‘: um ben t president and the religious nght.
But there won't be an incumbent in 1996. And there will be an old:r, wiser and possibly larger cadre of moderates determined to pierce
.rie Republican Party's airtight opposition to abortion.
The party's Houston convention was bittersweet for those fighting
.1e. Official call for an abortion ban. They broke into the headlines, but
".ey also broke into factions and tirades against one another.
Yet some remember when the only abortion-rights activity at a GOP
.nsention was a surreptitious 1984 meeting between Maureen Ruin and Rep. Olympia Snowe of Maine, the two of them alone in a
•in By that standard. 1992 was a triumph and a beacon for the road
- MN() will be different," says Maine Gov. John McKernan,
-.i.e.'s husband, echoing the hopes of many in his corner_ "I can't
you how many people have said to me,'We will never again sup-1 anbody. who thinks this plank ought to be in our platform ' l'se
that from people on both sides."
Polls suggest a majority of Republicans and indeed a majority ot
,2 convention delegates support keeping abortion legal. They were
::...arted this year by twin juggernauts: a campaign staff intent on pro..ting a weakened president, and social conservatives who hijacked
convention with the consent and, some say, encouragement of that
,ampaign.
Could any dissident group have prevailed under such
„iNumstances?
Some say yes, that moderate Republicans simply haven't been as
icuve as they should be. "The party has abandoned them and they
.aw no real purpose in making waves," says Kate Michelman. presiJent of the National Abortion Rights Action League.
Other interested parties saw action — but grumbled it wasn't the
ight kind. Too much time and money for public relations. Not enough
mention to nuts and bolts like electing dedicated abortion-rights convenubn delegates.
-We did not do the political work which had to he done." said
Pennsylvania delegate Elsie Hillman, a longtime party acnv ist who
.ows that won't happen again.
The chief champions of the cause declined to take responsibility for
its failure. They blamed relentless pressure from the Bush camp.
"It really wasn't that we were politically inept," said Mary Dent
Crisp, chairwoman of the National Republican Coalition for Choice.
McKernan and Massachusetts Gov. William Weld, pivotal in the
ansuccessful push for a floor debate, thought airing the issue would be.
good for Bush. But the Bush campaign team thought differently "and
they
just clamped down on these delegations," McKernan said.
1,
.The trying week ended with a deepening rift between Crisp, a
613-ish former party co-chairman, and Ann Stone, a brash young
direct-mail entrepreneur. For months of uneasy alliance, they stood
side by side and slammed the party hierarchy; after the Houston
defeat, they. wouldn't even appear at the same news conference.
The sticking point was that Stone, founder of a political action committee called Republicans for Choice, announced publicly that she
personally was going to vote for Bush and try to change her party.
"My goal is larger than (abortion) choice," Stone said later. "My
goal is to stop the religious right from having a stranglehold on any
political party. My priority is making sure Phyllis Schlafly and Pat
Robertson do not have a political vehicle."
Crisp remains officially neutral but calls herself a one-issue voter.
s,tie couldn't swallow the Stone rationale. "That's a conflict for me,"
he said. "There's a certain integrity we're trying to foster."
Michelman, whose abortion-rights group has spent two-thirds of its
-,oney this year on like-minded Republican candidates, was less
"She led such a strong fight within the party and seemed so uncompromising on it," Michelman said of Stone. "Now she will work to
elect the very president who is going to take away this freedom and
send women to back alleys and women and doctors to jail. I don't
understand it."
• • • •
(Jill Lawrence covers national politics for The Associated Press.)

World Editorial Roundup
4 lig. 21; Winston-Salem (N.C.) Journal on the environment:
Their more-radical counterparts don't much approve, but some
.-rivironmental groups are learning that good results are possible working in cooperation with companies that they once couldn't wait to take
to court.
Let's hope that this approach is the wave of the future. First, it suggests an awakening of corporate America to the urgency of environmental concerns. Second, it relieves some pressure on already overcrowded court calendars. Third, it signals a move to the middle, which
is almost always a sign of maturity in movements.
The Nature Conservancy is the pioneer in this effort, and the Environmental Defense Fund is coming on strong. EDF is the outfit that
persuaded McDonald's to switch containers for its Big Mac. Now it's
trying to work with General Motors on a program whereby companies
would buy up old cars that are heavy polluters and would receive credit toward meeting the air-quality standards under the new Clean Air
Act. ...
The way to clean up our environment and keep it clean is not with a
single giant le,ap•but one small step at a time. The trick is not to get a
handful of people ready for the broad jump but to get most people
walking in the right direction.
Protecting the environment is, at bottom, a matter of attitude, and
everyone's attitude counts.

By JOHN KING
Associated Puma News An•iyol•

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — President Bush's trips to assess Hurricane Andrew's devastation were
vivid reminders to Bill Clinton
that the president can grab attention even when the campaign
takes a back scat — and back
page - to other events.
There's little the Arkansas
governor can do about it, except
hope that when the spotlight
shines, it casts Bush in an unfavorable light.
As demonstrated by the criticism Bush got for the federal government's response to the hurricane, the ,incumbent's newsmaking edge can he a
double-edged sword.
"It gase him an opportunity to
show he understood and could
help people." said Clinton corn-'
muniLations director George Stephanopoulos. '"The question is:
Did he? These things can work
both ways."
After the hurricane, Bush was
criticited,as slow to respond and
his quick visits to Florida and
Louisiana were labeled by critics
as good for his election-year profile hut meaningless for sick and
hungry storm victims.
The president said he did not

want to get into the blame game,
but it was clear he did not want it
to fall on him - an effort that
brought criticism from the Clinton camp.
"Every time he says, 'It's not
my fault' he reinforces the
impression that he wants to pass
the buck so fast it not only never
stops at his desk, it never even
slows down," said Clinton
strategist Paul. Begala. "While
people were waiting for food and
clothing and medicine, he
brought hot air and political
rhetoric."
While casting aside such criticism as unfair, even White House
aides conceded that Bush did
get much of a political boost
from his "presidential" trip
because of the slow response to
the crisis.
"It's not a plus," one senior
aide said, insisting on anonymity.
"We'll have to see what the
long-term damage is."
The incumbent's edge, of,
course, is nothing new. With the
White House, Air Force One and
the federal government at his
beck and call, Bush can virtually
guarantee himself a headline.
And the hurricane wasn't the
only example last week of Bush
getting extra attention because of
incumbency. Clinton was an

afterthought when Bush
announced plans for a "no fly
zone" over Southern Iraq to
force Saddam Hussein to comply
with ,a Gulf Wit Cease fire
resolution.
Clinton supported the move,
and there was little he could do
but say so, knowing Bush would
be the center of attention. When
Bush rushed off to the hurricane
sites, all Clinton could do was
call the Florida and Louisiana
governors and offer encouragement, ask rally crowds to pray for
victim" an' 'romise if elected to
!vet continue federal
a
ssistance.
Brief thought was given to visiting damaged areas, but vetoed
by Clinton, who said he had
nothing to bring but words of
support, hardly enough to justify
drawing police protection away
from relief efforts.
So Bush got the spotlight,
attention Clinton aides say
"freezes the race," putting partisan politics on the back burner.
"People step back from politics when there is something
urgent for the country to
address," said Bcgala. "At times
of disaster or crises, no matter
how you feel about George Bush,
you want the president of the
United States to succeed."

But while conceding some
incumbent advantages to Bush,
Clinton advisers profess that the
minuses will outweigh the pluses
if Clinton keeps voters focused
on the weak economy — all the
while reminding them that the
pain came on Bush's watch.
To make that case, Sen. Al
Gore, Clinton's running mate,
interrupted an interview Friday to
point out a headline in an aide's
newspaper: "Income Gap
Between Rich and Poor Found
Wider in 43 States."
"You saw in the last week
some of the incumbent's advantages," Gore said. "But this year
the disadvantages of being
responsible for the worst economic performance since the
Great Depression, having no
program for health care, education, the environment, crime control — the disadvantages completely and totally outweigh the
advantages in my opinion
because the American people
really want change and he is the
symbol of the status quo."
Since they can't grab the spotlight as easily as Bush, that's the
line challengers Clinton and Gore.
have to take, hoping voters will
share their view come November.
(John King corers national politics for The Associated Press.)
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Ticket tiffjust business as usual
FRANKFORT, Ky. — On the
big scale, it does not rank up
there with world peace, human
hunger or even the federal deficit.
They're only tickets, after all.
What's the big deal if the University of Kentucky, or Louisville
or Murray or Eastern, for that
matter, hand out free tickets to
the big shots in state
government?
Why shouldn't the big shots
get something else special? It's
just business as usual. Just
another little example of the arrogance of power.
Exactly.
In the case of Wildcat fans and
Cardinal fans, they can't get tickets at all short of begging, borrowing, stealing or scalping. And
in the case of the other universities, the average fan can't just
call up the president's office and
ask for a couple of freebies to the
next game.
The reasons for this sweetheart
arrangement arc simple enough.
The big shots in the legislature
take the tickets because they
think they're entitled to them.
Legislators don't pay for many
things on their own anyway and
are genuinely surprised when
someone suggests they pull out
their own wallets. That makes the
current rush among some of them
to pay UK for their tickets so
amusing.
If it was so important for them
to demonstrate their purity, why
didn't they do it before now?
Prior to the current controversy,
only one legislator voluntarily
paid for his UK tickets, and he

universities, and it is absurd to
think that a governor should have
to buy tickets to fulfill his duties
as governor," Jones said.
It appears that Jones may feel
ed. ations are somewhat
sitoblig
lhiim

did so without fanfare or publicity. It was Rep. Joe Clarke of
Danville, the beacon of respectability in the General Assembly.
Gov. Brereton Jones, on the
other hand, makes no apologies
for taking his free tickets from
UK. All eight of them. In fact, he
said he has an obligation to take
free tickets.
From his recovery room at his
Woodford County horse farm, the .
millionaire thoroughbred breeder
released an official statement on
the matter after the chairman of
his ethics commission suggested
it might set a good example for
Jones and others to pay for their

tickets.
• This is the same governor,
incidentally, who wants to make
it illegal for legislators to accept
a free cup of coffee.
"I want to make it absolutely
clear to everyone that not only do
I see no conflict in the governor
of Kentucky — past governors,
future governors and this governor — accepting tickets to any
state university's sporting events,
but rather, I see it as a duty of the
governor to attend and support
such events.
"I will continue to support the
activities of the University of
Kentucky and all of our state's
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While he is a regular attendee
of UK games, his office could
not say last week how many athletic events Jones had attended at
other universities.
And some questions persist.
Does Jon s really need eight
center-cqtrt tickets at Rupp Arena to filfill his gubernatorial job
description? Who uses the
others? If he wants to go, why
not just call the university and
ask for tickets? That's the way it
works at other universities.
As for the universities, they do
it to buy goodwill, pure and
simple. Any other explanation is
hogwash.
The big shots say the universities are public agencies; they
don't want anything from state
government.
Right.
There arc 61 pages full of capital construction items relating to
universities contained in this
biennium's budget. And those
universities set $1,398 billion in
tax money this year and next.
Nah, the universities don't
want anything from state
government.
Those employees they have in
Frankfort for meetings of legislative committees are just to
answer questions. They're not
actually lobbying.
Right.
, ••••-•••4111Polor•-"••••••
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Cold Spring set for arrival of pilgrims
COLD SPRING, Ky.(AP) — Picket fences were up and security
ds were in place as this northern Kentucky community got
what some people said ifould be the apparition tonight of
read
Mary, the mother of Jesus.
The Rev. Leroy Smith of St. Joseph Roman Catholic Church said
two months ago that a woman who called herself a visionary from
Batavia, Ohio, told him Mary would appear at midnight Aug. 31.
Smith never identified the alleged seer.
Bishop William Hughes, leader of the Roman Catholic Diocese
of Covington, said church leaders are skeptical.
"Appearances or apparitions are never a matter of official teaching of the church." Hughes said.
"We have to be very careful and even somewhat reluctant to
give credence to such things. ... This is not meant in any way to
cast doubt on the integrity of the priest involved in this matter. It is
simply a matter of prudence."
Something of a siege mentality has taken over this Cincinnati
suburb. Parking is being restricted, and only residents and business
people with special stickers on their cars are to be allowed on city
streets tonight.
Smith has suggested that people who aren't members of the parish pray at home. Hughes has said he won't be at the church.
Some officials have said 100,000 pilgrims may try to be part of
the event. Mayor Paul Weghorn has little hope that his request for
privacy will diminish crowds.
"It's too late for that," he said. "One fellow is already in town
from Texas with his paraplegic wife. There are bus loads of people
from out of town who are not going to stop (coming) because he
announced that he wants people to stay home."
No vendors' licenses are being issued in an attempt to keep out
commercialism.
"I can't stop people from coming, but if they are coming, we
want them to take the bus." Weghorn said.
The Transit Authority of Northern Kentucky will run special
buses from designated patting lots and hotels.
"We know there are going to be crowds. We know there are
going to be a lot of people," Weghorn said."We want to function
with the least amount of inconvenience to anybody, especially to
the residents."
Fences, ropes and "no trespassing" signs have been hung by
residents in the neighborhood around the church. About 150 homeowners attended a meeting last week to learn how the city planned
to cope with the situation and how to protect themselves from lawsuits if anyone were injured on their property.
Dan Ward said he's concerned about what might happen if Mary
does appear at the church. He's afraid that crowds will continue to
flock to the church and become a financial burden on the city and
its taxpayers.

Read the classifieds!

The mayor, his wife, thejudge...
Nashville ex-mayor's personal life in the news again
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Let's try to SOft this out.
Former mayor Bill Boner and
fourth wife Traci Peel Boner are
suing each other for divorce.
The judge in the case used to
date Boner.
Mrs. Boner claims she photographed•her husband's car at
dawn outside the condominium of
his third wife, to whom he was
still married when he announced
his engagement to her.
But Mrs. Boner admitted in
court she recently flew to Chicago and Milwaukee with an old
boyfriend.
Now the judge says the Boners
must share their house until a
divorce is granted.
The divorce is renewing titillating headlines that began two

years ago when Boner, then mayor, revealed his romance with
Peel while still married to lawyer
Betty Fowlkes Boner.
The relationship fed tabloid
TV shows and newspapers across
the country. Boner, 47, and Mrs.
Boner, 36, also appeared together
on "Donahue."
Now they are awaiting the outcome of their separate divorce
suits.
Boner, who did not seek reelection last year, and Mrs. Boner
have been separated several
months. Mrs. Boner is a country
music singer who learned Thursday that her contract with Liberty
Records is being terminated.
Her current release is "Almost
Single."

The two were married in races, and because she dated
Hawaii in September 1990. Boner Boner twice in 1979 and 1980,
most recently has been working when both were single.
as general manager of a pallet
But before stepping down, she
company.
ordered the Boners to share their
Boner, a harmonica-playing
13-room home until a divorce is
former Democratic congressman,
granted. The judge said Mrs.
filed for divorce Aug. 6 on Boner can
occupy the house durgrounds of irreconcilable ing the week and Boner can use it
differences.
on weekends.
Mrs. Boner, whose marriage to
"Mrs. Boner may stay or leave
Boner was her first, alleged irre- at her election"
when Boner is
aduland
differences
concilable
the
present,
judge
said.
tery in her divorce suit Aug. 10.
It could be touchy. When BonAt a hearing Friday, Boner said
he has recently dined and played er's lawyer asked Mrs. Boner if
golf with a Kentucky woman.
she recently called the former
Circuit Judge Muriel Robinson mayor "every name in the book"
Rice said Friday she will ask when he dropped by the house to
another judge to hear the case pick up clothes, she replied.
because Boner defeated two of "There probably isn't enough
her relatives in past political names to call him."

Pot force feels they're making difference
LONDON, Ky.(AP) — Membcrs of Kentucky's marijuana
eradication forces say the fact
they have to repel from helicopters into pot fields or trek for
hours to find small booby-trapped
patches are signs they're winning
the war.
They believe that marijuana
patches are getting smaller and
more remote because growers
know that large, easily accessible
plots won't last long.
Though illegal, marijuana is
probably Kentucky's largest cash
crop. The street value of the
plants destroyed so far this year

by the Governor's Marijuana
Strike Task Force is an estimated
$985 million; by comparison, the
largest legal crop, burley tobacco,
was valued last year at $820
million.
In recent years, Kentucky has
consistently been one of the
nation's top five pot producers.
The organized eradication effort
is more than a decade old, and
since 1985 the state also has been
among the top five in the number
of plants destroyed.
Last year, the Defense Department funneled about $5 million
into Kentucky for marijuana

eradication. The Drug Enforce- in eradicating marijuana, destroyment Agency and the Justice ing more than 800,000 plants.
Department contributed $500,000 Members figure that would have
to pay overtime and travel been enough to make 202 marijuana cigarettes for every person
expenses for state troopers.
That doesn't count the Civil in the state.
This year, the several hundred
Air Patrol volunteers or the
efforts of the Forest Service, strike-force members hope to
which beefs up employment in destroy as many as one million
the Daniel Boone National Forest plants. They already have
during marijuana-harvesting sea- destroyed more than 656,000, at
son. Or the salaries of sheriff's least a month before the first
deputies or local police who help frost ends their season.
out for a week or day or an hour
Many of the counties where the
when a patch is found in their strike force finds large quantities
jurisdiction.
of marijuana are among the
In 1991 the force led the nation state's poorest.

C 1992 R J REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO

SUBSCRIBE!

DRIVEWAY
11141P
SALE
Gardner
Driveway
Sealer
5 Gal

$6"
Also Available, Heavy
Duty Oil Base Sealer

18" Blacktop
Brush

N,

mow.

$399
IN%Irtrikkt
Blacktop
Roller
Sale
$999

Crack Filler
$299 gal

15 mg. "tar", 1.2 mg nicotine av, per cigarette by FTC method

Murray Home
& Auto

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

While other brands raise prices, DORAL announces that we are
reducing our manufacturer's list price. At participating outlets, you
will enjoy a new everyday low price each time you buy DORAL, and
save up to $2.60 on every carton and 26e on every pack when you
buy without coupons.* That makes DORAL the everyday
lowest-priced top ten brand in America. In fact, it's priced as low or
lower than any other leading national branded savings cigarette!
And with our special coupon promotions, you'll receive even
greater value. So if you're a DORAL smoker already, thank you. If
you're a smoker who hasn't tried DORAL,there's never been a
better time. 00(1AL,the unbeatable combination of taste and value.
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*Based on mfr.'s list price reduction.
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Chestnut St
753-2571
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

Monday, Aug. 31

Monday, Aug. 31

Area musicians interested in playing in an orchestra/6:30 p.m./Room
216. Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.

Singles Group/7
New
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Celia, 753-6078. or
Joan. 759-1345.

Singles Group/7
New
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Celia, 753-6078. or

Tuesday, Sept. I
Medical Explorer Post 803/education unit of Murray -Calloway
County Hospital/6:30 p.m. Info/
762-1381

Joan. 759-1345.
Ladies Barbershop Chorus/7
p.m./First Christian Church.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church will have a rummage sale
at the former Hendrick's Grocery near the corner of Highway 121
South and Glendale Road on Thursday and Friday, Sept. 3 and 4, and
Sunday and Monday, Sept. 6 and 7. No sale will be on Saturday
because of church services. This will be to augument funds for building a new church on the present site at South 15th and Sycamore
Streets, Murray. Pastor Luther A. May is calling not only church
members but the general public to "go through garage, attic, basement
and storage buildings and donate any useful articles which are of no
further service to you." For more information call 753-3589,
753-0835, 436-2310, or 436-2432.

Murray Woman's Club Executive
Board/nooniCallow ay County Public Library.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.

Oak Grove plans homecoming

Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club/salad supper/6:30
p.m./club house.

Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7 p miWeaks
Community Center.

Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital/Como,
Tenn '9-11 a.m. and Cottage
Grow. Tenn./12:30-2:30 p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events
13...,ppc:sli p.m.

Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./private dining room of
Murray -Calloway County Hospital.

First I. nited Methodist Church
Exercise/5
cr:s

pressure
blood
Free
checks/noon-2 p.m./Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church.

First Christian Church events
nclude Boy Scout Troop 77 at
(1 10 p.m. and Emmaus Team!"
p.m.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Prepared Childbirth Class'T
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Weaks (enter'open 9 a.m.-4
for senior citizens' activities.

7 77

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./Amencan Legion Building. South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info,-53-8136 or
4354314.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-00S2
Com'd on page I I A)
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Veronica Renee Duncan
and James Randall Evans to marry

Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located on Magness and
Oak Grove Church Road. will have its homecoming on Sunday. Sept. 6. The
church has been established for over 114 years. Fellowship will begin at 10
a.m. Guest speaker for the 11 a.m. service will be the Rev. Hillman Moore
who was pastor from June 1953 to September 1954. A noon meal will be
served. Starting at 2 p.m., the afternoon will be spent in a time of remembrances, special music by former Oak Grove singers, and a video history.
The public is invited to attend.

DES sponsoring fundraiser

Duncan-Evans wedding
vows will be said Friday

Murray-Calloway County Disaster Emergency Services (DES) Rescue is
sponsoring a fund-raising project to raise funds to upgrade equipment. During this period, a person with a letter of authorization from Kenneth Reynolds. chief of the local DES unit, will call on local residents to thoroughly
explain the project. The unit asks all residents to support the project his year
as they have done in the past.

will be
Miss Veronica Renee Duncan and James Randall Evans
mamed on Friday, Sept. 4.
of
The vows will be exchanged at a ceremony at 6 p.m. at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Burkeen.
All relauves and friends are invited to attend.
and
Miss Duncan is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Barlow
the late Cleo Duncan of Benton.
the late
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Burkeen,
County,
Lyon
of
Duncan
Hobert
late
the
Murray,
of
Holland
Myrtle
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Barlow of Kevil.
of
Miss Duncan is employed by Boone's Laundry tiz Cleaners
Murray.
Mr. Evans is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gray Nance of Murray. He is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Adams of Aurora.
and is
He is a 1989 graduate of Marshall County High School
of
Conditioning
Air
and
Heating
employed by Randy Thornton's
Murray.

Young Actors Guild trip planned

Piano Camp rcserziations due

Playhouse in the Park has planned a trip for all Young Actors Guild members to see 'The Tempest' at the Horse Cave Theatre, Horse Cave. The
play is directed by Uz Bussey, former executive director of the Playhouse in
the Park. Members will meet at 9 a.m. on Sunday. Sept. 6, in the parking lot
of the Playhouse to depart. They will see the Sunday matinee performance
and spend the night at Horse Cave. The group should return at 5 p.m. on
Monday, Sept. 7, at the Playhouse parking lot. Members will fleet to bring
approximately $50 for the cost of the play, hotel and meals. If you want to
go or would like to chaperone, call Rob Carpenter, YAG president, at
753-9554, by Wednesday, Sept. 2.

Lake-Land services scheduled
Special services will be at Lake-Land Apostolic Church, located,on North
16th Street Extended at Utterback Road, Murray, starting Thursday, Sept. 3,
through Sunday, Sept. 6. The Rev. Jackie Mathis of Dawson Springs will be
the guest speaker for services at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
and at 6 p.m. Sunday. The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor, invites the public to
attend. For information call 759-1602.

Poultry meeting Thursday
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers Association's Board of Directors will
meet Thursday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. The purpose of the meeting will be to
report on interorganizational activities. Contract poultry growers are urged to
attend communicate ideas. Persons may contact any of the following board
members for location: Kenny Imes, 753-3113, John Pennington,
1-527-1015, Alan Adams, 1-382-2510, or Marshall Dennis, 1-335-3388.

Grogan reunion will be Sept. 6
The descendants of the late Dick Grogan and Adeline Stubblefield Grogan will have a reunion on Sunday, Sept. 6, in the basement of the University Church of Christ. A potluck meal will be served at noon.

Band Boosters will meet Tuesday
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, Sept. 1, at 5:30 p.m.
at Sirloin Stockade. Dudley Burton, president, urges all interested persons
to attend.

MMS Back To School Night Thursday
Murray Middle School will have Back to School Night for Grades 5
through 8 on Thursday. Sept. 3, beginning at 7 p.m. All students and
parents are invited to attend, according to Pat Seiber, principal.

PCS- MPPESS.

Redistricting Committee to meet
ERM

Calloway County Redistricting Committee will meet Thursday, Sept. 3, at
5 p.m. in the office of Calloway County Board of Education. All interested
persons are welcome to attend, a committee member said.

Alpha Mu supper on Tuesday

nney
JCPe
Styling Salon
NEXUS
992 JCP•nrwry

r

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811

gies

Brandon Sharp shows his winning t-shirt design to Ellie Brown,
coordinator of Murray Music Teachers Association Piano Camp.
Sharp's entry was selected by Artist-Judge Sandy Sasso to be
printed on the camp t-shirts. The camp will be Saturday. Sept. 12,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. for students in Grades 3 to 8 who are currently taking piano lessons. The fee for the camp will be $20 which
includes all costs and a t-shirt. Registratioe deadline is Tuesday,
Sept. 1. Rules may be obtained from local MMTA teachers or
Mrs. Brown, 759-1389. Sharp's entry won him a scholarship to the
camp. He is the son of Jan and Paul Sharp and a piano student of
Margaret Wilkins.
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FREE

$30

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6
7.
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9 Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12 Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Dr. Dennis L. Helicon, D.C.

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This attire examination is FREE.
If you want more ca,e and treatment,
we do ail the paperwork

FREE.

NAG A NOW TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR IN
MCLANE*:OUR OFFCE POLICY PROTECTS YOU.'THE PATIENT NC MY OTHER PE RICO RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT
PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF FIESPONDOCI TO THE
RENSURN0 FOR PAYMENT FOR MY OTHER SERVICES. EXMONATON OR TREATMENT V*1104•
ADVERTISEMENT FOR TIE FREE SERVICE EMANATION OR TREATMENT •

CALL tor your FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
me am eme me mg ewe ewe

Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet tonight (Monday)
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. This is for all retirees and for any persons who
have ever worked at the hospital. This event has been changed to the last
Monday night of the month. For more information call Nancy McClure or Lotto Brandon.

Singles (SOS) schedule events

Cub Scout Signup scheduled

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
Ky. 42071
Squats)
Murray,
tfflinrsitY
el. ma gm eme an ms am um um Nom am ma um me an

301 N. 12th Street

Hospital retirees meet tonight

The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. Sept. 1, at
7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Lynne Johnston
will be the leader of a discussion on 'Friendship: A Gold Mine'on the general theme of 'Being A Good Friend. The SOS is a support and social group
for singles of al ages, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide positive social interaction
and support. U singles are invited and encouraged to attend. For more
information call Pamela at 7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Get Your
FULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

VALUE

A salad supper social of Alpha Mu 14760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority will be Tuesday, Sept. 1, at 6 p.m. at the home of Helen Steffen, 1542 Whippoorwill Dr., Murray. This will be on the new deck of the Steffen homd. Husbands and friends of members are invited to attend this special event.

759-1116

Tiger Cub Signup Night for City Park 57 will be tonight (Monday) at 6:30
p.m. at Carter Elementary School cafeteria. Tiger Cubs are fdor boys who
are six yews old and in the first grade. Cub Scout Signup Night for Pack 57
will be Tuesday, Sept. 1, at 630 p.m. at Carter cafeteria. This night will be
from boys, age 7(second grade)through filth grade. For additional information contact Jerry Maynard, 759-1182, or Janice Hedges, 753-1176.

Fall baseball registration planned
Registration for the Youth Baseball Association's fall instructional league
will be tonight (Monday) and Wednesday. Sept. 2, from 3:30 to 6 p.m. at
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods. This league is for players born between
Aug. 1, 1982 and July 31, 1964. The registration fee is $15 per player. For
more information, call Don Chamberlain at 753-5691 after 5 p.m.

Need Line groceries needed
The pantry supply at Murray-Calloway County Need Line office is getting
smeller, according to Kathie Gentry, executive director. With the opening of
schools and the winter season approaching, requests for food usually
increese. Items needed,include pandered milk, crackers, peanut butter,
spaghetti, spaghetti sauce, soup, canned frult, asp, and toilet paper. Pmsons having items to donate may teke them to the Need Line Woe,located
on the bottom floor of Weeks Community Center, between the hours of 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.. Monday through Friday. For Information ad 7334333.
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Murrayan
back from
Japan stay

Fiddler's
Contest will
be at Cadiz
The first Old Time Fiddler's
Contest will be held at Trigg
County High School Gym, Main
Street, Cadiz, on Saturday, Oct.
3.
Contests and prizes will be
offered in the following categories: guitar, harmonica, banjo,
mandolin, clogging, band, beginning fiddlers, junior fiddlers and
senior fiddlers.
Registration will stan at 10
a.m. and the contest at 1 p.m.
There will be $2,000 in prize
money. Each fiddle contestant
will be required to play one waltz
and one breakdown in the elimination and finals. Tunes used in
eliminations may not be repeated
in the finals.
Admission will be $5. Eats and
drinks will be available.
The contest will be sponsored
by Trigg County Extension
Homemakers Association, a nonprofit organization, and proceeds
willb e given to needy children
and charity.
For additional information, call
J.C. Mitchell, 1-365-3665, Jim
Ricks, 1-522-8994, or LaNell
Bell, 1-522-8248.

Cardile baby
born Aug. 10
Cody James Cardile
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Cardile of
6219-1 Ashton Rd., Memphis,
Tenn. 38134 are the parents of a
son, Cody James Cardile, born
Monday, Aug. 10, at 7:29 p.m.
The mother is the former Melanie
Futrell. Maternal grandparents
are Joe Pat and Sonya Futrell of
Memphis, formerly of Murray.
Paternal grandparents are Mike
Cardile of Thayer, Mo., and Ms.
Carol Quinn of Jackson, Miss.
An uncle is David Futrell, Memphis. Great-grandparents are
James and Vinell Patterson of
New Concord.

MURRAY
TODAY

14

Joseph and Mary Gertzen

Anniversary celebration
will be held on Saturday
Joseph and Mary Gertzen will celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Sept. 5.
A 10 a.m. Mass will be at St. Leo's Catholic Church with the Rev.
Peter Hughes as celebrant.
Following the Mass, a brunch reception will be at noon at the
Knights of Columbus Clubhouse on Squire Hale Road, Murray.
All parishioners and friends are invited to attend the Mass and the
brunch reception.
The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
A dinner reception for family and friends will be held that evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Gertzen have been residents of Hamlin and Murray
since November 1971.
They were married Sept. 3, 1932, at St. Mary's Catholic Church,
Riverdale, Ill.
Their children include Joseph and Gloria of Ft. Myers Beach, Fla.,
John and Colletta, Oak Forest, Ill., and Cathy and Rick Mac Donald,
Lockport, Ill. One daughter, Sister Germaine, is deceased.
The couple has eight grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
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Replacement

• Polytex

Windows

BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE UFETIME WARRANTY-POLYTEX VINY

rade-In
Allowance
Up To

Don't Buy Any Windows
'til You See Thermaline Windows
Not good with
any other discounts

25

WINDOW Co.*
THERMALINE
3038 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, Ky.
554-7647 or 1-800-264-0610

$25r

antor

STORM
WIND° S

FREE Estimate

Expires 9-10-92
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lalliCome try on our
V§
•I
"new western boots
vel and register for a
lir $25 gift certificate
to be given away)
Saturday.

DAILY SHIPPING
Air
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
MS 9:00-5:00
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We are proud to use,(74\
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TREASURE HOUSE

public. The Guild will be open to
accept items on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
Items at the sale will be many
and varied, some treasures, some
junk. "One person's junk can be
another person's treasure, so
come see what treasures you can
find," said Patricia Clark,
president.
On sale will be kitchen items,
books, clothing, crafts, art, toys,
fabrics, frames, hats, needlework
kits, glassware and collectibles.

Students of Jane Marie's Dance Studio recently participated in a
two-week Gymnastics Camp, directed by Jane Marie Chapman.
Achievements ribbons were presented to each student participating. Pictured, from left, back row, Seana Sims, Lindsey Barnett,
Erin Gidcumb, Katrina Mathis, Sarah Jones, front row, Josie Holland, Ashley Soloman, Amanda Melton and Kakeshia Burks.

THE

Art Guild sale Saturday
The Murray Art Guild will
hold a multi-party yard sale on
Saturday, Sept. 5, from 8 a.m. to
2 p.m. to raise money for repairs
to the Guild's will Linn House
foundation.
The Guild is located at 103
North Sixth St., Murray.
All members and friends of the
Guild are urged to check their
closets, attics and drawers for
items they no longer use that
could be sold at the sale to benefit the Guild.
The Guild would also be glad
to accept sale items from the

iI/)I))IN

t

Peter Johnson of Murray recently returned from a Summer
abroad as a Youth for Understanding (YFU) International
Exchange Student.
Johnson lived with the Matsumoto family in Japan. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Johnson. He is a senior at Murray
High School.
The YFU American Oversaes
program gives high school students a chance to immerse themselves in another language and
culture.
"The experience is transforming," said YFU President William
M. Woessner. "It develops the
self-confidence and international
skills our young people will need
to function effectively in the
shrinking world of the 21st
century."
YFU, established in 1951, is
one of the world's oldest and
largest non-profit international
exchange organizations, dedicated to international understanding and world peace.
About 3,000 students participate in YFU's American Overseas program each year. For more
information about YFU, call
1-800-TEENAGE.
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Four Rivers
roundtable
on Thursday

SINGER

Four Rivers Council, Boy
Scouts of America, will hold a
roundtable for all leaders on the
first Thursday of each month at
Grace Episcopal Church, 820
Broadway, Paducah.
The first roundtable will be
Thursday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. with
pre-opening beginning at 6:45
p.m.
September's theme for Cub
Scout leaders will be "Fire Detectives" and for Boy Scout leaders
will be "Hiking."
The Four Rivers Council
Calendar, plus information on
upcoming events, willb e available for all Four Rivers Council
leaders.

MACHINE SALE
Ullralock"lillachlfse Medal
• Sews 3-thread overiock
and flat lock stitch plus
4-thread mock safety stitch
• Built-in sewing iight

4
Sine*,QuaestuenLock'
Sews 7 stitches including ?thread wrapped edge and overedge.3-thread overlock. flatiock.
5
linage,awasetusisLeek'
Sews 10 stitches including
double chain-stitch.2-thread
wrapped edge and overedge
I 3 thread overlock. flatlock

\•I

MSL $799
No Sales Tax
2

1

588

$

•it'l
!

MSL $699
No Sales Tax
Limited Ouantittes
,••••••••••
.
••••,_ ....W

Ladies to play
golf and bridge
on Wednesday

The Styh•t
Machine Mode'9143
,
-• •
Sews
• .....5•'
tonnOrn • t
o•• W.•#:
•E lecWorw
Pleat bonne •A.stornabc
•S..
need*
S i system•Starq
!Wane thestadoN,•F.L.n or. c.arr,
nq handle

The Stylist '
Machinw 1‘01141/119110
Sews It st.tchea•E aciusheS•11
second threw:Wag•4tont mop-in
taobbr •1nre nn101 wring
..utts and sleeves•Suil.-4100.
,
tonnoler•Aatomah4 Wasson
•Bude.,n c...w.y.ng handle

No Sales Tax
MSL $79999

MSL
$519

Austin and Catherine Jennings

Bank Financing
Quantities

Limited

'28

Anniversary reception
will be at Kenlake Hotel

All Open Stock
Cabinets

f.ISL $729.99
No lax

ne asmon Mat-'
Model 6212

20% off
No

$329

SeleS Tax

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE!
SHOP AND COMPARE OUR
Sinter Uftraleek " The Free-Arr. Sewing
All Open Stock

tri 20

Mod•1141132

Model 9430

Chairs

I

The Debutante

-41 .
....&-•••••••

on

No Sales Tax

1.0

188
No Tax
1 Only

tnreaC overlocx

$299

Machine Model 1022

r.44. $
139
r 19,

No Tax
2 Only

MSL $299
2 Only
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NOTIO
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MURRAY SEWING CENTER
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E#P410
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Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Sept. 2.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m.
with Urbena Koenen as hostess.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
Any one not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:

SPICA.. •

TOO 11 — Ada Roberts, Sue Stone,
Irene Woods and Shirley Wade;
Toe 12 — Burlene &MEW, Laura
Parker, Sus Lamb and Grace James;
Too 13 — Sue Wells, Mary C.
Lamb, Hazel Beale and Crystal Parks;
Toe 14 — Joanne Honetanger, Jan
Ochoa, Bonne Yates and Erma Tuck,
Ti. 15 — Mary Alice Garner, Bobbie Burks and Anna Lou Coleman;
Tee 16 — Agnes Payne, Linda
Roach and Martha Enix.
Winners of golf play on Wed-

Austin and Catherine Jennings of 305 E. Webster Si, Sebree, and
Rt. 6, Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Monday. Sept. 7.
The event will be in the Garden Room of the Kenlake State Resort
Park Lodge.
The event will be from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
A buffet lunch will be served at noon with reservations requested
on,
by calling Glenda! Jeninngs at 1-884-7343 or Sherry Thomps
47711.
IN
lle,
Evansvi
Dr.,
1-812-426-7970, or wnte to 60 Herndon
All friends and family are invited to attend. Formal invitations were
not sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Jennings were married Sept. 7, 1942, at Hopkinsville.
She is the former Catherine Webster.
Since retirement, they reside at their Kentucky Lake home about six
months each year.
Their 'children are Mrs. Sherry Thompson and Mrs. Reva Atherton,
Evansville, Ind., Mrs. Teresa Slone of Kissimee, Fla., and Glenda!
Jennings of Slaughters.
They have 12 grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

nesday, Aug. 26, have been
released by Sue Wells, hostess, as
follows:
Championship flight - Irene
Woods, first, Bronda Parker,
second:
First flight - Joanne Honefanger, first, Nancy Rogers, second:
Second flight - Agnes Payne,
first, Crystal Parks, second:
Third flight - Debbie Rooker,
first, Linda Roach, second.
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is now the authorized dealer for

HADLEY HOUSE

COMPLETE LANDSCAPING
SERVICE
•Custom Design
*Retaining Walls
•Seasonal Color
*Water Gardens
*Sprinkler Systems

GALLERY
Famous Works by:
Terry Redlin • Steve Hanks
Peter Skirka and Ted Blaylock

•Sod Laying
*Free Estimates
•Maintenance Contracts
•Outdoor Lighting
*Mulching Service

•
We Also Carry Prints
By Such Artists As:
Charles Frace' • G. Harvey • Paul Sawyier
Paula Vaughn • Larry Dyke

Our custom design, expert installation and
regular maintenance guarantee a positive impression...throughout the year.
No job is too big
or too small—
call today for an
estimate.

COMING SOON
Charles Frace'

759-4512

(In Person)

Thursday, Oct. 22

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Closed Sunday

Murray, Ky.

University Square

LLERYI
OA
T

Hwy. 94 East

759-1019
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74IF PAUL HARVEY 71
HAS IT YOU
SHOULD TOO!
?.t

Caroline Kaye Perkins received
a master of music degree from
Memphis State University during
commencement ceremonies on
Aug. 9 at Mid-South Coliseum,
Memphis, Tenn.
Perkins is a member of Pi Kappa Lambda.
A 1984 graduate of Wingo
High School, she received a
bachelor of music education
degree from Murray State
University.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy E. Jetton of Mayfield.
She and her husband, Anthony
Scott Perkins, reside in Memphis.

MONSANTO

II4' 1.eII

?"

Golf play will
be Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday. Sept. 2, at 9 a.m.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
Ti. 1 - Frances Hulse, lnus Orr,
Betty Lowry and Diane Villanova;
Tee 18 - Betty Jo Purdom, Betty
Stewart, Tonja Fike and Terry
Shertzer;
Tee 16 - Margaret Shuffett, Della
Miller, Venela Sexton and Evelyn
Jones;
Tee 15 - Faira Alexander, Bonnie
Keesler, Sue Brown and Edith
Garrison;
Tee 14 - Betty Scott, Norma Frank,
Rainey Apperson and Billie Cohoon;
Ti. 13 - Pat Claypool, LaVerne
Ryan, Marion Poole and Rebecca
West;
Ti. 12- Martha Sue Ryan, Rowena
Cullom, Frances Richey and Ann
Brown
Winners of play on Wednesday, Aug. 26, have been released
by Anna Mary Adams and
LaVerne Ryan, hostesses, as
follows:
Championship flight - Betty Jo
Purdom, medalist, Tonja Fike,
runner-up;
First flight - Terry Shertzer,
first, Veneta Sexton, second;
Second flight - Betty Scott and
Sue Brown tied;
Third flight - Pat Claypool,
first, Martha Sue Ryan, second;
Low putts - Margaret Shuffett.

*
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Perkins gets
her Master's
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SALE
$12.99 Square Yard
$13.99 Square Yard
$12.99 Square Yard
$14.99 Square Yard
$11.99 Square Yard
$14.99 Square Yard
$17.99 Square Yard

Better Living
Country Estate
Family Classic
Family Pride

Laura L. Lovett and
Sammie K. Tucker to marry

Lovett and Tucker vows
will be said on Sept. 12

Hearthside
Homecoming
Imperial

74

of Almo
Laura L. Lovett of Murray and Sammie K. Tucker
age.
marri
g
achin
appro
announce their
Morgan of
The bride-elect is the daughter of Howard and Griselda
Murray.
West View
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Hattie F. Elkins of
Bruce and
late
the
and
,
Nursing Home, Murray, the late David Elkins
Eunie Morgan.
y and the
The groom-elect is the son of Mrs. Clara Thomas of Murra
late Bobbie Tucker.
late Dale
He is the grandson of Mrs. Zetra Tucker of Kirksey, the
ns.
Tucker, and the late Garland and Bessie Wadki
School and
Ms. Lovett is a 1980 graduate of Calloway County High
n.
ratio
Corpo
cal
Chemi
bilt
Vander
at
is employed
High School
Mr. Tucker is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County
Inc.
ury
-Merc
ncoln
Ford-Li
r
and is employed at Parke
Hardin
The vows will be said on Saturday, Sept. 12, at 2:30 p.m. at
ate.
offici
will
ngham
Cunni
Baptist Church. The Rev. Ricky
will be
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. No invitations
sent.
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PAINT AND DECORATING

753-3321
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801 Coldwater Road

Get In The Race
For FREE Prizes!
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* FREE 2-liter Coca-Cola Classic

,
•
8 6118
0.

(with purchase of 25 gallons of gasoline)

• FREE 12-pack Coca-Cola Classic
(with purchase of 50 gallons of gasoline)

* FREE Mello Yello Racing Hat
(with purchase of 75 gallons of gasoline)

Gift Certificate
* FREE $5 SuperAmericaline
or merchandise
good for the purchase of gaso

(with purchase of 100 gallons on gasoline)

HURRY IN...THE RACE ENDS OCT. 29, 1992
12 Pack Coke

2 Liter Coke
All Products

All Products
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Good Thru Sept 14, 1992

14, 1992

October 29. 1992 Ova ing Pit Passes can be redeemed for
The SUPERAAERIGA 100 Game will begin on August 21. 1992 and will end on
all
Pit Passes (game cards) are null and %rood No copies
time
that
After
2
10/29/9
6/21/92
period
prizes oNy during the promosonel
d
accepted Cards that are altered marked or punche
be
will
card)
reswoductions of the SUPERAMERICA 100 PIT PASS (game
ated
ion and will be confisc
inappropriately. or COurnerhot aro not eligible for prize redempt
last
Game cards will be distributed while suPPlies
The SUPERAMERIGA100 Game can be halted anytime dunng the promotional cienod
la
Coca-Co
RICA.
FLAME
SUPE
hereof
rule
and
with the purpose
sot Void where prohibited. or restricted by law in any manner inconsistent
s resulting from the use of prizes and makes
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for
any
able
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rs
supplie
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' Bottling Company Consolidated and parocip
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s the right to substitute prizes of equal or greater value Prizes
no warranty concerning the charactensoce or qualities of prizes and reserve
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the
of
bility
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sole
the
are
• non-transferable No prize substitutions or cash equivalents offered F.derai state and local takes
winner. Unclaimed prizes will not be rewarded
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20% Off
Regularly Priced
Merchandise.

The Air Essentialfor women.

HUNT
DENNISON
SPORTING

GOODS Pay

1203

Chestnut
Street

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
Monday- Saturday 9:00 AM.- 6:00 P.M.
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Where Courteous Service
Isn't Just A Memory!

ENDAR
CAL
(Cooed from page 6A)
Tuesday, Sept. 1

Tuesday, Sept. 1

Bingo/6 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.

National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Coffee Break at 9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.

Jones'family has reunion

Recovery Inc./7 p.m./Red Cross
Chapter House, Mayfield.
Info/1-247-5469.

The descendants of James
Monroe and Cora Jones met Sunday, July 19, at Union Ridge
Church for lunch and a reunion.
This was the families of Dale
Jones, Jesse Jones, Ola Swift,
Reba Faughn and Rey Jones,
deceased.
Attending were the following:
June Devine, Judy Reeves,
Reba Faughn, Tara Gass, Crystal
Gass, David and Charlotte Jones,
Carol Jones, Brian, Gary and
Susan Jones, Jason Jones, Ed and
Lawanda Hudgins, Dale Jones,
Dave, Lesa and Kelsey Watson,

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, the Planet/11 a.m.,
1, 2 and 3 p.m./Visitor Center; Air
Bedding/10 a.m.-noon and Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace; Deer Up Close/10
a.m., Live Snakes and Turtles/1
p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m., Red
Wolves and Coyotes/3 p.m. and
Hawks, Owls and Vultures/4
p.m./Nature Center.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

PAGE 11A

Murray Lodge No. 2011 Loyal
Order of Moose/8 p.m. with officers at 7 p.m.

BE

—711 =II

Peea

Terry and Aaron Jones, Billy
and Sue Mitcherson, Randy and
Pat Morrison, Katana Michelle
and Kyle SirIs, Wayne and Pam
Jones, Bobbie Jones, Jeff and
Kim Morrison, Roger Morrison,
Tammy Elkins, Harold and Trish
Jones,

trans oil (up to 3 qts.)

$6.95
$12.95

Exterior

Full

We Use Only The Finest
Lubricants And Oils
Available For Our Operation

•Automatic Transmission - drain oil, replace
oil pan gasket, change oil filter and replace

$4.95

•Chassis - lubrication & safety check
•Hand Car Wash

No Appointment Needed
Professional Lubrication & T.L.C.
For Your
Car • Truck • Motor Home

$34.95

'Other Services Available

•Hand Car Wax
Wilma Jones, Debbie, Josh and
Brent Burchett, Mike Jones,
Charles, Teresa, Randall, Amber
Joyce, Ola Swift, Jesse and Margarette Jones, Steve, Chris and
Cassie Jones, and Betty, Jamie
and Michael Parrish.

$37.95 up

(appointment needed)

We Feature Valvoline Filters And Oil
Havoline • Quaker State • Pennzoil • Shell • Castrol
Kendall • Mobile • Exxon • Trop Artic • Motorcraft
B.P. • Chevron • Truck Guard

Cciebrates first birthday

A good deal for a change.

AA and A-Ion open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

r

MN IMO

=MI NM

MINI

$16.95

Kentucky Barkley Bass n' GaIsfl
p.m./Louie's Restaurant.

Service includes oil change, oil filter, and safety check.
(up to 5 quarts)

Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky
#34/6 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/753-0854 or
759-9964.

Here's the deal. We'll Replace your car's old oil with
Valvoline, Havoline, Pennzoil or Rotella motor oil.
We'll do It right, and we'll do It right now.

First Christian Church events
include CWF Group II and Friendly Hands/10:30 a.m.; Adult Literacy Advisory County/noon; YAAC
Committee/6:30 p.m.

Ten Minute Oil Change
Quicklube was developed as a new concept in lubrication service. We
hope to eliminate the hassle, time delays and other problems of getting
lubrication service at conventional facilities. We need you and want the
opportunity to serve you as a regular customer. WE WELCOME YOUR
SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS.

First Baptist Church events
include Youth Stockholders'
dinner/6:30 p.m. and Bea Walker
WMU Group/7 p.m./home of Sue
Darnell.
First United Methodist Church
events include UMW Executive
Board/9 a.m., Adult Exercise/5
p.m. and United Methodist Women
potluck/6 p.m.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Weekdays
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday

16th at Chestnut
"Five Points"
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-1529

Elizabeth Grace Futrell celebrated her first birthday with a party
King
at the home of her parents, Dr. Danny W. Futrell and Vivian
ents
grandpar
Her
3.
July
on
Friday,
Tenn.,
le,
Futrell of Clarksvil
of
Murray
Futrell
Bruce
late
the
and
Futrell
Mae
Zora
Ms.
are
and Mrs. Vivian King and the late Charles King of Columbus,
Ohio.

Do We Have A Deal For You

!
EN
WFullOP
NO
Cooper Line
Featuring:

BIG BIG SAVINGS
1993 MODELS

* All-season
touring radial
* High traction
tread pattern
* "S" rated

MILE

ó 0
—6 o,'
TREADWEAR PROTECTION
LIMITED WARRANTY*
lam lir MAY

•

*"S" rated
*Steel belted
*Excellent wet traction
AMERICAN MADE
AMERICAN OWNED

per
RS

We make the differeseeno

SAVINGS OF $1,000.00

Arriving
Large Shipment of New Blemish Tires
This Week At Low, Low Prices

*
4:
0

UALITY p

On Several Models!!!
Hurry Now To See For Yourself This Is Not Just Talk!!
Also a few 1992 models at special pricing!!
WE TRULY FEEL WE CAN FIT YOUR NEEDS OF POWER,
PRICE AND PRODUCT!!!
***COMING SOON: WET JET PERSONAL WATERCRAFT***
The Mcaure's

ADE *AMER
Mon.-Fri.. 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
:
Owners
Saturday 7:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Gerrald Boyd & Ronnie Melvin
(Faraway of Holland Tiro)

Fast
1 1/2 Mile.; From Murray Ky. on Hwy 94
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Quayle bashed while 'Murphy Brown'
wins top Emmy Awards last night

He4(.4z.

"Where the price and service
mak t-IS the pill easier to swallow"

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

By JOHN HORN
Associated Press Writer

ler

753-4175
Glendale at Whltnell
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
E. Broadway Mayfield

715
Every Saturday 43 Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

When You Need Room
For Your STUFF!
Portable
Garages
Storage
Buildings

Lofted
Barns
Cabins
Offices

Workshops

PASADENA. Calif. — Hollywood's cultural elite showed Dan
Quayle what's what by awarding
"Murphy Brown" three Emmys,
while "Northern Exposure," the
offbeat show about a New York
doctor in the Alaska boondocks,
won six trophies.
CBS' "Northern Exposure,"
whose honors at Sunday's 44th
annual Emmy Awards included
best drama series, tied for most
trophies with "The Simpsons,"
which won all technical Emmys
for voice work.
"Murphy Brown" — attacked
by the vice president as glorifying unwed motherhood — was
named best comedy series, Candice Bergen won as best comedy
actress for the second time, and
Barnet Kellman was honored for
directing.
"I would like to thank our
sponsors for hanging in there
when it was getting really
dangerous," said Diane English,
creator of the CBS series. To
single parents, she said, "Don't
let anyone tell you you're not a
family."
Miss Bergen got in a few digs
at Quayle for his "potatoe" mis-

spelling, thanking Miss English
for "writing these great words
and spelling them correctly."
ABC's "Roseanne" finally
won an Emmy, for Laurie Metcalf for best supporting comedy
actress. The three-year snub of
Roseanne Arnold's No. I-rated
comedy prompted Metcalf to grab
the envelope and read for herself.
"1 had to make sure it really
said that," she said.
Craig T. Nelson won the comedy actor trophy for his starring
role on ABC's "Coach," and
Michael Jeter of CBS' "Evening
Shade" was named best supporting comedy actor. Icier received
a 1990 Tony Award as a supporting actor in the musical "Grand
Hotel."
Dana Delany took the Emmy
for best dramatic actress for her
role as a Vietnam War nurse in
ABC's canceled "China Beach."
Christopher Lloyd won best dramatic actor for the Disney Channel's "Avonlea."
"Miss Rose White," about
Holocaust survivors living in
New York, was named best television movie. It also was recognized for directing and for best
supporting actress, for Amanda
Plummer.
Political speeches were not
limited to Quayle-bashing during

the 3% -hour show, broadcast by
NBC's "The Tonight Show
the Fox Network from the Starring Johnny Carson" was
Pasadena Civic Auditorium.
named best variety, music or
Beau Bridges won the minise- comedy program. Bette Midler's
ries actor award for his portrayal tribute to Carson on his next-toof presidential- press secretary last show won her an Emmy for
James Brady in Home Box individual performance in a variOffice's "Without Warning: The ety or music program.
James Brady Story."
Richard Dysart won his first
Brady was shot and seriously Emmy for his dramatic supportinjured in 1981 by presidential ing role as the law firm's patassailant John Hinckley. Since riarch in "L.A. Law."
then, he has campaigned for
Gena Rowlands won best minstronger gun control, and Bridges
iseries actress for "Face of a
did likewise Sunday night.
"If Jim had a mike, he would Stranger" on CBS. Hume Cronyn
remind you that 12 children die won best supporting actor in a
every day, killed by guns," miniseries or special for his role
Bridges said as Brady watched as Ben in "Neil Simon's
from his wheelchair in the back "Broadway Bound — on ABC.
The top miniseries was NBC's
of the auditorium.
"A
Woman Named Jackie," the
Valerie Mahaffey, who plays
the hypochondriac Eve on soap opera saga of Jacqueline
"Northern Exposure," was Kennedy Onassis.
named best supporting actress in
The comedy writing award
a dramatic series, and writers went to Elaine Pope and Larry
Andrew Schneider and Diane Charles of NBC's "Seinfeld."
Frolov were honored for script- ABC's "64th Annual Academy
writing. The series won three Awards" earned an Emmy for
technical Emmys on Saturday, variety writing.
Joshua Brand and John Falsey;
NBC led the performing
who produce "Northern Expo- Emmys with 10 Sunday. The netsure," earned a writing Emmy work also won seven technical
for the pilot of NBC's "I'll Fly awards Saturday. CBS was the
Away." Eric Laneuville was hon- overall winner with 20 performored for drama series directing in ing and technical Emmys, and
"I'll Fly Away."
ABC had a total of 17.

Everly Brothers return to their hometown

CENTRAL CITY, Ky.(AP) —
The Everly Brothers return to
their hometown for another concert this week, an annual affair
that has fueled the city's economy as well as townspeople's
Come on out and let me solve your storage needs. We
spints.
always guarantee the lowest price on a treated
Don and Phil Everly will be
building. If we're not the lowest price we'll beat
joined
by John Prine, the Kenanyone else's comparably built building price by 5%.
tucky He,adHunters, Marty Brown
Cherry Ann Wyant
and Jonell Mosser for the fifth
Sales Manager
annual Everly Brothers Homecoming and Music Festival.
Last year's festival drew
,A,Lifettine
22,000 people to the economical'warranty
ly depressed mining town. The
state Travel Development DepartOpen 10:00-6.00 Weekdays 10-3 Sat.
ment estimates the potential ecoIn Murray On Hwy. 641 N Next To 7 Sees Rest.
nomic benefit from the festival
Call 753-4239 or 437-4467 Nights
and concert at roughly $I milt44411-4-44444-41-21-44-4-441-4-4-44-*****1-. lion, said spokesman Jim Carroll.

But the benefits go beyond
"I can't tell you what this
means to the hearts and minds of
these citizens around here," Central City Mayor Hugh Sweatt
said. "It's a major turning point
that proves we can do things to
win."
A prime instigator of the festival agrees. "It's helped the town
mobilize its resources — the people — and get some things coming into Muhlenberg County,"
Don Everly said in a telephone
interview.
Besides the surge for the local
economy, the non-profit,
community-minded Everly
Brothers Foundation of Central
City will likely make money

again this year. Its surplus pro- unique closeness that lasts all
vides college scholarships for
year round."
Muhlenberg County students.
Last year's show produced
Putting on the festival and con- $230,000 for the foundation.
cert is not a simple thing. This Expenses ate about $128,000,
year it will take 600 volunteers
leaving a surplus of $102,000,
working for 31 committees to did foundation board member
deliver a successful event. That Dennis Kinky, who also is presirepresents roughly 12 percent of dent of Central City's First KenCentral City's population. tucky Federal Savings Bank.
although volunteers do come
The first four years of the fesfrom all over Muhlenberg County
tival, the surplus money went
and from a few other states, too.
toward the local college scholarFoundation chairman Joe Ben ship
fund. But the foundation has
Tucker said a mix of volunteers
enough money now to comfortabtackles each task. For example, ly
fund eight annual $1,000
he said, "the night of the concert,
scholarships.
you'll find working in a food tent
So this year the proceeds will
a high school student, a housewife, an unemployed coal miner, go toward a proposed museum
a doctor and a lawyer. It's a very and performing arts center.

SEARS
FINANCE

HEY KIDS!

join our

0°10

lotihrly
Appleseeci

'Til January 1993 -On Any Appliance Bought In Store
Through 9-30-92 - Sears Charge Only -

--

SAVE $60

$29999

SAVE $70

$37999

Junior Ecology Club

$13 MONTHLY

— Kenmore
SAVE '100 ON THE PAIR

,„„

$13 MONTHLY

enmore

Membership
Card

2-SPEED, 10-CYCLE WASHER

6-CYCLE DISHWASH
.3 level wash for complete coverage
'Energy saving Air Dry option
•ULTRA-WASH N
'Water heat option
•1-5 hour delay sten
22 PA 16715-Was $44999

It's FREE . . .

.3-temperature and 3 water levels
-Dual-action agitator
-Bleach cispenser
26 PA 22721-Was $459.99

7-CYCLE 3-TEMPERATURE DRYER
-Auto Fabric Master
4.13 cu. It. drum
26 PA 62721-Was $339.99
Gas dryer $40 more

Kenmore
5-CYCLE DISHWASHER
.3 level wash br maximum coverage
•Energy-saving Air Dry option
'Water heat option
'Deluxe upper rack, extended lower
rack and large silverware basket
22 PA 15515 Was $32999
SAVE $80

Ifs FUN. . .
• •-

,r.
:
co- 1-you re!
',Dec •, 1991 Calendar APIA
anr1 f,^ibershi, card

Its SMART . ..

$22 MONTHLY
O4ARGLPt

Especially for kids ..

$679"

769"

$19 MONTHLY

$17 MONTHLY
EARS CHARGE PL

1

•

—donnwpre
21.11 CU. FT. REFRIGERATOR
-Depenses cubed as, crushed CO and water
-Adiustsble glees shelves
<Ness covered crisper, mew per with cold
control henelo--bn
•Door tens hoid up 10 gallon mu consolers
46 PA 51211Wu $112999

LOCATIONS
MAIN OFFICE-500 MIAN
AT 5TH
•NORTH BRANCHNORTH 12TH AT
CHESTNUT
SOUTH BRANCH-SOUTH
12TH AT STORY
•MSU TELLER MACHINE-CURRIS CENTER
502-753-3231

SAVE $50

SAVE $50

'1049"

.'nh^e/ A;,;...• -seed Cub member
rr,ce.ve special gifts for adding to
yr,•.,savings account You Ii learn its
fun to Save

•

Bark
$11 MONTHLY

SEARS

Kenmore
211 CU. FT. REFRIGERATOR
•Aceustabie gloss shelves
-Giese covered cnspw and meat pen with
cold control
-Door biri holds up lo gallon size containers
46 PA 41231 Wu $81999
46 PA 51231 Icemaker model $84999

BEIAIR SHOPPING CENITI

Kenmore
20.6 Cu.FT REFRIGERATOR
Ice Maker model wadable for $50 eddnionsi
hell price
•AdiustaNs spin glass shelves
•Two glass covered crows, 1 with NCO It
Fresh seal, wed meat pan
48 PA 61171-Was $72999
46 PA 71171-Icemalue =delfts $82999
Now $72999
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Hopkinsville twins show
several resemblances

'S

By CATHY CAVANAH
Kentucky New Ere

HOPK1NSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
It's been 80 years now, and occasionally someone still gets Elmer
and Edwin Fentress confused
with one another.
But who could blame them?
The twin "boys" do resemble
each other quite a bit.
"We've weighed about the
same and (been) about the same
height all our lives," Elmer said.
He and brother Edwin celebrated their 80th birthdays Aug.
18. And as they sat side by side
during an interview, dressed in
similar navy blue suits, it
appeared obvious how someone
who doesn't know them well
could easily mistake one for the
other.
They wear their hair the same
and even have the same style of
eyeglasses. And as Elmer's wife,
Ernestine, noted, they've showed
other physical similarities
through the years.
"(The doctor) told me one
time that, for all purposes, they
are one person," Ernestine said
with a laugh. "The same mannerisms, voices... ."
However, a birthday and a
physical resemblance are not the
only things the identical twins
have in common. In fact, their
other similarities might surprise
some.
To begin with, both of their
wives — Elmer's Ernestine and
Edwin's Louise — taught in the
Christian County school system.
The twins each had five children. And quite coincidentally, of
course, Edwin had all girls while
Elmer had almost all boys, with
only one daughter in his bunch.
"They ran neck and neck,"
joked Elaine Fentress, one of
Elmer's daughters-in-law. "One
would have a boy, and the other
would have a girl."
Next came the grandchildren.
Edwin has 18, and Elmer has 17.
This time the roles reversed, and
Edwin had more boys (14 grandsons and four granddaughters),
and Elmer had more girls (11
granddaughters and six
grandsons).
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They are aide in other ways,
too. Until Elmer and Ernestine
moved to their Blanc Drive home
in the city last year, the twins
lived side by side on LaFayeue
Road near Hemdon for 17 years
in similar brick homes Elmer
built. Edwin and his wife still
reside there.
The list goes on. Etcetera,
etcetera.
Yes, there were times when the
young twins took advantage of
the situation. Particularly in
school, when the teacher would
call one by name and ask him a
question that he couldn't answer.
If the other twin knew the
answer, he would speak right up
— confusing the teacher, of
course.
But perhaps the best story is
about how Edwin and Elmer —
who were star basketball players
at Howell High School — would
confuse players on opposing
teams by playing each other's
position.
"Left forward and right forward — we switched sides,"
Edwin explained. And both men
smiled as they recalled how their
Howell team won the county
championship tournament in
1933, even though the players
from the small county school
were considered "underdogs" in
comparison with the Hopkinsville
High School team.
All things considered, the men
said in many ways they've actually been more like best friends
than brothers.
"I guess I'd have to say he's
closer (to me) than anybody,"
Elmer said.
The two still see each other
just about every day and can
often be found together at the
senior citizens center, a place
they enjoy going to cat, exercise
and play checkers.
Do they feel 80 years old?
"About 60," Elmer said with a
wink.

Av. This
Newspaper
NEW Contains

e

Recycled Newsprint.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A new program is designed to give
homeless people a way to get telephone messages from prospective
employers — and avoid having the employer hear "homeless shelter' or "mission" when someone answers the phone.
The program, Opportunity Calls, enables homeless people to
receive telephone messages from potential employers, landlords
and social•service agencies through a voice-mail system.
"The only number they have is a shelter number, and that's a
disadvantage," said Charloue Hazas, a job counselor at the St.
John Day Center. "Because as soon as that number is answered
with a shelter name, that employer has doubts about this applicant
no matter how good the resume is."
The program — which is free for the homeless who use it — is
the idea of Louisville businessman Dick Wilson of Prudential Securities, who read about a similar program in Seattle.
What's amazing, Wilson said, is that it took less than a month to
get the program started.
Wilson said his staff approached Cellular One general manager
James M. Bugel, and Bugel was immediately sold on the idea. It
was even easier to sell the idea to the shelters because the service
is free.
—It's that simple," Wilson said. "We contacted the seven agencies, explained the idea and everyone loved it."
While one goal is to help give homeless people a sense of dignity and self-respect. Wilson said, a larger aim is to reduce the time
it takes homeless people to find jobs. In Seattle's program, called
Active Voice, job placement time has been reduced from six to
nine months to three to six weeks.
Bugel said Cellular One already offers voice-mail services to
customers and discovered its telephone system could provide the
service to homeless shelters at little cost.
A person living on the street or in a shelter can now get a private
number and Leave a personal greeting so employers responding to
his calls can leave messages.
Hazas said the telephone service is s4rnething her clients will use
immediately.
The Rev. Tim Mosely, executive director of Wayside Christian
Mission, said that on any given day, more than 45 people from his
shelter have job interviews. Many of them, he said, are concerned
about not having telephones to retrieve messages.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Nothing upsets singer Billy Ray
Cyrus more than to be called an
overnight sensation simply
because his megahit "Achy
Breaky Heart" seemed to come
from nowhere.
"That is the most inaccurate
statement that anyone alive could
possibly make," Cyrus, of Flatwoods, Ky., told The Knoxville
News-Sentinel in an interview
published Sunday.
Cyrus topped both Billboard's
country and pop music charts
with the single "Achy Breaky
Heart," and his debut album
"Some Gave All" also topped
both charts recently.
He worked for years singing in
Kentucky, making weekly trips to

Fumes kill three Saturday
STREATOR, Ill. (AP) - A
farmer, his son and another teenager were killed by fumes while
cleaning a pit used to hold hog
manure, a coroner says.
Craig Schneider, 44, went into
the pit to unplug a drain Saturday, and fell back in when he
tried to climb out, said Coroner
Marion Osborne.
Schneider's 17-year-old son,

Nashville looking for a record
deal.
His success has drawn the
attention of tabloids, with rumors
that he used to be a Chippendale
dancer and barbs from country
singer Travis Tritt in June that
his "Achy Breaky Heart" video
was too uppity for a new singer.
"I worked many, many years
— over a decade — with every
ounce of my body, mind and soul
to make this thing happen. I just
gave everything that I have,
including true love and my home
and a lot of very important things
I gave for this dream.
"So anyone who would call
me an overnight success is badly
mistaken," he said.

All'ENTION!
"Country Cookin"
Days at
Mon. thru Thur.
Meats:

Roast Beef
Meatloaf
Catfish Fillets
Fried Chicken
Choice of 1 Meat
& 3 Veg. '3.50
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6.50%

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

FABULOUS
FRI. & SAT.
SEAFOOD

BUFFET'
SEVEN SEAS

Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

actually pay for itself with increased
productivity and reduced supply costs.
Whatever your needs, we've got a
Toshiba plain paper fax machine for you.
Give us a call. We'll give you
straight answers to all your
faxing questions.

Ky. 1-800-633-7296
Tenn. 1-800-858-0492
FAX 1-502-247-0409

Phillip Jones, Sales Representative (602)753-3166
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All three were overcome by
some type of gas, probably a
byproduct of the manure that is
mixed with water in the pit to
make disposal of the waste
easier, the coroner said.

Now you can afford the stragillsolution.

753-0548

••• •••

Chad, went in to get his father,
and Clinton G. Quaka, also 17,
went in to get the teen-ager,
Osborne said.

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
($5,000 minimum)

SEVEN SEAS

If you've been waiting to invest in
the quality and convenience of plain
paper faxing, now's the time. In 1974
Toshiba was first to introduce plain
paper technology. Today they're
first in making it affordable!
No curling. No fading.
No needless photocopying. Your Toshiba plain
paper fax machine can

C•0•U•P•0•N

still on the foot.
Police will review missingpersons and boating-accident
reports to find a lead in the case,
Peters said.
Jefferson County Deputy Coroner Bob Caner said a pathology
examination performed Sunday
showed no fractures or trauma to
the leg and its attached foot,
leaving open the possibility that
the leg was not severed but simpduring
separated
ly
decomposition.
But Carter said Sunday that the
examination revealed little else.
"We have no idea who it is or
where it came from," he said.
"There was nothing there but the
leg bone from the knee down and
the foot. There's really nothing
there to determine who it is or
where it came from."

Do your
taxescur u
and die?

*4 Self-Serve Bays With Stereo
-Automatic Carwash
*Soft Cloth Touch
*Canopy Covered Vacuum Area
-Hand Washing and Waxing
*COMPLETE Detail Cleaning
*Pick-Up and Delivery

Good thru Sept 31, 1992

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Three girls found a decomposed
leg and foot along the bank of the
Ohio River while on a church
picnic.
"Nobody believed us until
they saw it themselves," said one
of the girls, Nukietha Gober, 10.
Nukietha, Shaniqua Potter, also
10, and Mary Holt, 18, were
exploring the shore about 4:30
p.m. EDT Saturday near Cox
Park when they found the leg.
"At first I thought it was an
animal bone," Miss Holt said.
"Then 1 saw the shoe." The girls
screamed and ran up the shore to
the picnic site.
Jefferson County police
spokeswoman Wendy Peters said
it is believed the victim was male
because a man's tennis shoe was

Stereotype upsets singer

Why Trade
When We Can
Make Your Car
Look New Again!

Hand Wash, Wax
& Interior
Cleaned

Girls find decomposed parts

Program gives homeless phone numbers
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Five-month-old infants can add,subtract

Industry means new money for Kentucky county
At the end of the day, the
'The mussels are bigBy G. SAM PIATT
brailers gather at the boat ramp at
'T• independent, Ashland
ger here and easier to
Garrison, where buyers shell out
mollusks,
the
varying
for
prices
get.'
V.ANCEBURIL Ky. (AP) —
depending on the species.
Roger Miller, Murray
Nu industry that thrived in Van"On a good day, one boat can
ehurg 60 years ago is flourishing
make $1,500 to 52,000," said
around the shell pieces. The shell
i!.!.a in
Carl
Salyers, conservation officer
some
putting
are
Mussels
the production
for the Kentucky Department of nucleus stimulates
1: uscle into the Lewis County
and allows a markcoating
the
of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
.-„monly Last month, dozens of
pearl to form
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months.
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u,se!ing
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eight
within
Burton Par, u..et bed stretching for 20 to $300 to $400, said
A necklace made up of 25 to
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buyer
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sons,
le Jlong, the Ohio River, from
them will sell for $1,000.
Back in the 1920s and 1930s, 30 of
oi Kinniconick Creek
•
them are sold in the
of
Most
Lewis
the mussel beds along the
•,, NI.iiiJi...ster Island.
States.
United
County riverfront yielded tons of
The .ti.hhorn ielatnes to the
Parsons and other buyers sort
mussels for the Vanceburg button
., ain and the eyster — lying open
the mussels by species in trailers
,11 the roer bottom and waiting factory.
and trucks. When they have a full
•But pearl buttons gave way to
1,1 some morsel of food to drift
head for Buchanan,
and load, they
..lainp down on hooks plastic. The factory closed
they sell them to
where
Tenn.,
beds were left largely
Valley Shell Co.
I:agged aoos, the beds on long the mussel
Mississippi
the
undisturbed, except for an occa- for processing.
hiJils
-ds
sional brailer who came to ply his
The mussels are boiled in vats
trade.
separate the meat from the
to
The Ohio River mussels
The meat is given to a dog
shells.
harvested now are headed for
company, said Chet Ballenfood
Japan, where Japanese technology and business drive combine to
alter nature's product.
Tiny pellets made from the
*Daily & Weekly Rentals
Ohio River mussel shells are
*Clean, Dependable Cars
LAFAYETTE. Ind. (AP)
implanted in the tissue of 3-year- Two 16-year-olds from Kentuck
'Call Us For Rates
saltwater oysters, reared in
were apprehended after a car
Sales old
tanks. The oysters, protected in
chase that began in Indianapolis
East Main St.
wire cages lowered into calm bay
and ended in a crash on Interstate
753-4461
waters, secrete concentric micro65
in Clinton County.
layers of protective coating
The boy and girl, alleged to be
runaways, were taken back to
Indianapolis and could face
charges in Marion. Hendricks,
Boone, Clinton and Tippecanoe
111111
On
11
%
6
01
police said.
counties,
Medicare Supplements
Indianapolis Police Officer
Group & Individual Health
James Hurt said the chase covDan
ered about 60 miles of interstate
Also •Life In,urance 'Nursing Home
McNutt. AM
and sometimes reached speeds of
110 miles per hour.
753-4451
Hurt said he pulled behind the
407 Maple St.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

Police apprehend youths

Holland Motor

Compare My Rates

4

ger, manager of Mississippi Valley's Tennessee Division.
"The meat is of no value to
us," he said. "It's the shells
we're after. Every shell we get is
transported to the West Coast and
then shipped to Japan."
Few of the brailers working the
Lewis County beds arc local.
Nearly all come from western
Kentucky, where competition and
years of working the beds on
Kentucky Lake, the lower Ohio
and along the Mississippi River,
have reduced the size of the
mussels.
"The mussels are bigger here
and easier to get," said Roger
Miller of Murray, the fourth generation of his family to go into
the business.
Spring and early summer is the
best time for gathering mussels
on the Ohio. In late summer, the
river gets low and the current
sluggish and the mussels become
inactive.

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt

car driven by the boy when it was
_in the passing Jane on Interstate
65 traveling about 35 miles per
hour.
The teen sped ahead at a high
rate of speed, and Hurt chased
them until his car ran out of gas
near the Clinton -Tippecanoe
county line, Hurt said.
The teens' car then crossed the
median on 1-65 and headed back
south, with more police chasing
them.
The car was stopped when it
crashed into two other cars.
The driver didn't have a
license, police said. Authorities
also found, a loaded handgun in
his car.
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police found no weapon to indicate a murder-suicide, Sgt. Kevin
Robinson said Sunday.
The bodies were found in south
Phoenix, generally a high-crime
area.
Robinson identified the dead -as
Eloy Thomas Zubia, 28; his wife,
Librada. 30; their daughter Rocio
Alicia, 9; their son Eloy Alberto,
6; and Genet Hernandez. 19, the
brother of Mrs. Zpia.
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PHOENIX (AP) — Five people were found shot to death in
their yard, police say.
The victims, found Saturday.
were identified as a Mexican
immigrant couple, their tv.0
children and the woman's
brother.
Police said they had no motive.
Detectives do not believe drugs
or gangs were involved, and

NEW YORK (AP) — A study published today found that
5-month-old infants can mentally add and subtract small numbers
of objects, suggesting that the ability to grasp the basics of arithmetic is inborn.
The research showed that babies appeared to know that one plus
one equals two and that two minus one is one, said Karen Wynn,
an assistant professor of psychology at the University of Arizona in
Tucson. None of the experiments involved numbers higher that
three.
"The appearance of this paper is a notable event in the history of
developmental psychology," Peter Bryant, an Oxford University
psychologist, laid in an accompanying editorial.
The study was published the in today's issue of the journal
Nature.
Bryant said he found Wynn's evidence convincing only for an
ability to add, but he said in a telephone interview that the overall
evidence was "pretty good."
He also said it isn't clear whether babies truly understand the
relationship between adding and subtracting, a realization some say
occurs at age 8.
Wynn's results are based on the fact that babies tend to look longer at things that are new or unexpected. So if babies were presented with some number of objects that represented the result of
an addition or subtraction, they might look longer at a surprising
"wrong" answer than the expected right one.
She used 4-inch tall Mickey Mouse dolls for math problems in
three versions of the experiment.
First a baby saw one or two dolls in a display area. Then a
screen blocked the view, and the baby saw Wynn put in another
doll or take one out. Then the screen was removed, and the time
that the baby took to gaze at the result was timed.
In one experiment, 16 infants saw a single doll at first and then
watched Wynn add another behind the screen, while 16 others
started with two dolls and saw Wynn take one away. When the
screen was removed, all the infants saw one or two dolls, and they
looked longer when the number was a "wrong answer" than when
it was right.
The "wrong answers" were arranged with the help of a hidden
trap door.
The same results appeared in a second experiment with 16
babies.
Wynn did a third experiment to show that babies expected a particular answer, rather than just knowing that adding or taking away
a doll would make some sort of difference. In another group of 16
infants, she began with a single doll, added another doll, and then
removed the screen to reveal either two dolls or three.
The babies looked for about 10 seconds at the "right" answer of
two dolls but 11.9 seconds at the "wrong" answer of three dolls.
Patricia Bauer, assistant professor at the Institute of Child Development at the University of Minnesota, said the results were interesting. But she said she didn't believe they proved that the babies
were truly doing arithmetic.
"It could simply mean they understand that the display changed
in a way that violated an expectation, but not that they understood
the change in quantity," she said.
Wynn countered that to have expectations, the infants must have
known how the number of objects should change with addition or
subtraction, which amounts to arithmetic.
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PUT YOUR AUTOMOBILE IN
TOP CONDITION!
Special:

We Specialize In:
Electronic Fuel
Injection $0995
Cleaning la

Still Puzzled About
Manufactured
Homes?

Lube, Oil
Filter

$197!

Call To
Call Today
For AnFor
Appointrr
Appointment

Here Are Just A Few Reasons Why
Buying A Manufactured Home Makes Sense:
• Attract:ve Pricing -Quality Construction 'Energy Efficiency
'Speed Of Construction 'Flexibility Of Design
•The Home You Want In The Location You Want'
Let one of our knowledgeable personnel answer all your
questions and show you how easy it is to make all the right
pieces fall into place!

(See: Ed, Chuck or Johnny today
"The oldest
Independent
repair shop in Murray"
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1
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YOUR TOTAL CAR CARE BUSINESS
from minor tune-ups to major overhauls.

Mobile Homes, Inc.
Hwy. 79 East
Paris, TN

, Ricky
Management & Staff W.A. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham, Randy Cunningham
Herndon.
Vickie
&
Hill
Allen
White,
Kelly
,
Cunningham
Cunningham, Robert Doyle, Tim

901-642-4891
1-800-642-4891

Champions #1 Single Lot
Dealership in 9 States
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Author of 1920s diary found by librarian

Standoff continues;friend surrenders
NAPLES, Idaho (AP) — A white supremacist whose wife and
son were shot to death during a standoff with federal authorities at
his cabin asked for time to pray as be neared a decision on whether
to give up, an intermediary said.
James "Bo" Griu, a retired Green Beret lieutenant colonel and
Populist Party candidate for president, said late Sunday he expected
Randy Weaver to surrender today.
Weaver, a 44-year-old former Green Beret wanted on charges of
selling sawed-off shotguns, remained inside the cabin overnight
with his three daughters, ages 10 months, 10 and 16.
"Randall said he needed to pray about what he needed to do,"
Gritz said after meeting with Weaver. "I think Randall has made
some very good decisions. I believe tomorrow you will see him and
his daughters."
Kevin Harris, a friend of Weaver who is charged with killing a
deputy U.S. marshal at the start of the standoff Aug. 21, surrendered on Sunday to get treatment for wounds he suffered in a gun
battle with authorities.
Harris, 24, was hospitalized in serious condition, authorities said.
Late Sunday night. Weaver relinquished his wife's body, which
was taken down the mountain.
Deputy Marshal William F. Degan and Weaver's 14-year-old
son, Samuel, were killed in a shootout Aug. 21. Weaver's wife,
Vicki, was slain and Harris wounded in a gun battle the next night.
Harris was escorted from the cabin by Gritz, who has been acting
U an intermediary between Weaver and federal agents since
Friday.
Gritz said be was admitted to the cabin for the rust time Sunday
after communicating by shouting through the walls. He said he sat
inside, with the door open, holding the baby and talking with
Weaver and his daughters.
Weaver, a devotee of the Christian Identity Movement that combines Old Testament, right-wing and white-supremacist beliefs, has
been holed up with his family in their cabin 40 miles below the
Canadian border since February 1991.
Degan was one of six marshals conducting a reconnaissance patrol near the cabin when he was slain.
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Report critical
of dead officer's
conduct with boy
WELLESLEY, Mass. (AP) —
A police officer who committed
suicide after being accused of
kissing a boy on the lips actually
kissed him on the head or forehead, the police chief says.
Chief Thomas J. O'Loughlin
released his report Saturday,
more than two months after
Officer William H. Yanco shot
himself to death, leaving notes
saying he could not bear the inevitable damage to his reputation.
Yanco, 43, befriended the
10-year-old through his work as a
school safety officer. He maintained he kissed the boy on the
forehead, while the boy's testimony was inconsistent.
O'Loughlin said.
The report criticized Yanco for
lightly spanking the boy once,
even though the youngster's
mother had given Yanco permission to punish him.
"There is no question that
spanking someone else's child
goes beyond the duties of a
police officer, whether or not the
parent consents," O'Loughlin
said.

JONSERED
2041/
2045

Plane crash prompts Air Force change
North Carolina crew was practicing climbs during an engine-out
simulation as part of a Special
Operations training mission. The
sources said the crew was practicing how fast the aircraft could
gain altitude, using variables such
as a simulated engine failure.
In the Evansville accident, a
C-130B was climbing from
Evansville Regional Airport on
three engines when the plane
stalled and crashed. The Guard
crew was simulating an engine
failure and failed to notice a drop
in airspeed during a simulated
engine failure. An improper rudder setting also contributed to
that crash.
Since then, the Kentucky Air
National Guard has banned missions to Evansville's airport.
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Homes FOR LIVR1G.

4BR, IBA home on one acre lot.
Some hardwood floors. Priced to sell
at only $29,500.

Completely remodeled 38R, 2BA
home, central H&A, 2 car garage.
Nice 7 stall barn, six acres. Perfect for

Extra neat 3 BR brick home on nice
shaded corner lot. Neat as a pin and
priced at only $43,500.
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Executive home on large lot, central
vac. lots of oak built-ins, pantry,
central vac, wide crown molding,
mbr with 2 walk-ins. Quality
abounds. Call for your private showing.$189,500,but owner says "Make
an offer."

Relax on your screened in porch in
the summer and by the fireplace in the
winter. 38R, 2BA home. Pro landscaping, thermal windows, central
H&A. Priced at $79.900. Call for
your showing today.

Classic french provincial on 2 lots.
Move in condition, Pella windows.
Many recent updates. Call today for
details. Priced at $89,900.
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True California style home. Beautiful
inground pool with extensive decking
and landscaping. If you love outdoor
living, this Gatesborough home is for
you. $163,500.

Just a few yards from the city limits
with all the city amenities.48R,2BA
only
home, 2 car garage. Offered at
$71,900.
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Like privacy yet want neighbors
close by? This could be just for you.
Lake area home on wooded lot.
Nicely decorated in neutral colors
and built for year round living Priced
at only S58,900.
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SUPER SONIC
BURGER
Nice 4BR, 2BA brick on 8 wooded
acres in southwest part of county.
Large eat-in kitchen with island and
custom built oak cabinets. Anderson
windows, walk-out basement.
$107,500.
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Country Living Magazine couldn't
have done it better! Delightfully
decorated lake area home situated on
2.4 wooded acres. Cherry hardwood
floors in living room. Lou of updates
and an unbelievably large kitchen.
Just reduced to $67,900.

For the golfer in your life - quality
built 313R, 2.5 BA home in Oak
Estates. Pella windows, LR. formal
dining, den, large kitchen. Offered at
S124,900. Call today for your showing.

Here's one kind of financial aid you
don't have to stand in line for —
you won't even need your social
security number! Just use one of
these valuable coupons on your
next visit to Sonic and Save as
you Orderfrom our Delicious Menu.

"Everything you're hungry for"'

Good only at participating locations. One coupon
per customer. Not valid In coNunction with any
other offer. No cash value. This coupon valid only
at

217 S. 12th Street
759-9885
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Health Matters

l'tsurance-wise
--',7a•e and health insurance is
•• o state of change Governmert
ans and healthcare providers
—clocng changes in the system
•
--,-or* to make it more cost effective
ct these changes require you to
•:".‘
ct.^ ac• ye o e securing payment from
^s.„,c^ce p,ovaer(s)for medical
bottom line has always been
't---,:-ohsible for your bill" But in the
^surance companies
processes.: bc,,-- ents on claims -- questioning

•

and save

very little -- so patients did not have to do anything
but keep insurance in effect
Now,insurance companies want to hear
directly from their policy holders to verity
circumstances leading up to the diagnosis and
treatment e accident, pre-existing condition. etc.)
and the need for medical services on which the
Claim is being filed
If you find insurance matters confusing. you
are not alone. Yet the more we understand and
adhere to their guidelines, the more efficient our
system becomes

Get Maximum Insurance Benefit Payments
I HAVE
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE
£:,'.„agnos s check •- •, ,ance to see if
yOur
s covered
s • anc ook for •.E' "'s defined in
o
;.‘c. (r• the right sde of this page
see how many flours you have
4.i.) notify the insurance Companyten() admitted as a patient
ACa r.trcto- s b4lice to see if it has called
`c- ;.'P..:e••:` cation YOu are responsible
na cnysic-an has not Or does not
specified time allotment
-surance card at time of registraARr
ac-:ss.or it has specific
Or' On :ne back the will be used
benefit payment
a„
e elc 60 days waiting for
. AR - s 'd
7s.'ae-ce to cay After which time
oe toted —
2a*.e,7t
can not pay in full, you MUST
A
contact the Patient Accounts Manager at
(502) 762-1296. Failure to do so could
result the account being transferred to
-ospitai Coliections
AvOu should can the insurance company
whe-va have questions about what
-,s,rar'ce has paid

I HAVE
MEDICARE INSURANCE
ABring Medicare Card and heath
nsurance Card at time of registration
A Tell the registration clerk it you andJor
your spouse are employed ano have group health insurance
AAfter hospital receives payment from
Medicare. the commercial insurance (if
you have one), is bililed After they pay.
you are billed for any non-covered
servicesiitems
Alf you can not pay in full, you MUST
contact the Patient Accounts Manager at
1502) 762-1296 Failure to do so could
result in your account being transferred
to Hospital Collections.
AYou should call the insurance company
when you have questions about what
insurance has paid

I HAVE
MEDICAID INSURANCE
APhysician cails in medical information on
a scheduled admission for KY and TN
Medicaid
AKENPAC recipients are required to get
approval from their KEN PAC physician
prior to receiving services
AYou should check with doctor's office to
see that it has been done
APresent Medicaid Card at time of
registration
•Once payment has been received from
Medicaid. you will be billed for any
non-covered services/items
AYOu are responsible for this portion of
the bill.
Alf you can not pay in full. you MUST
contact the Patient Accounts Manager at
(502) 762-1296 Failure to do so could
result in your account being transferred
to Hospital Collections

KNOW WHAT YOUR
POLICY REQUIRES
When you call the
business office,
please have your
statement and
account number
available for prompt,
efficient service.

The following terms may help
you understand what your insurance
company expects from you as a policy
holder. Since every policy's
requirements are different, use these
terms and take a fresh look at your
health insurance policy. It might be
helpful to make a list of the things they
require YOU to do as you read. Attach
this list to the front of your policy so it
will be easy to find and follow when you
are faced with a medical problem that
will require filing an insurance claim.
But always carry your insurance
card(s) with you in your purse or
billfold in case of an emergency.
Precertification: Before any medical
services are rendered, call the 800
number on the back of your insurance
identification card to let them know you
will be having tests, surgery, x-rays,
outpatient services, etc. It is the
patient's responsible to see this is done.
Patient or doctor can call. Precertification is also called preauttiorization.
Notification: A hospital employee called
a utilization review coordinator calls the
toll free telephone number off the back
of your insurance identification card to
verify that the patient has been admitted
or treated. This coordinator also
supplies necessary medical information
from the patient chart to meet insurance
company requirements.

Emergency
Admissions
•If insurance has a specific time
period in which to call, you Or a
family member are responsible for
calling and notifying the insurance
company that you are being admitted
to the hospital in an emergency
situation
AAlwayS carry your insurance card(s)
with you Regardless of whether you
have your card with you. your health
is our primary concern You will
receive emergency medical services
Paperwork can be filled out later by
you or a family member

Patient Account Representatives are available
Monday through Friday 8 a.m to 4:30 p.m.
Medicare Insurance
Outpatient Services
June Vanover
762-1287
Inpatient Services
762-1291
Judy Hooper

Commercial Insurance
Handled alphabetically by
patient's last name.
A-G Peggy Smith 762-1294
H-O Barbara Potts 762-1293
Kim Neale
P-Z
762-1292

Medicaid Insurance
Sandy Craig
762-1290

We Lend Support
Aleseirrier's Disease information
Educational Meeting
Tuesday. September8
'Nutritional Suppliments"
By Suzann,Seeley, RD.. MCCH Dietitian
430 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Support Group Meting
Tuesday,Septarnber 22
4:30 p.m.
Private Dining Room
Adult Day Cars(FREE)for Ablisimses patients
during Alzheimer mooing&
Call Shared Cars(502)7310576
For information about Alzheirners Disease
meetings contact Cindy Rags:3,49,1502)
762-'10C or Joretta Randotpr.(502)753-5561.
CartNac Support Group
Tuesday.September8
-Advancarneresri Cardac Testing'
By Patsy Massey,Supervisor 1
MCCH Cardiac Graphics Lab
Hospital Board Room
10 a.m.
Cortao 3hrvey Larnb.(5(2)762-1170.
cancer Support Group
Tuesday,September 1
Group Support
Tuesday,September 15
"Voicing Concernsr
3-4 eon.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Gont-xi Nancy Rose,R.N (502)762-1389.
Laryngectomme Support Grow
Friday, September 11
4130 p.m.
Hospitsi Prtvale[Ming Room
Contact Ann Ingie, FIN, or Drxe Hopkins,
speech pathologist,(502)782-1100.
Pailtirsedit'S SucifiOsi Odle
Friday,September 23
400 pm.
Hospitsi Private Drina Room
Call Done Hopkins speech pathologist.or
Ann Ingle, R N.. at(502)702-1100.
Compassion**,Mende
Thursday,Septsmber 24
730 put
Hawaii Rood Room
Gortaci Fiebocal Church. Chapaari,
(502)762-1274
Ilialeavonsent Support Grow
Every Wiadnesdig
910-11 Am.
Hospice°Mos,3id Hear
Contact Nancy Ross,Hoopoe Dieelor,
(502)762-1309.

Communityeven

Miracle Moments

- --ia:IRESS
/411#47

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal
Medical Explorer Post 803
claccPs listed below. Pre-registration is required for all
classes and fees may be paid at the first class.
First Nighter
Theseclasses are part ofa gift packagevalued at over
The Murray-Calloway County
Tuesday, September 15
Tuesday, September 1
which is given to Miracle Moments Prepayment
5200
Hospital s Health Express will be
-, Murray
6:30 p.m.
offering blood pressure. pulse vision, Chestnut Hiiis Shopping Center Ptan participants.
Hospital Education Unit
If you would like to receive this valuable gift package
and glaucoma screenings at all of its
8-11 30 a m & '2.30-3 p m.
Medical Exploring is designed for students 14-21
and become a prepayment participant, stop by the
stops during the month of
Wednesday, September 16
old who are interested in medical or
years
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
September
Camden
careers. For more information, contact
health
program.
For $4, you can purchase a stool
Wai-Mart
Kathy Hodge, Director of Public Relations and
If you are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
for Occult Blood Screening Kit to
9-11.30 a m & 12.30-2.30 p m. participant, you are still welcome to attend the classes at
Post Advisor at (502) 762-1381.
detect blood in the stool
the fees listed.
Bike-a-thon
Diabetes
Thuriday, September 17
For class information and pre-registration, call the
Sunday, September 13
Aurora
Perinatal Education Coordinator at
Tuesday, September 1
7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Park
Kenlake
State
(502)762-1385.
Como

Wagon Wheel Cafe
9-11 a.m
Cottage Grove
Security Bank
12 30-2 30
Wednesday, September 2
Henry, TN
City Hall
9-11 am.
Sig Sandy
Senior Citizen Center
12.30-2 30 P m
Thursday, September 3
Murray
PIK/1Y Wiggly
8-1130am &1230-3Pm
Tuesday, September 8
Murray
Calloway Co Public Library
8-11:30 a m & 12 30-3 p.m
Wedriesday, September 9
Water Valley
M & W Ceramics
9-11 am
Pilot Oak
Pilot Oak Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, September 10
Mayfield
Senior Citizens Center
lOarn 1Prr

Monday, September 14
Kirks,*
Stone s Country Store
10 a m 12 noon
Stella
Goshen Methodist Church
1-3 p m

8 30-11 .30 a m
Aurora
Harrington s One Stop Grocery
1-3 pm
Monday, September 21
Puryear
Community Center
8 30-1 1 30 a m
Jones Mills
Rainey s Grocery
1-3 p m
Tuesday, September 22
Midway
Wisehart s Grocery
830-11 am
Murray
Olympic Plaza
12 30-3 p m
Thursday, September 24
Murray
Court Square
8-11:30 am & 12:30-3 p m.
Monday, September 28
Murray
Post Office
8-1110 a.m & 12.30-3 p.m.
Tuesday, September 29
Dresden
Court Square
9 11 a m
Palmersville
Branch of Weakley Co Bank
12 30-2 30 p m
Wednesday, September 30
Parts
Wal-Mart
9-11 30 a m & 12 30-3

Pre - reg iste r for.
*Prepared Childbirth Class($35)
Option 1: Mon.,Aug 31 & Sept..14,21 628
Option 2. Thursdays,Sept. 3. 10, 17&24
7-9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
*Cesarean Birth Class: Wed.. Oct. 14, 7-9 pm ($15)
*Parenting Class: Wed.,Sept. 96 16. 7.9pm ($10)
*Sibling Class: Sat_ Sept. 19. ro- 11 am.(Free)
*Refresher!: Mon..Sept. 14621. 79pm ($10)
*Refresher II. Thurs., Sept. 106 17, 7-9pm ($10)
•Post-Partum Exercise Class($17)
(Call(502) 762 1139 to schedule)
*Prenatal Nutrition ($10)
•Post-Partum Weight Loss Class($15)
Six weeks after you've had your baby or
after you've slopped breast feeding, you
can safely begin the three week post
part urn weight loss class. Theclass is
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital. Call(502) 762-1533 to schedule.
*Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour (Free)
*Miracle Moments Newsletter (Free)
*Miracle Moments Booklet (Free)

Curris Center, West Entrance
Sponsor forms are available at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Spoke and Pedal, Curris
Center and City and County Schools. For more
information, call the Nutrition Department at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
(502) 762-1533
Fresh Start(Smoking Cessation Program)
This four session program is provided free of
charge to help smokers kick the habit.
Monday, September 14
Wednesday, September 16
Monday, September 21
Wednesday, September 23
5:30-7 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
To register, call Health Promotions at
(502) 762-1384.

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 762-1100

In KY dial: 1-800-342-MCCH
In TN dial: 1-800-5444ACCH
For Your FREE Physician Directory
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SECTION B
Cleanup act
Volunteers needed for shoreline effort
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State Park, Hopkinsville PRIDE,
Clean Water."
The first Kentucky/Tennessee
Inc., Tennessee Wildlife Resourare
"The goals of the cleanup
Waterways Cleanup will be held
Agency, Tennesee National
ces
contie
encourag
litter,
reduce
to
Saturday, Sept. 12 from 8 a.m. to
Refuge, Tennesee Valley
Wildlife
sector
private
and
public
nuing
largest
the
is
noon. The cleanup
Property Management
Authority
the
ng
preservi
cooperation in
undertaking of its type in KenWaste ManageRegional
and
environour
of
safety
and
beauty
tucky and Tennessee and includes
ment., the U.S. Coast Guard and
sense
public's
the
increase
ment,
of
miles
1,500
than
more.
Westvaco.
of pride and ownership in their
shoreline.
Volunteers are asked to wear
and
ties,
communi
ve
respecti
than
more
The goal of the
e shoes and gloves and
protectiv
progfor
other
serve as a model
3,000 volunteers will be to clean
lunches to the state
sack
to
bring
and
Valley
e
Tennesse
the
in
rams
the shoreline on both sides of
g the cleanup,
Followin
said.
parks.
r
Carpente
nation,"
the
Barkley
Lake
and
Kentucky Lake
activities,
special
be
will
planning
there
in
involved
Agencies
as well as up the Tennessee and
ents
refreshm
ment,
entertain
U.S.
live
the
are
cleanup
1992
the
JohnCumberland Rivers to New
Army Corps of Engineers, Cross and drawings for prizes at Kensonville, Tenn. and Cumberland
Creeks National Wildlife Refuge, lake State Resort Park, Lake
City, Tenn.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser- Barkley State Resort Park, Kenely
desperat
Volunteers are
vice, the Kentucky Division of tucky Dam Village State Resort
needed to ensure the success of
Water, Kenlake State Resort Park and Paris Landing (Tenn.)
this first major cleanup. Civic
Kentucky Water Watch, State Park. Cleanup participants
Park,
stuy
universit
agencies,
groups,
Lakes Environmental will be given tickets for drinks
Kentucky
dents, employees of area businesNetwork (KLEAN), and to use in the raffles at the
s
Awarenes
are
ls
ses and other individua
Liquid Waste Disposal, Lake state parks.
invited and encouraged to be a
Barkley Slate Resort Park, TVA's
For further information, conof
part of this exceptional team
LBL
Lakes,
the
Between
Land
TVA-LBL, 100 Van Morgan
tact
s.
volunteer
Association, National Park Ser- Drive, Golden Pond, Ky.
"We know there is a lot of
call
or
vice, Fort Donelson National Bat- 42211-9011
concern about the environment in
(Tenn.)
Landing
Paris
5-5897.
lefield,
1(800)45
co,
Carpenter
Jim
said
area,"
our
chairman of the event. "Here is
an opportunity for people to show
their concern by getting
involved."
Agency Representatives —
Lake and shoreline areas to be
The American Humanics StuWillis and Brenda Foreman
Julie
cleaned include: Zone one: Both
dent Association proudly
Seminar Chair — Joy
Career
sides and shorelines from 1-24
the
for
s
officers
its
announce
The
80.
68/Ky.
U.S.
to
d
Carperter
northwar
1992-93 year:
Student Recruitment Chair —
contact person for this zone is
President — Holly Cherry
Christy Harrington, (502)
V. Presidents — Gary Wilson, April Dumanski
AHMI Representative — April
395-8313. Zone two: U.S. 68/Ky. Jennifer Warden and Julie Green
Lane.
80 to U.S. 79 which includes
Pollard
Sec/Treasurer — Tina
Cross Creek to Cumberland City.
Contact Ed Graves at (502)
PUBLIC NOTICE
924-1291. Zone three: U.S. 79 to
4
U.S. 70 to the Kentucky Reservoir. Contact Larry MacDonald
-IP•
•
(901) 642-2041 or Larry Masters
•I
(901) 642-2091.
The West Kentucky/Tennessee
Waterways Cleanup is being held
in conjunction with Public Lands
lb. Mogi Frames Sisk. islb. World*
Day, which is officially observed
the first Saturday after Labor
As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, neviparents
Day, designated by Congress as a
and movers with a basket hill of useful gifts. wed like to call on you!
day devoted to cleaning and
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
maintaining the na;loil's federal
Please Call
lands, parks, recreation areas and
lngeborg Kin;, 492-8348
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079
waterways. This year has also
of
Year
The
been designated as

Club announces officers

BATE
UP TO $1500 RE
and Achieva's
On All 1992 Regals, Lemans

MURRAY

All '92 Program Cars
Drastically Reduced!

Is A

1{Tehm?iiiivit
Town

*APR Financing Available To Qualified Buyers With Approved Credit

Oldsmobile - Pontiac - Buick - Cadillac
1300 121 By-Pass

Day This

ID

1 4-2'

Hwy. 641 North - Murray
Prices Effective Through
Tuesday, Sept. 8
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SPORTS
Cards' Smith puts out Dodger fire third day in a row
ST LOUIS (AP) — Lee Smith
knows the reason he's only one
short of the major-league record
or saves in a month — his set up
man. Todd Worrell.
"I don't usually have to come
in the game with anybody on
base, because Tiny (Worrell)
does such a good job," Smith
said after working a perfect ninth
inning in the St. Louis Cardinals'
3-0 victory over the Los Angeles
Dodgers Sunday.
Smith has a career -high 12
S.00S this month and a leagueleading 36 on the season. He's

quick to credit Worrell, who had
been the closer until he injured
his elbow in September 1989 and
is tied with Bruce Sutter for the
team career save record with 127.
Manager Joe Torre's game
plan usually calls for Worrell to
pitch the eighth with Smith as the
finisher. Torre didn't deviate
from the blueprint during a slump
Smith was in earlier this season.
"I had managers during rns
playing days that stuck with me
when I hit .240, so I know what
as like when fans arc clamoring
for a change," TOM said.

minim started the month by
blowing two saves and losing
twice to the Pittsburgh Pirates,
losses that knocked the Cardinals
out of the pennant race. Now,
he's one short of the majorleague save mark for a month
held by John Franco and Bobby
Thigpen with one day remaining.
lie's definitely finishing the
month with a roar. Smith saved
all three games in the Cardinals'
weekend sweep of the Dodgers
and he said he's throwing his
best.
"I've had a good fasthall lately

out in the eighth, a runner on first
and the Cardinals leading 2-0.
Worrell got out of the inning and
then turned the ball over to
Smith.
The game also illustrated the
problems the Dodgers are having
this year scoring runs and playing
defense. They arc 15-35 in onerun games and lead the majors
with 139 errors. Three throwing
errors Sunday gave the Cardinals
two unearned runs.
Starter Orel Hershiser (9-11)
said the offense, which scored
two runs in the three-game series,

and I have a lot of confidence in
myself," Smith said. "I don't get
down, even when I lose a game."
Tone said he expects to lose
Worrell after this year. Worrell,
who has one save, will be a free
agent, and has said he wants to
he a closer.
"I don't expect to have both
Todd and Lee next year, but I
like the way it's worked out this
year," Torre said.
The game was a good illustration of the Worrell-Smith combination. Worrell relieved starter
Rheal Cormier (5-10) with two

is having a tough time.
"We're going through a real
flat time," Hcrshiser said.
But Hershiser wasn't upset
because he felt he pitched a good
game. He said he was even happy
with a pitch he made to Torn
Pagnozzi for a run-scoring double
that gave the Cardinals a 1-0 lead
in the second.
"I think it would be hard for
me to throw the ball any better,"
Hershiscr said. "The pitch Pagnozzi hit was a good one."
The Dodgers have lost three
straight.

Atlanta's Glavine
rocked by Phillies

Braves, in need
of relief, trade
for Boston ace
By BILL SCHULZ
Associated Press Writer

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 10, Atlanta 2
St. Louis 3, Los Angeles 0
Chicago 3, San Francisco 1
Montreal 4, Houston 0
Pittsburgh 6, San Diego 3
New York 4, Cincinnati 3

By The Associated Press

at

Murray High junior forward Matt V‘eatherls. left. battles a
the first half of Saturday's 1-0 Tiger win.

STEVE PARKER/Ledger k Time, photo
Green defender for the ball in

BO..Iini4

Tom Glavine just can't figure
out what he's doing wrong.
"I wish I had an excuse but I
don't," Glavine said Sunday
after getting knocked out in the
third inning of the Atlanta
Braves' 10-2 loss to the Philadelphia Phillies. "I was just terrible.
That's all there is to it."
Glavine (19-5) failed in his
second try for his 20th win, and
made his earliest exit since June
11, 1989. He lost consecutive
decisions for the first time this
year, and has his nine-game winning streak against the Phillies
come to an end.
"I think I felt a little bit too
strong, and consequently I was
all over the place," said Glavinc,
who walked four and struck out
two.
Atlanta lost two of three to the
last-place Phillies, but still maintained a lead over second-place
Cincinnati, five games back after
losing four straight to the New
York Mets.
"We still have the lead. We
need to start winning," Braves

Darwin pitches 1-hitter
as Boston edges Angels
By The Associated Press

Tigers celebrate by shutting out Bowling Green
chances snatched away irorn
them.
Murray Ledger 4 Times
Tiger defender Thomas Daniels
the thief on the first apparent
was
Murray High was celebrating
sliding in front of the open
as 10th year as a soccer playing goal,
to
deflect a slow rolling shot
net
school so it would figure that
home. Goalkeeper Jon
way
its
on
they'd have a little more adrenanet to challenge a
the
left
Reid
line than the normal level for a
attacker and when the ball
Purple
home opener.
squirted free, only Daniels' speed
They used every ounce of it
prevented Bowling Green from
Saturday night — plus a fair
into the lead.
jumping
amount of good fortune — to
a
on
1-0
Green
"Anytime you shut a team out,
hold off Bowling
second half goal by David you've played well defensively,"
said Tiger coach James WeatherGressler.
Broach
Beth
coaches
Former
ly, noting that his team's last four
and Dr. Rob Williams were hon- games with Bowling Green were
ored before the contest, as well as close one-goal decisions. "We
players representing Tiger soccer lost a lot of our attack from last
teams from the last nine years. year, so we knew we had to be
Scoring was slow in the first strong defensively and hope our
half but not the action.
attacking improves as-the season
Twice in the first half, Bowling goes along."
Green looked to break out on top
Murray's defense was solid,
first; only to have scoring allowing just nine shots at the

Staff Report

Wimbledon flops Seles, Courier
hoping to rebound at U.S. Open

Tiger goal. Reid, a junior, made
five saves. But one that he
missed didn't matter anyway.
At the end of the first half, a
Bowling Green attacker rocketed
a shot toward the Tiger goal that
found its mark. The goal was
wiped off when it was learned a
Purple forward was offsides.
Bowling Green disputed the
call, saying there could be no
offsides on a direct shot, and
Weatherly Couldn't argue that
point. "That is true, you can't be
offsides on a direct shot.
"The center referee said that
the guy offsides was interfering
with our goalkeeper, since Jon
Reid was watching him as the
shot was taken," Weatherly
related the account, which drew
protest from Purple players and
coaches. "In that sense it could
be offsides, hut it still is
(Cont'd on page 38)

By BOB GREENE
AP 110•0•

NEW YORK (AP) — Moak* Seim and Jim Courier want to
believe that Wimbledon was just an scheduled bump in their rush
to being named players of the year.
After all, both Seles and Courier begin a trip they hope will culminate in their third Grand Slam tides of 1992 as the .U.S. Open
begins its two-week run at Rushing Meadow today:
They captured the singles title on the rubberized hardcourts of
the Australian Open in January, then grabbed the second of the four
Grand Slam crowns by winning over the slow, red clay at the
French Open. That was before the slippery grass courts of Wimbledon ended their chances at being the first Grand Slam winners
since Steffi Graf performed the feat in 1988.
The year's final Grand Slam tournament was started by I lthseeded Michael Stich, the 1991 Wimbledon champ who took on
Olivier Delaitre of Prance on Stadium Court.
That was followed by Sees' opener against Audra Keller of
Memphis, Tenn., ranked 78th in the world. Tonight. Courier will
battle Alex O'Brien, the NCAA champion from Stanford.
Seles, seeded No. 1 on the hardcouru of the National Tennis
Center, is in the unique position of having to defend her record.
to Graf at
She has, after all, lost her last three trips to the final —
.1l)
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
Sundays Games
Toronto 5, Milwaukee 3
Minnesota 5, New York 3
Kansas City 9, Detroit 4
Boston 4, California 2 (10)
Oakland 7, Cleveland 5
Baltimore 2, Seattle 0
▪ Texas 10, Chicago 4

Even before the announcement
that they had traded Jeff Reardon,
the Boston Red Sox had plenty to
talk about.
Danny Darwin pitched one-hit
ball for nine innings Sunday and
the Red Sox beat California 4-2
in the 10th on Scott Cooper's
fifth hit of the game.
Cooper went a career-best 5
for 5, including three doubles.
His three-run double in the 10th
made it 4-1.
"I've got to open some eyes
whenever I get the chance, to
show I belong in the big leagues
and that I'm not a bench player,"
Cooper said.
Darwin (7-6) held the Angels
to Ken Oberkfell's RBI single in
the fifth inning. Tony Fossas got
one out in the 10th and Greg Harris finished the combined threehitter for his third save.
The Red Sox could not use
Reardon in the last inning
because they already had traded
baseball's career saves leader to

Atlanta. The deal, made for two
minor leaguers, was not
announced until the game ended.
Darwin struck out nine and
walked one. Angels starter Jim
Abbott allowed only one run in
seven innings and, despite lowering his ERA to 2.76, had his
record remain at 6-12.
"The ERA is just a statistic,
and the bottom line is whether
you win or lose," Abbott said. "I
just ran into a guy who came up
big today."
The Red Sox loaded the bases
in the 10th against Mike Butcher
(2-2) on singles by Billy Hatcher
and Bob Zupcic and a walk to
Eric Wedge. Cooper doubled
with two outs on a 3-1 pitch.

Former Louisville star named Jets starting quarterback
By The Associated Press

•

manager Bobby Cox said. "We
can't rely on everybody to keep
losing."
While Glavine gave up five
runs and four hits in 2 2-3
innings, Ben Rivera threw a fivehitter for his second complete
game. Todd Pratt drove in four
runs for the Phillies.
"All those guys are friends,"
said Rivera, acquired from the
Braves May 28. "They all said
they thought I'd do well
someday."
With Atlanta leading 2-1, Glavine struck out the first two batters of the third. He then walked
Stan Javier, allowed Mariano
Duncan's double and walked
John Kruk. Ricky Jordan's tworun single put the Phillies ahead
and Pratt's two-run single made it
5-2.

ATLANTA (AP) — Hoping
to repeat as National League
champions. the Atlanta Braves
repeated the strategy that
helped them to victory in 1991
— getting a quality reliever to
shore up a shaky bullpen.
Jeff Reardon, the majors'
career saves leader with 354,
was acquired from Boston for
a pair of minor leaguers
Sunday.
Reardon goes from a club
battling for last place to a
team five games ahead of
second-place Cincinnati in the
NL West.
Relief ace Alejandro Pena,
who was nearly unhittable
after the Braves acquired him
from the New York Mets last
August, went on the disabled
list Aug. 21 with pain in his
right elbow.
Pena leads the Braves with
15 saves. He was 2-0 with 11
saves in 11 chances as Atlanta
nosed out the Los Angeles
Dodgers for the NL West
crown last season.
"We were after Reardon,"
Braves general manager John
Schuerholz said Sunday night.
"We were talking to other
clubs as well if we couldn't
get Reardon. We were
attempting to get a quality
reliever and Jeff is certainly
that."
"He's a quality guy with 27
saves that comes to a club
with good defense," Schuerholz said.
In return, Atlanta will send
Boston pitcher Nate Minchey,
a right hander who is 13-6
with a 2.38 ERA for Greenville of the Double-A Southern
League; and outfielder Sean
Ross, hitting .246 with 10
homers and 46 RBI in 104
games at Richmond of the
Triple-A International League.
Reardon, who's been with
Boston since 1990, gave up 53
hits and 20 earned runs in 42
1-3 innings, with six homers,
just seven walks and 32 strikeouts. But opposing teams are
hitting .308 against him.
"I'm not worried about
pitshing in pressure, I've done
it before." he said. "It was a
dream getting to pitch for the
Red Sox. Atlanta was the other
team interested in signing me
(in 1990). and I'm glad they
didn't forget about me."

Today's the day everybody
finds out who made the team.
It's "cut day" in the NFL, and
that doesn't mean players will be
taking unexcused abscnses from
practice.
It means all NR.. clubs must
pare their rosters to 47 players,
and there are sure to be a mix of
veterans, free agents and rookies
who won't be pleased.
Some of the dirty work was
done over the weekend as Cleveland, Philadelphia, Atlanta, New
Orleans and Washington waived
a total of 28 players. The most
notable cut was probably the
Eagles waiving of Guy Bingham.
a 13-year veteran center who
played previously for Atlanta and
the New York Jets.
There were sure to be some
household names among those
cut before the noon (EDT)
deadline.

,

Meanwhile, over the weekend,
one quarterback controversy was
settled when Browning Nagle
was named the Jets starter over
veteran Ken O'Brien.
In Pittsburgh, Neil O'Donnell
appeared to wrap up the starting
job with a solid performance
against the Giants, although rookie coach Bill Cowher gave no
indication whether he would
choose O'Donnell over Bubby
Brister.
In East Rutherford, NJ., everyone is waiting for Giants coach
Ray Handley to decide whether
Phil Simms will get the nod over
Jeff Hostetler, who sat out the
final two exhibition games with a
sore back.
In San Diego, it appears Bob
Gagliano will win the starting job
over Stan Humphries, traded
from Washington two weeks ago.
Some of the remaining holdouts came to terms over the
weekend, including Pro Bowl

tight end Jay Novacek of the Dallas Cowboys, running back Johnnie Johnson of the Phoenix Cardinals and rookie quarterback
David Klingler of the Cincinnati
Bengals.
"We're excited about it," Dallas coach Jimmy Johnson said
after Novacek watched afternoon
workouts Sunday from the sidelines. "I would have been a lot
more excited if it had been the
first day of training camp."
Novacek, who signed a threeyear deal for a reported $2.7 million, will "without question ...
contribute to the Washington
ballpme." Johnson said of the
upcoming Monday night opener.
The Cardinals' Johnson. 24,
signed for just over $1.5 million
after incurring the wrath of fans
who felt Johnson listIn't earned a
seven-fold salary increase.
"This was something that was
not pleasant to go through, but it
wits pest of the business." John.

son said.
Klingler, the Bcngals top draft
pick out of the University of
Houston, was believed to have
signed for $7 million over four
years.
Bengals general manager Mike
Brown said Klingler is the thirdstring quarterback for now behind
Boomer Esiason and Don Hollas.
"We took him for the long
haul, not the short term," Brown
said. "This year will be a learning experience for him."
In the final exhibition games
Samday night, the Los Angeles
Raiders.- beat Houston 30-26,
Pittsburgh downed the Giants
24-3, Minnesota blanked
Washington 30-0 and New England defeated Green Bay 24-10.
The Jets and 49ers finished the
preseason with the best records
— 5-0 — while Minnesota was
also undefeated with a 4-0
record.
No team was winless.
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ANAHEIM, Calif. AP) — Career saves leader Jeff Reardon was traded
by the Boston Rod Sox to Atlanta on Sunday as the Braves tried to bolster
their bullpen for the stretch. The Red Sox received minor league pitcher
Nate Minchey and outhekler Sean Ross. Alejandro Pena, who leads the
Braves with 15 saves, went on the disabled list Aug. 21 with pain in his
right elbow. Atlanta is five games ahead of Cincinnati in the NL West.
Reardon, who passed Rollie Fingers for the saves lead, had 27 in 35
chances this season. He was 2-2 with a 4.25 ERA in 46 appearances.
Reardon, with Boston since 1990, gave up 53 hits and 20 earned runs in
42 1-3 innings, with six homers, seven walks and 32 strikeouts. Opposing
teams are hitting .306 against him.
BINGHAMTON, N.Y. (AP) — Jeffrey Hoffman, a pitcher for Class AA
Albany, was found dead in his hotel room Saturday a few hours after he
complained of not feeling well. A hotel maid found Hoffman, 24, of Freemont, Mich., at the Arena Holiday Inn shortly after 4 p.m. He was pronounced dead at Binghamton General Hospital, according to police Sgt.
Michael Testa.
A preliminary investigation ruled out suicide and foul play, but police
investigated because of his age. Hoffman, who attended Vanderbilt University and Ferris State, has been in the New York Yankees farm system
for five years. He was 6-9, with a 4.09 ERA in 121 innings this season.
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa.(AP) — Ian Tolentino belted a two-run homer in
the first inning and pitched three innings of strong relief Saturday to lead
the Philippines to a 15-4 victory over Long Beach, Calif. in the championship game of the Little League World Series. It marked the 21st time in 26
years that Little League's Far East champion has won the World Series
title.
Tolentino (1-0) was victorious because starter Ignacio Ramacho didn't
pitch the required four innings. Ryan Beaver (1-1), got the loss.

the nation's No. I team.
That's strange, because against
then-unranked North Carolina
State at the Kickoff Classic, the
Hawkeyes didn't look ready to
take on a high school team.

Bengals sign QB Klingler
after lengthy negotiations
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
Cincinnati Bengals say they
aren't going to pressure their
quarterback of the future to make
a big impact in the present.
The Bengals ended four
months of negotiations by signing
first-round pick David Klingler
on Sunday night. General manager Mike Brown said the recordsetting quarterback from the University of Houston will be given
plenty of time to show what he
can do.
"We took him for the long
haul, not the short term," Brown
said. "This year will be a learning experience for him. David
will get a chance to be our starting quarterback at some point and
we believe he can do it."
Asked if Klingler might challenge Don Hollas this year for the
backup job, Brown said: "He's
not at number two now, and we'll
leave it to him to prove where he
should be as things go along."
Klingler joins starter Boomer
Esiason, Hollas and four-year
veteran Erik Wilhelm at quarterback. The Bengals are not likely
to carry four quarterbacks on the
roster. They do not have to do

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.(AP) — Steve Videtich kicked a tie-breaking
46-yard field goal with 6:50 remaining and Terry Jordan added a clinching
5-yard touchdown pass as North Carolina State beat Iowa 24-14 Saturday
night in the Kickoff Classic. North Carolina State's victory vaulted the
Wolfpack to No. 18 in the first regular-season Associated Press college
football poll, while Iowa dropped seven spots to No. 23. Texas A&M remained No. 7 after defeating Stanford in the Pigskin
Classic. Stanford fell three places to No. 20.
Miami, Washington and Notre Dame continued to hold down the first
three spots.
Florida State rose to No. 4, Michigan up a notch to No. 5 and Florida fell
to No. 6. The next nine spots remained the same, with Texas A&M followed by Penn State, Alabama, Syracuse, Nebraska, Colorado, Clemson,
Georgia and Oklahoma.
UCLA is 16th, followed by Ohio State, N.C. State, California, Stanford,
Mississippi State, Tennessee, Iowa, Georgia Tech and Virginia, which
wasn't ranked in the preseason poll. Brigham Young and Texas dropped
out of the Top 25.

GOLF
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — Craig Stadler had a one-stroke victory after a
final round 70 to win the $1.4 million World Series of Golf. It made the
39-year-old Stadler the first double winner since the tournament went to
an expanded, 72-hole format 17 years ago.
Stadler's previous victory came 10 years ago. He earned $252,000 and
finished with a 7-under 273 on the Firestone Country Club course, to hold
off late charging Corey Pavin, whose 65 left him one stroke back at 274.
Fred Couples, winner of the Masters and two other titles this year, was
another shot back at 275 after a closing 68.

•1

anything about Klingler for two
weeks because he is on exempt
roster status. But it was considered likely that Klingler's arrival
would lead to Wilhelm's departure in today's final roster cuts.
Neither Brown, Klingler nor
his agent, Leigh Steinberg, would
give details of Klingler's contract. But it was reported to be
worth about $7 million over four
years.

controversial.
"You could say we got a break

there."
Midway into the second half,
Gressler scored the only game
with an assist from Roman
Shapla.
Shapla brought the ball in the
zone and forced the keeper to
commit, allowing him to get the
ball over to Gressler, stationed in
front of the goal. When the keep-

Chopped liver, they're not.
Still, the questions come.
"It's a bit surprising to me that
Monica's lost three finals, but I
really don't think that will affect
her in the Open," Graf said. "I
would say she has a big chance
there."

Good service,
Like a good neighbor.
good coverage, State Farm Is there.
good price‘,111 ,1 •••••

That's
4110

State Farm
insurance." State Farm
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Chicago 7 San Francisco 2
Me. York 6 Cinonnat 5
Atlanta 7 Philadelpha 6
Houston 8 Montreal 2
St La... 3 Los Angeles 2
Pittsburgh 3 San Diego 2
Monday. Games
Atlanta (Avery 10-9 and P Smith 3-0) at New vorw
(Hairnan 2-0 and Brad's* 0-0) 2. 4 10 p in
Montreal (Nabholz 9-9) at Gnome% 1130n0c 2
635 pm
Los Angeles (Martinez 6-11) at Chicago (Widow,
15.10) 705 pm
Philadelphia (Ashby 1-2) at Houston !Henry 4,9)
735 pm
.(revalbuty
San Diego (Lot)ons 13-8) al St LOU,
13-5). 735 p itt

NFL PRESEASON
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Ewe
W L T Pet. PF PA
5 0 0 1 000 121 61
MY Jolla
600 102 99
3
2 0
Mast
500 60 104
2 2 0
Bultalo
500 65 71
2
0
2
Indranapols
250 57 106
1
3 0
Nevi England
Gebel
900 127 79
4 1 0
Houston
500 78 57
2 2 0
Cincinnati
500 41 75
2 2 0
Cleroland
0
500 65 81
2
2
Prasburgn
West
500 78 84
0
2
2
San Diego
500 68 65
2 2 0
Stalls
0
250 58 72
3
1
Kansas City
250 79 96
3 0
1
LA Radon
0
200 115 92
1
4
Drama
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
750 86 65
C
3 1
Phoenix
500 46 58
2 2 0
NY
400 96 96
2 3 0
Dallas
400 99 133
2 3 0
Phitadoiptita
200
76 106
4
0
1
Washington
C.•Maid
6
140
0
000
1
4 0
Mnossota
250 90 90
3 0
1
Datral
77
51
250
0
1
3
Growl Bay
250 60 105
3 0
1
Tampa Bay
250 85 95
3 0
1
Chicago
West
000 98 63
1
0
0
5
San Franosco
750 75 66
3 1 0
LA Rams
750 80 67
0
3 1
Now Orleans
250 69 84
3 0
1
Atlanta
Saturdays Games
Los Angora Raiders 30. Houston 26
Pittsburgh 24, New York Giants 3
Mnriesota 30 Washrigton 0
New England 24. Grain Bay 10
4si

NABONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct,
GB
W L
569—
74 56
Prastorgh
543 37.
70 59
Moran's]
512 TI,
66 63
Chicago
492 10
63 65
St Lam
472 12.4
60 67
Now York
414 20
53 75
Philadelphia
West Division
GB
Pct.
W L
591 —
75 52
Atlanta
550 5
58
71
Cinannad
535 7
69 60
Sae 004•0
462 16%
60 70
1401.410n
454 17"4
59 71
San Francisco
406 234
53 77
Los Anita*
Saturday's Gomm
• -

er went down to defend Shapla,
Gressler had an easy boot into the
goal.
Weatherly praised the play of
Daniels, Gressler and Reid, and
also the work of seniors Derek
Plummer and Russ Adkins.
Murray plays host to Calloway
tonight in a soccer tripleheader at
Ty Holland Stadium. Murray's
boys IV meets Calloway in the
first game at 4 p.m., followed by
the girls' and boys' varsity
matches.

Insuriinre Companies

Home offices Bloomington Dhow'

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
74 57
565 —
Toronto
554 1
72 56
Braemar,
44
531
61
69
Maraukas
M1 11
63 M
Detroit
466 13
61
70
New Yon,
462 13h
60 70
Boston
454 14h
541 71
Cliereland
West Divieios
W
L Pct. GB
79 51
608 —
Oakland
550 77,
72 59
Mnnesola
531 10
68 60
Chicago
469 15i,
65 68
Toms
450 207.
59 72
Callous'
58
449
71
204
Kansas Cup
54 77
412 25'h
SoaMo
Selluiday's Gomm
Dobai 12. Kansas City I
Mbraulim 7, Toronto 2
Oakland 4. Cleveland 1
Now York 6, Minnesota 3
Chop° 6. Texas 4
Caldoerea 7. Boston 2
Babmoro 4. Small 0
Monday** Gomm
Chicago(Hough 6-10) at Toronto (Station"ro 8-9i
6 35 p in
M mamas ISra toy 1441 at Detroit(Hsu 3-1). 635
pm
Now Your (Karmen's& 4-10) at Miwauktio (Bones
6-9), 795 pm
Texas (Pavilk 2-1) at Kansas City (Haney 0-0),
735 pm
Bossan IVIoin 11-101 al Seem. (Johnson 10-12)
905 pm
Babrrare (Alumna 12-5) at Oakland (Downs 3-4)
905 pm
Cleveland (Nichols 2-3) at California (131rismin
7-6), 935 pm

Tigers celebrate•••

Wimbledonflops...

After a wide-open first halt,
the game turned into a scoreless
struggle with N.C. State taking
the lead for good with 650 left
on Scott Videtich's 46-yard field
goal, his first collegiate attempt.

MAJOR LEAGUES

The only higher-paid Bengal
would be Esiason, who earns an
estimated $3 million per year.
Klingler was the sixth overall
pick in April's NFL draft. His
NCAA records including most
touchdown passes in one game
(11) and in one season (54).
"I didn't expect it would take
this long," Klingler said of negotiations with the Bengals. "Obviously, I'm behind. But I've been
throwing in Houston to anybody
who would catch it, even my wife
in the front yard,a couple times.
And at least I had four weeks ol
learning the offense" in minicamps and voluntary camps.

(Cont'd from page 2B)

into the AP poll at No. 18, while
Iowa fell seven spots to No. 23.

pack, 262 of that on the ground.
State was also able to throw
effectively, with Classic MVP
Terry Jordan connecting on 15 of
24 passes for 160 yards and a
clinching 5-yard touchdown to
Eddie Goines with under two
minutes left.
The victory moved N.C. State

"We were inconsistent," said
Iowa quarterback Jim Hartlieb
after Saturday night's 24-14
defeat to the Wolfpack.
"That won't cut it against
Miami."
Before then, the Hawkeyes will
have to shore up a defense which
allowed 422 yards to the Wolf-

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
— Iowa tried not to sound like a
club unprepared to face Miami,

BASEBALL

Wimbledon, Martina Navratilova
at the Virginia Slims of Los
Angeles and Arantxa Sanchez
Vicario at the Canadian Open.
The three are ranked, in order,
Nos. 2, 3 and 5 in the world.

41.

.

N.C. State beats Iowa 24-14 in Kickoff

Actions & Reactions

(Cont'd from page 28)

.
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01. Larry Krouse Insurance
wR.12th ,aliazt Itetlesald's)

AUGUST DOLLAR DAYS!

PRICE MATCH
GUARANTEE

BRIDGESTONE
MICHELIN**

FIRESTONE
TRIUMPH

Slim Design
Telephone

If you can find the same Michelin, Bridgestone,
Firestone or Triumph-brand tires for less at time
of purchase,well match the price in anybody's
current,local ad you show us.

$10
Features push-button dialing
for touch tone or rotary lines
and last number red's) Desk
or wall mountable hearng
aid compatible Almond
1210 4255)

Excludes clearances, close-outs and catalogs

•1-HOUR TIRE MOUNTING
90DAYSSAME AS CASH!
NO ANNUAL FEE! On the Arne r it rust charge for
TIES*
WARRAN
WEAR
•TREAD
estone customers minimum monthly payment required
All finanace Charges refunded when paid as agreed
•FREE TIRE ROTATIONS ON
MILEAGE WARRANTED TIRES

at TIRE ZONE

•
Most tires shown, steel-belted all-season radials
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Deli Express
Microwave Popcorn

sale

Philips Lights,
Your Choice
Indoor Flood or Spotnght I..P

41$1

(-sO( buttery popcorn last'
Makes for a great snack Choose natural
Salt or
or butter flavored with Morton Lite
Salt
butler flavored with regular Morton
(170-3537. 3545. 3552)

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5; Sat. 8-12
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light.ng 75 watt 1468 455, 45931
ol 150
Outdoor Spot or Flood Weatheipro
5103)
Or 75 watt (468 4957. 4999, 5095

Coastto Coast.
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-800

21$1

PHILIPS

$2

Choose a 4-pack
of'AAA 'AA
or D'or a 2-pack
of 9 volt batteries
(465-1196 0925
0962, 1212 1220)

tril a charge tor actual
WiwiUrania

sale

1,6 o,24' Storage
Hook. Turn rafters and walls
into storage space Won't mar tools
1326 0831 0849 0856)

Microwave Popcorn

sale

SITY
ERAUT
UNIV
O
TIRE AND
1406 Main 753-4994

$6

Vinyl Coated Hooks,
Your Choice

SAE or metric combination
wrench set SAE sizes Is thru fa, or
metric sizes 8MM thru 1/MM Each Set
comes with a lifetime guarantee
(725-3446 3453i

Eveready
Super
Heavy Duty
Batteries

,

FREE MOUNTING AND BALANCING
WITH TIRE PURCHASE

PIMBSTOMBTS 11SWIM Detain

sale

Brown white or french blue
Battery not included 1242,1212 17171733)

FREE!!

II

$4

Wrench Set

Computerized
1 I Alignment Check V

I $151,0st CAlS
I SAVES TIRES FROM

sale

5 Piece
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o .5
SA

LURE, OIL &
FILTER 91099
•Up to 5 Qts.
*New Filter
*Labe Chassis

$7
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S Speed Rift, 44 Swum
Mat
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Stay away from wild mushrooms
Wild mushrooms have
abounded this summer because of
the cool, wet weather. But if
you're tempted to eat a wild
mushroom, don't; you might get
more than you bargained for,
according to a plant pathologist
at the University of Kentucky.
"There is no good rule of
thumb to distinguish between a
poisonous and non-poisonous
mushroom," said Paul Vincelli,
extension specialist with the UK
College of Agriculture. "It is hard
to tell the difference between the
Iwo because they look so much
alike. To determine if a wild
mushroom is safe to eat, you

re.
4
-,
19
2

ft. Heavy•Duty
Studded "T" Posts
(w/anchor)
6

36
12 ft. Tubular Steel Farm Gate

•5 free clips w each post

• w latch chain & 2 iag bolts
• Double-welded iz-braced, no sharp edges

99
22
Shoulder

Calloway County High School
Future Farmers of America member Chad Ward won the Kentucky state FFA seed identification
and seed tag selection contests at
the the 1992 Kentucky State Fair
in Louisville.
Ward, a sophomore at CCHS,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Ward, of Hazel. He beat out contestants from the schools across
the state who have an agricultural
education program in the seed
contest.
Other state fair participants
from the Calloway County FFA
chapter included KaDonna Randolph, Gaya Trimble, Eric Maley
and Kevin Orr. The foursome
make up the nursery judging
team, as they placed third in the
state contest, said Calloway agricultural education teacher Jamie
Potts, who accompanied the
members to the fair.

• 12 1/2 ga.(Class i galvanizeo zinc coating
• Min tensile strength 200,000 psi

Seed Sower

Permanent
1.59,sosi.,32,o)
In-Line Wire Strainer .
•Maintains correct tension on fence wire

- • ,ald grip.
•-•
ad:ustalaie shoulder strap

• Molded polyethylene case
•Heavy canvas hopper
Llierarvisl

424

•t3 carton of20
Electric
Fence Posts
steel w crimped on,
wrap-around anchor &
2 insulators

• 54

95 “`
45

'Top
110 gal. Tithe.
Stock Tank
•22-ga galvanized steel side wall•20-ga
double-locked soldered seam bottom w/drain

pUg

119P,
18 ga. Motto Jr.
• For electric c,
temporary fence
2499

Lwi

Agricultural economists at a
professional meeting in Illinois
last week seemed to share a consensus that corn prices may be
near their bottom for the year if
they haven't already reached it.
Many of theeconomists at the
meeting said that the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's latest report predicting a large
harvest may he overly optimistic.
Their concerns with the report
centered on the report's assumption of excellent growing conditions through harvest, said Steve
Riggins, an extension agricultural
economist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Corn requires a certain
amount of growing degree days
to mature fully for an optimal
harvest. Should the cool, wet
weather in the upper tier of states
of the corn belt that has already
put the crop behind schedule continue, we may find that the
harvest's full potential will be
constrained considerably," he
said. A killing frost could cause
an even lower harvest.

(14,. •3 •
5995

Windvane Feeder
• Breeze turns hood to

protect sett or minerals
• Resists dents,
won't tip over
'Assembley required

Rid•a•Flar

Southern States Fence
Controller

49

year over-the-counter guarantee

Flea & Tick Killer

See dealer for details)
L Listed -100% Solid State

•t
4995
Weedmaster
#500
• 11..„-.20v

• For dogs & cats • Sprays
directly on pets•Effective for
up to 2 wks.• Water-based

athr

•Charges up to
10 mi of fence

September is one of the
busiest months on the gardener's calendar. The vegetable harvest continues. By
the end of the month I often
find myself wishing untimely
deaths to certain prolific
tomato plants. I've never
quite gotten to the point of
yanking them out of the
ground before the first frost,
however, because I am usually too busy with other garden tasks during September.
This month is an excellent
time to start a new lawn or
reseed bare spots in an
existing one. I seem to buy
grass seed every fall. We
have two acres of lawn, and
there is always a place that
is so devoid of anything
resembling grass that mowing
it only creates a dust storm.
By this time in the season, the edges of flower and
shrub borders have gotten a
Ittle blurred. The grass has
surreptitiously crept inot the
perennials and the flowers
have boldly flopped over
onto the lawn. Where does
the border begin and the
lawn stop? This is not a
decision you want to leave
to the person wielding the
power mower. Get out the
edging tool and define the
edges yourself.
Weeds, especially the grasses, are enjoying the cooler
weather just as much as we
are. Keep after them, or they
will be well entrenched by
spring.
In the garden, like everywhere else, one thing leads
to another. After you've
done all that weeding and
edging you'll notice quite a
bit of bare dirt in your borders, and realize that you
need some mulch. Most of
what you applied in the
spring has broken down into
compost. Shredded bark is a
good mulch in our climate,
and is available locally by
the bag or the truckload. Be
sure you get mulch that has
been aged, as green mulch
can burn the plants. Apply
the mulch to a depth of two
to three inches, leaving a
little space around the stems
of woody perennials.
Garden clean-up starts in
September with the removal
of spent annual flowers and
vegetables. Send withered
cucumber vines and rangy
petunias to the compost pile
before they attract insects
and disease.
Tired out by reading about
all the work to do in the
garden in September? But
wait... there's more. Now is
the time to plan for spring.
If you are considering
expanding your garden next
season, begin preparing the
new bed in the fall. You'll
be ready to plant when the
weather warms up instead of
waiting and waiting for the
soil to dry out in the middle
of the spring rains.
I suppose that I should
feel daunted by the tasks of
September, and probably
would if I just looked at a
cold, hard "to do" list on
paper. But luckily for me
and many other gardeners,
the work brings with it a
promise of many pleasant
sunny hours in the garden,
hands and heart warmed by
the earth. I am anxious to
,get started.

CHAD WARD

Good news for corn farmers
as market hits the bottom

15 112 ga. Motto

•l

Growing in
the Garden
by Cathleen
Lalicker

64.95

175 gal.

High Tensile Barbed Wire
• 4 p: 5 .^ ASTM Cass z,nc coating

said.
"Some people believe wild
mushrooms taste better, Vincelli
added. "But many of them have a
flat flavor-- like cardboard. Some
of the cultivated mushrooms, like
shiitake, that you buy at the grocery store rival just about any wild
mushrooms for flavor."
When it comes to not eating
wild mushrooms, Vincelli practices what he preaches. "My
grandmother was a great Italian
cook," he said. "But I never took
a bite of her fried wild
mushrooms. It just wasn't worth
the risk."

Calloway's Ward wins
in FFA's state contest

58r,High
Extra
ra.
tjTensile Fence Wire

711/77iTARTI
• co.

have to identify it correctly to the
species level, and that requires
mycological training.
"Even if you've eaten wild
mushrooms in the past with no
problems, it doesn't mean you
can continue without eventually
consuming poisonous ones."
Vincelli said eating a poisonous wild mushroom can cause
symptoms ranging from an upset
stomach to permanent liver, heart
or kidney damage, perhaps death.
"Some poisonous wild
mushrooms are so potent that
near fatal liver damage already
has occurred by the time a person
realizes something is wrong," he

95

Riggins said that other events
also may trigger upward moves
in corn prices.
"Grain prices may be pumped
up by the administration's actions
to bolster grain prices in the
weeks prior to the election," he
said.

66 11100.24646)

8 ft. Feed Bunk

• Polyethylene trough won't rust or corrode
• No sharp corners

"We may find that the administration will favor the increased
use of the Export Enhancement
Program to pick up exports of all
grains, including corn. Increased
food aid to the Soviets and to
Western Africa also may be used
to increase grain prices. And we
may sec an increased emphasis
on ethanol production," Riggins
said.
Farmers may want to watch the
market closely and to price at
least some of their crop when the
market appears to be moving
upward and replace their sales
with call options or long futures.
They may want to consider storage this year to hold their corn
until prices are more favorable.
"Farmers who elect to store
their grain may want to consider
the cost of grain storage against
the market gains they may anticipate for holding it," he said.
Biggins said that farmers
should be mindful of USDA's
policies concerning next year's
set aside program-- to be
announced Sept. 30 and put into
effect Nov. 15.
"The opinion of most economists at the Illinois meeting was
that USDA will require farmers
to set aside either five or sevenand-a-half percent of their base
for the next growing season," he
said.

Termite Kill ll

Feeder's Select Aso
Wild Bird Food ‘17 .,02.010121
• Top-quekty blend wi/ 25% sunflower mod

43Powcon
Sunflower Seed 2

• Premium Nand of Grey Stripe

Biacx Oil wads

International pig disease
standards set in Hungary

59
22(.2.4,)

•Eftective for 10+ years •
Contains EPA approved
Dursban• •For termite control around new or existing
buildings.

By MARGARET SHERF
Aseecieted Press Writer

'Dunbar"a a registwed trademark
of Dow Elanco

WASHINGTON (AP) — Animal scientists in 11 countries
have agreed on techniques to
speed up detection of pig diseases
such as trichinosis, according to
an Agriculture Department
researcher.
The agreement was reached
during a recent meeting of 30 scientists in Budapest, Hungary,
said Joan K. Lunney of the Agricultural Research Service in
Beltsville, Md.
"We wanted to be sure that a
scientist diagnosing a disease of
swine in London agrees with a
researcher working on the same
disease in Beltsville." Lunney
said.
The goal is to standardize how
'scientists build and use antibo-

Prices good at participating dealers Sept. 2 Thru Sept 12, 1992

ie,e4,R40.4ECLI•'7X.

SOUTHERN STATES

7c.!

753-1423
Industrial Road • Murray a

dies to identify cell markers in
pigs, she said. These markers tell
researchers which pig cells are
active in fighting infection. But
there are at least 30 markers on
just one white blood cell.
"Currently, there are many
ways to detect cell markers, complicating our efforts to cooperate," she said. "This underscores the need for scientists to
be certain they are talking about
the same markers."
As a first step, researchers
have agreed to standardize 11 cell
markers, she said. Eleven other
markers will be evaluated for
possible uniformity, she said.
Scientists at the meeting came
from Australia. Britain, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Holland, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain and Yugoslavia.
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Helping hand
Device helps disabled boy communicate
By JUDY JENKINS
The Gleaner

HENDERSON, Ky. - Debbie
Hein isn't as concerned with
exploring the ocean's secrets or
solving the mysteries of the universe as she is with finding out
what lurks behind the bright eyes
of an 11-year-old from Henderson.
Mrs. Hein, a speech therapist for
the Henderson County Board of
Education for 18 years, is eager to
know what the little boy with cerebral palsy and an inability to talk
has to say about himself and the
world in general.
That's why she's doing everything in her power to obtain a special communications device for
Shay Pirtle, whose physical problems make it impossible for him to
use sign language or the traditional
picture boards.
Shay can say only two words:
"Mom" and "No.' And though
his parents understand when he's
hungry, or hurting, or wants to go
to the bathroom, Shay has been
able to convey those messages to
only a few others.
If he can't relate primary needs
to most people, says Mrs. Hein, he
certainly can't convey abstract
thoughts.
It's frustrating to her and his
teacher and parents - and one can
only imagine how difficult it is for
the youngster.
"You can look in his eyes and
see there's a lot more going on
than he can get out," says Mrs.
Hein. "He can only grunt. But he
understands everything you say to
him."
The therapist has examined a
number of communications devices
and believes that for Shay a sophisticated but easy-to-use computerized instrument called "The Liberator" is best for his needs.
It doesn't come cheap. The
device, which is compact and can
be mounted on Shay's wheelchair,
costs more than $7,000. But Mrs.
Hein says it has numerous capabilities and could last him a lifetime.
It has picture symbols which can
be called up at the lightest touch

•

1411110i
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onto a screen - or printed out or have it sooner, in time for the new
"spoken" in one of eight different school year.
She's taken a borrowed Liberator
voices by the instrument. When
Shay's reading skills improve, it's to the Pirtles' home and after only
predicted he'll be typing his own one session, Shay - who loves to
watch baseball - was saying via
sentences.
The Pirtles' medical insurance is the computer, 'Lets play ball!!!"
In a short time the youngster was
paying for all but about $1,400 of
"The Liberator," and the couple also saying "1 want to do it
says they are determined that Shay myself."
Shay's mother, Lisa Pirtle,
will have the device.
But they also say they'll have to believes it will make a "big differsave for it from Larry Pirtle's ence in his life." The youngster,
income as a house painter, and that who was born 10 weeks prematurely, was diagnosed with cerebral
could take months.
year old.
Mrs. Heim is hoping Shay can palsy when he was 1

Brand New - Unbelievable quality in this 3
4 bath home on 5 wooded acres.
1
bedroom, 2/

Luxurious Catesboro home with lovely grounds
and pool. Contact the Home Team at 763-1222.

Four BR home on Oaks Country Club Road.Price
reduced to $85,000. Immediate occupancy.

Lovely hilltop view from this 3 BR, 3Vs bath
home. Includes barn & 6 saes. $90S.

Contract Bridge
Famous Hand
the seven and North the queen,East
South dealer.
showing out. Prospects of making
Both sides vulnerable.
the slam, which a moment before
NORTH
had seemed virtually certain, now
•K64
appear to be virtually nil.
•AKJ8
But a little thought reveals that
•K Q 3
the contract can still be made if West
+A 107
has the right distribution -3-3-4-3.
EAST
WEST
The prospects are not good, but at
9875
•J 102
•Q9653 least the outlook is not hopeless.
•1072
Accordingly,South cashesthe ace
• A 1087
•of hearts and ruffs a heart. He then
46J 853
•942
enters dummy with a spade and ruffs
SOUTH
another heart. The purpose of these
* A Q3
ruffs is to reduce South's trump hold•4
ing to the same length as West's.
•J 96542
Declarer now cashes his lastspade
•K Q6
and three clubs, winding up in
The bidding:
dummy.With everyone down tothree
North East
South West
cards at this point, dummy has the
Pass
1
2,
1*
Pass
king of hearts and K-3 of diamonds,
4 NT Pass
Pass
3•
South has the J-9-6ofdiamonds,and
6•
Pass
5*
West has the A-10-8.
of
apades.
jack
Opening lead
Declarer leads the king of hearts
One of the most remarkable
hands on record is this one which from dummy and ruffs with the jack.
appears in "Reese on Play." South West is helpless against this play. If
makes six diamonds even though he overruffs with the ace,he is forced
West's A-10-8-7 appear to constitute to return the ten or eight, and in
two impregnable trump tricks. Even either case South scoresthe nine and
when you study all four hands, the the king. If West underruffs the jack,
South leads a diamond towards the
slam seems impossible to make.
However,the contractcan be made king,and again West makesonly one
with proper play. The hand starts trump trick.
There Is no escape for West.One
innocently enough when South wins
the spade lead with the queen and of his two apparently certain trump
returns a low diamond. West plays tricks vanishes into thin air.
Tomorrow: All aboard, please.

Spacious 3-4 BR home in Canterbury Estates.
Immaculate condition. $90's.

Pricejust reduced on this attractive 3 BR country
home on one acre lot. $63,900. Call 753-1222

Quality home fresh on the market. Located on
quiet cul-de-sac. $90's. Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222.

Beautiful remodeled country home not far from
town. Offered in the $70's. Contact Kopperud
Realty.

For information on these and other listings call or come by...

753-1222

Wines

Amstel Light

$6.96

Killians Red

$4.99

Corona

$6.19

Beck's

$6.25

Moosehead

$6.31

Kirin

$6.48

It's time to wine & dine at
Westwood Wines

$50as
NINCHESTER.5?)\-4:

$46 cs

3 1/4 Dr., 1 1/8 Oz., 7 1/2, 8

20°/o O"

$65cs.
$65 cs
$9.99 box

Windjammer Wads.
Claybuster Wads

All Imported & Domestic
Wine and Champagne

PMC 9mm, 115 GR, JSP

Let us help you select the
wines for your occasions.

•
et

$9.99 box

CCI Blazer 45 Auto., 230 GA., TMJ

Spirits
J & B Scotch

Kegs

SIONS

AA Heavy Target,3 DR, 11/8 Oz., 7 1/2, 8
Winchester Heavy Dove & Quail,

6 Packs

Heineken

753-1222
Homes FOR LIV111G-

AA Super Handicap,3 DR, 1 1/8 Oz., 7 1/2, 8. •...$50 cs

Prices Good Through September 19, 1992 • Closed Labor Day

$6.99

711
Main St.

AUGUST EXP

REMEMBER - DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE

Party Block

Great value in this 3 BR, 2 bath, brick home on
1/2 acres, central heat and air. Mid $40.s.

Canterbury
Immediate occupancy on this large
and den.
room
living
room,
rec
home with
753-1222.
$112,000. Call

LABOR DAY SPECIALS

BILL LEWIS LURES
T..,.p....

$32.98

1.75 L

Bud, Bud Light

$61.25

George Dicke! Black 1.75423.23

Miller Lite

$59.12

Very Old Barton 80 Proof 1.75L$15.70

Killians Red

$64.94

Jose Cuervo White

Michelob

$64.66

Crown Royal 750 mi.

$16.99

Busch

$58.71

LTD 1.75L

$13.20

Milw. Best

$42.63

Castillo Rum 1.75

Bud Pony

$32.79

Riva Vodka

ALL FISHING TACKLE

25% OFF

1.75 L$22.1 1

L

Reg. Price

$11.99
BROWNING.

$8.99

1.75L

Cases of Wine Coolers & Wine Cold To Go....®
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Archaeological find focuses on historical Caiaphas
By DAVID BRIGGS
Aboocistod Prow Writ*:
If there is a focus of evil in
popular interpretations of the
New Testament, the high priest
Caiaphas may be the guy.
Whether ominously singing
"This Jesus must, Jesus must.
Jesus must die" in the rock opera
— Jesus Christ Superstar" or
_tressed completely in black in
centuries of Oberammergau Pas;ion plays, actors portraying
Caiaphas are often playing the
heavy in the account of Jesus'
arrest and execution.
But historical research has
ihown Caiaphas to be a more
complex and enigmatic person
than the malevolent figure often
portrayed in popular art, and it
raised questions as to whether
anti-Semitism is at the root of the

portrayals.
The discovery announced
recently of what may be the
Iknes of Caiaphas has focused
new attention on the high priest
who handed Jesus over to the
Romans, and some express the
hope it will lead to a more
nuanced approach to his role in
the execution of Jesus.
"It's a step in historicity,"
said Rabbi James Rudin, director
of interreligious affairs for the
American Jewish Committee.
"Hopefully, it would ... make
him a little more human."
In what represented the first
archaeological evidence of the
remains of any major figure in
the New Testament, the bones of
a first-century man named Caiaphas were discovered in an
ancient burial cave in Jerusalem.
The age of the bones, the ela-

Grants available for school, day care

Field

-s

used his special relationship with
Pilate to see to the execution of
Jesus."
While the act still may be considered "heinous," Chilton said,
what Caiaphas did was understandable in terms of the importance he attached to keeping the
temple running under Roman
occupation.
Other historians also have said
Caiaphas saw Jesus as a danger
to the Jewish people and his rule.
But that has not stopped him
from being portrayed in centuries
of popular art, drama and theology as almost the embodiment of
evil.
"Caiaphas was not a thug. He
was, like all of us, much more
complicated than that," Rudin
said. "It's wrong historically. It's
wrong in every other way to portray it in such stark, crass
terms."

He lasted in the job for an him."
Later, Jesus is arrested and
unusually long 18 years — from
, who accused
A.D. 18 to 36 — largely because taken to Caiaphas over allegamy
blasphe
of
him
he collaborated with the Romans,
tions Jesus considered himself the
Chilton said. But with the only
Son of God. The next morning,
alternatives being revolt or capiaccording to Matthew, Jesus was
tulation, Caiaphas could take
handed over to Pilate the Roman
some pride in keeping Jewish
.
governor
it
control over the temple even if
with
ises
llth chapter of the Gosthe
comprom
In
meant making
pel of John, Caiaphas is said to
the Romans, he said.
While it was Pilate who put have prophesied in his role of
high priest that Jesus was about
Jesus to death, and crucifixion
was a Roman punishment, Caia- to die for the nation.
While Gospel texts emphasize
phas has a prominent role in the
events in the Gospels of Matthew the issue of messianic authority,
Chilton's view is that the dispute
and John.
Matthof
was more related to Jesus' objecchapter
26th
In the
ew, in what is perhaps the most tion that the purity of the temple
popular account, the Gospel wri- was violated by the selling of
ter says the chief priests- and animals in the temple precincts.
Since Caiaphas had already
elders "gathered in the palace of
ed on that point. Chilton
called
was
capitulat
who
the high priest,
Caiaphas, and they conspired to said, "In order to confirm his
arrest Jesus by stealth and kill own position of authority, he

borateness of the ossuary in
which they were found and the
inscriptions with the name Caiaphas found on the side of the
casketlike box point to the man
described in the Gospels,
although the Israeli archaeologists who found them say they
cannot make a positive
identification.
Bruce Chilton, an expert on
Caiaphas and religion professor
at Bard College in Annandale-onHudson, N.Y., said he is glad that
new attention will be focused on
the historical figure.
"In the past, Caiaphas has
simply been used as a symbol by
Christians against Jews." he said.
There is much more complexity in the historical Caiaphas, who
Chilton says was without question the most successful high
priest in the first century.

By SALLY WILLIAMS COOK
For AP Special Footuroo

Blum says only 6,000 of nearly
six million employers provide
child care assistance. But she
believes that her listings of corporations in the book will benefit
mothers who are thinking of
entering the work force.
Blum, co-founder of Blum and
O'Hara, a fund-raising company
in Beverly Hills, Calif., is also
the author of "Free Money for
Heart Disease and Cancer Care"
and "Free Money for Diseases of
Aging."
• • • •
The "Free Money" books
(Fireside-Simon & Schuster) are
$12 each.

first you don't succeed, reapply.
As for "Free Money for Day
Care," Blum said she was surprised to find that many employees had no idea that their compa-

Families interested in sending
their children to private schools
should look into grants, says the
nies offered help with the cost of
author of a series of books on
day care.
"free money."
"Many employees know about
"Middle class parents making *child care assistance only when
Field . •
$50,000 are always surprised to an employer offers child care on
learn that they may be eligible
site," Blum says. "But someDINNER
grant money for private
for
times companies offer child care
FRANKS
schools," says Laurie Blum. Her assistance as part of an individu"Free Money for Private
alized benefit package, or there
shows how to get are off-site child care centers that
"
Schools
Fields 1 Lb.
money for preschool through priField's 1 Lb. Reg, or Thick
are run independently but exist
Classic, Dinner Franks, Light
vate secondary schools. The book
primarily for the company."
1
helps parents identify what kind
$1
of grant they may be eligible for
and how to apply.
Blum is also the author of
Field SLICED BACON
"Free Money for Day Care,"
II Fest) ,sEP'FENIBER 1,1992
which identifies thousands of
our personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
sources for hundreds of thoudate of hi nh.call I -900-970t-778X. Your phone company will hill you 95 cents
sands of dollars available to help
4
a minute.
single parents and two-income
families afford the rising cost of
TODAI"S CH ILDREN are reliable, discreet and somewhat indecisive.
Field s 1 Lb. Vac Pack
care.
child
to be fair and look at all sides of an issue makes it difficult for these
desire
A
Field's Finest
"It's extraordinary that there's
Reg. or Thick
conscientious children breach a decision. You can expect them to deliberate
caree r. 'aim,serene surroundings are
a long time before selecting a collegeor.
all this money sitting in research
29
4
Lb. $
of
state
mind. Disharmony makes them both
onal
Virgo,
t
to
professi
these
very
importan
only
that
libraries
tense and unable to exercise their creati ve talents. Affectionate and loyal,they
researchers know about," Blum
are happiest amid family or close pals.
said in an interview in New York
; and I-WI:WI
City. "It's not fair that the genera re,ised and updated ...py idled:le Olson's hest selling hull/ -Yesterday.!oda)
Si postage And handling
v.(..ui I kip Sim hind Sour Mai, in God's hair.
al public has no access."
Dixon. 00 Andrews and McMeel, PO lio• 41.4150. Kansas Utty, Mo 64141 Make cheeks payable 10
Blum adds, "Foundations are
•s and fiik Meet i
Antlre,
quirky. You never know exactly
Field's 6 Oz.
what makes them decide to give a
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): A
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE
grant." However, she asserts that
Brown or
YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: busy and rewarding day lies ahead.If
Home
NEAT
Field s Boneless
there are definite dos and don'ts
Someone influential will recognize you must work overtime,touch base
Pkg.
applying to foundations.
reward your ambition. Your ca- with loved ones to avoid domestic
when
and
Lb.
six
to
and personal goals come into friction. A secret longing becomes
apply
ons,
reer
restricti
"Read
clearer focus after a surprising meet- ewn stronger tonight. Do what is
or seven foundations, always
ing or confrontation. Rely heavily on right.
make copies of the application
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20):Trust
your own efforts in December: coShe
it."
type
means,
all
by
and
the
with
ied
instincts and you will overcome
your
Field's Boneless
preoccup
he
will
workers
says patience is a virtue when
partbusiness
job
impasse. An older person shows
A
s.
a
holiday festivitie
1/2 or Whole
applying for grant money. If at
nership soars to new heights in Feb- how to dodge time-wasting distracLb.
ruary a 1993. You can look forward tions. Ask your doctor to devise a diet
toenjoying greater public acceptance that is right for you.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A
by May. June is the best time for
wafer-thin wallet will result if you go
weddings and travel.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON on a shopping spree; hold back. Your
THIS DATE: singer Barry OW, natural eloquence helps you obtain a
director Seiji Wawa.comedian Lily loan or financial gift. Tenacity will
he rewarded today.
Tomlin. country singer Conway
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Twiny.
An
to your surroundings. A token
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get
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cial solution is closer than you think. linquishing your independence.
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junk food. A sense of physical wellbeing will help you tackle and solve
any work -related problems.
4 111110
:9
e
'4111.{t
131:61st
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
tom
,
s\ es
tend to influence your
Children
ct
tom'
Suppressed feelings of
now.
choices
44172 rip
LINDA
love come out in an unexpected way.
23,i.
44gr
act
Baca
187 lbs.
21.5%
131 ibe
A powerful attraction to a member of
iiso um
126%
1969.
the opposite sex ignites your imagib°dY Art
3110
body co
fat
body rat
nation.
f.IFN
body
WELLNESS 8, WEIGHT MANACif
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20):Pursue projects that appeal to your common sense. A timely real estate purchase will quickly increase in value.
Begin a regular savings program.The
dividends will come in handy.

Youllfallfor the great taste!

39

Weiner

39

Bologna

Horoscopes

$ 39

Bacon

Baked Ham

Field

StIld Sit 95 1111.1,

i it,1.1

89

59

Cooked Ham

Cooked Shoulder

Kentuckian Hams...

$279

WASTED
YOUTIL

984d 96tare — 914st 144d 9a144
COVVIEM'
Food 1101MkirliEit

US ADVANTAGE
THE HEALTH PLTell
It All
Results

`Inc

?NE DAY ONLY)

#10

$29

RE

VE

(Good Thursday, Sept. 3 only)

.00

api

IT
WORKS!

1

IT
WORKS!

301 N. 12th St. • 753-9932
University Square
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Refuge facing new pressures
Alaska National Interest Lands deputy associate manager for
Conservation Act — gave Alaska refuges at Fish and Wildlife's
Associated Press Writer
Natives title to 310,000 acres regional headquarters in
inside the refuge to settle aborigi- Anchorage.
KODIAK, Alaska — For half a
"We're backing off from what
nal land claims. The 1980 law,
century, the only pressures on the
had proposed. There's still
we
allowed
things,
other
among
giant brown bears living in the
s, but it will be ones
restriction
unlimited access to refuge land
Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge
by wildlife needs,"
dictated
by
aircraft.
were trophy hunters who wanted
The goal of the refuge has Stroebele said.
to make them into a rug.
Some old-time hunters and
been met: The bears' numbers
Today, despite successful
on the island, meanwhile,
guides
to
at
2,700
are
estimated
today
efforts to protect the bears, preson guides aren't as
controls
say
was
it
— greater than when
sures on the refuge are 3,000
important as controls on outfitters
d.
establishe
multiplying:
But Barnes and others are issu- who use boats and aircraft to
— Private owners of large
ing a warning about the future. bring ever-increasing numbers of
pockets of land in the refuge
"We have basically a wilder- fisherman and hunters into the
want to develop it or sell it back
ness area here," he says. "If we refuge.
to the federal government.
"I'm having to hunt places
more and more
— Power companies, having start allowing
never had to hunt before,"
I've
to
we
stand
...
use
al
recreation
pushed through one hydroelectric
Leon Francisco, who has
says
s
area
on this wildernes
dam project in the refuge, plan encroach
guided big game hunters from his
probto
cause
going
you're
and
two more.
place at Old Uyak near Larsen
— Sport fishermen increasing- lems for the bears."
Bay since 1964.
civiliof
ents
encroachm
Such
ly seek access to the rich salmon
The lack of restrictions on the
deciin
decades
past
have
zation
streams; snowmobilers want easy
of aircraft that can land
number
ns across
access in winter; developers are mated bear populatio
is a "detriment to
refuge
the
porin
lower-latitude
and
Europe
promoting lodges, wilderness
hunting," he said. "We
bear
where
America,
of
North
tions
getaways and private homes.
used to go back here and you'd
— Hunters still flock to shoot now mostly remnant populations
never see another hunter, a deer
bears
black
and
brown
of
native
the Kodiak browns — the largest
land bears in the world — as well survive.
"The history is pretty predict- hunter or a bear hunter. That's
as trophy deer. Tourists increaschanged dramatically."
ingly want to look at and photo- able," Barnes says.
But some of the biggest
The Fish and Wildlife Service
graph the bears.
changes in refuge land use may
history
to
control
g
is
scramblin
— One Alaska Native corporacome from Natives' efforts to
tion wanted a nuclear waste on Kodiak.
develop and use the land they
browna
On July 5, it opened
dump on its refuge land.
site at O'Malley received title to under ANCSA.
"A lot of conflict is inevit- bear viewing
At Karluk Lake, one of the
runs into Kodiak's
able," says Vic Barnes, research Creek that
foremost salmon fishing
world's
Karluk Lake, deep inside the areas and prime bear habitat.
biologist for the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife. Service and probably the refuge. "It's probably one of the Native groups own about half the
highest concentrations of bears lakefront land; the other half is
world's foremost expert on the
," Barnes says.
to
have
anywhere
"We
bear.
brown
Kodiak
designated refuge.
And the federal government is
cater to all these interests."
At the mouth of the Ayakulik
To address the matter, federal revising its refuge management River, a Native corporation has
plan with new restrictions on built a wilderness lodge. And
wildlife managers are putting the
final touches on a plan to restrict public access — including a sys- near Larsen Bay where Francisco
access to the 1.9 million-acre tem to be used on federal refuges lives, Natives have subdivided 15
refuge to protect the bears and throughout the state to allocate 10-acre parcels for sale.
permits to big game outfitters and
other resources from humans.
And refuge watchers this
guides.
President Franklin Roosevelt
were given a look at what
spring
The state's existing permit sys- some saw as the worst possible
established the refuge by executive order on Aug. 14, 1941, to tem has been overturned by a scenario.
preserve the brown bear and court as unfair. The new one
Ahkiok-Kaguyak Inc., a
other wildlife from wanton kill- would be based on a competitive
merged Native corporation for
ing. The refuge later was bidding system.
those two villages, applied for a
An original draft would have
expanded and now includes land
U.S. Department of Energy grant
on
on Kodiak, Uganik, Afognak and been even more restrictive
study putting in a nuclear
to
Ban islands in the Kodiak guides and public access by airwaste dump for spent reactor
Archipelago — an area larger craft and snowmobiles, but out- fuel. The application was turned
door groups howled when the
than Delaware.
down at the end of June, but not
Meanwhile, two federal laws draft was released in March 1990, until a number of environmental
— the Alaska Native Claims Set- and it has been extensively
groups had geared up to fight it.
tlement Act of 1971 and the 1980 revised, said Jerry Stroebcle,

1992 CLOSEOUT

By JOHN ENDERS

"One of Motor Trend's Top 10 Vehicles"

Great Selection!

Great Price

*Dual Bag Supplemental
Restraint System
*Child-proof Rear Door
Locks
*Anti Lock Brake System
*Power Windows, Locks

*Electronic AM/FM Stereo
Search Radio with
Electronic Digital
Clock and Cassette

Plus...Many
Other Exciting
Features!

*Tilt and Cruise
*Power Seat

$750
7.9%

Rebate
*APR.
Financing
up to 48
months

_

credit.
*7.9% A.P.R. Financing up to 48 months to qualified buyers with approved

Parker Ford
Lincoln Mercury

LINCOLN

(502)753-5273

Murray

701 Main St.
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Classified

DEADLINES

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition..
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tue•clay Edition
.. Monday 3 p.m.
Wed ne.day Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Edition
Ihur,day
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Eridav Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Satord.o. Edition
Legal Notice
Notice
.. Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory

Lost & Found
EMPLOYNIEN 1
Help Wanted
S::uation Wanted
13.1- iit-z• Opportunity
. Instruction
FARMERS MARKE
Farm Equipment
Ls...stock & Supplies
P.,ultry & Supplies
Produce

Feed & Seed

010

020

; of Calloway County. financial state:for the fiscal year beginning July 1,1991
H. ending June 30, 1992 is available, for
• .oection in the office of the County Judgb
it.tve during regular office hours Monday
Friday. A copy has also been furnished
'r r
to Int .ocal news media. A copy of the 1991-92
audit 'or Calloway County Fiscal Court will be
published in the local newspaper whenever
that audit is completed by the State Office of
the Auditor of Public Accounts.
George H. Weeks
Calloway Co JudgeExec

Fish Day
ar. Time for Samsung
Ca'ci3o4.
NNW

,augle Mout. 34•4
an•

3-at•

C.,ass Carp 'to Rona Veos0
Co,,•o, .400,10 &we Col
,a **VI0121021/2
1.11C
1'y ieu 8.
,
J0

A

Monday. September 14
- odowng caumon
Souihern States Co-op
Murree. KY
(102)753.1423
Time 10 3041.30 ma
oca slom

Cue

Dace

001 Or cal
,
0
Tod hos 14100-44341439

Fish Wagon, Inc.
Route 3. Box 337C
Harnsburg, Arkansas 72432
1906

CANCER
INSURANCE
..:age ---,I to apply •
present policy is
years old it
riot cover some ol

.er1G

-

newer treatments
Cb as chemother
a.:Ly
•cr

or free inflame
fl

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'" On .0.7.ai

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open al yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8119.
Tues
1-800-649-3804

ca
w.

Il
Repair RR ‘NI).:

1Vard Elkins
753-1713
KENLAKE State Resort
P&.'s Hot August Blues
and Barbecue Festrval
Sunday August 30th Tickets on sale now Seven
hours of live Blues Music
Ft addroonal informaoon
cal 1-800 325 0143
YOU Dig Mum held now
open Al colors $200 to
Hours
$4 00 each
3 30-8 00prn Take 94 W to
Charley Thurman Rd turn
right 1st house on tie right
al Come

470

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
. Real Estate
Lots For Sale

Licensed Dental
Hygienist

Round trip airfare
i days and 2 nighta

salary,
Excellent
medical insurance,
pension an. Contact
()ebb* S. Wallace,
DOS, Dover, TN.
615-232-8287

$179.00
double occupancy
Valid one year

1.800-477-9864
Access Travel
A Division of
Wholesale Travel
Network

490

Used Cars

495
500

Vans
Used Tracks
Campers
130:its& Motors

510
520

Situation
Wanted

MODELS Professional
non professional
Photographer-Agent for
MODEL SEARCH MAGA
ZINE,a new national publi
cation is currently inter
viewing for photo submis
sions to the magazine All
accepted applicants will be
published No fee required
For information call Wayne,
437-4041 day or night
Must be 18 years of age

IMMEDIATE opening for
experienced desk clerk
Apply at Days Inn, 641
South, Murray Apply in
person only

The Country
Curl
Is Open Far
Business
Hwy. S.
14.., Concord, Ky

MATURE, dependable re
cepoonist needed for busy
law office Accurate typing
skills required Computer
expenenoe helpful but not
necessary Must have
pleasant personality and
ability to deal with the
public Must have reliable
transportation Send re
sum, to P0 BOX 187
Murray, KY
NURSERY Attendant
needed for Sunday morn
rigs Some additional oc
casions possible Child
care experience required
References a must Send
resume to First Christian
Church, Ann Nursery, 111
North 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071

Hrs.. Tun -Se.
airt-4 pin
Feetunng styies S nor
cuts for he ENTRE
tamer Permanents
'armoring
Senior Citizen's
Specials:
For tie Odes 125 per-is
nen% and tor ths Mer
Uri'

e

110

kostrucdon
BANJO lessons
753-1487

$6 00

COMPUTER Technology
Plus, Inc Computer
courses, seminars and
computer programming
759-9158

110
Went
To Buy
500 OR 1 000 GALLON
propane tank 753 7901 at
ter 2prn
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
BUYING 12- 1960s GI
Joes 492 8103

OTR truck driver Must be
23 yews old, have CDL's,
be able to pass drug
screen, and have good
record
driving
1-830-236-9882

02

Presenels
ADOPTION Intelligent de
voted couple most anxious
to grve love and a wonderful
future to your newborn All
legal medical and loving
expenses pied Let us help
Call collect
you
516-621-5574

ATTENTION Work 10 flexle hours per week, can
earn $150, showing CREATIONS skin care and cosmetics by Stanley Home
Products Fragrance free
and hypo-rdlergenic For information send mane and
phone number to L Story,
1503 Chaucer Dr Murray.
Ky 42071

OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
WANTED, any size or condition 1-800-443-7740
TOP dollar for punk cars and
trucks 436-5322

PARK RANGERS Game
wardens secunty, maintenance etc No exp necessary For information call
219-769-6649 ext 7159.
San 8pm 7 days
SINGLE woman needed to
provide live in attendant
duties for disabled proles
sional woman Room and
board plus salary (Padu
cah) Call Kathy at
554-8709
WANTED Person to fill ex
citing part time position
Qualifications Computer
expenence and typing A
MUST, legal badoaround
helpful, effective
communicator/bine manager Pay commensurate
upon experience Send resume to P0 Box 921,
NO CALLS
Murray
PLEASE

4"

USED and antique furni
ture, glass, tools, quilts
474-2262. 901 642-6290

10"

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 66.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00
_
75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 136.00 150.00

3

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 00.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum lit day.
54 per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
41.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Sh000ine Guide)
32 00 extra for blind box ads.

210

160

Now
Fornlehinge

Firewood

4 PIECE bedroom suite w/ A FIREWOOD for sale
king size waterbed Brass 437-4667
daybed with mattress and
spring Sunbeam micro220
MILUONAIRES MILUON- wave, microwave stand
AIRES, PANGBURN'S with matching table, 2
Musical
CANDY IS BACK IN MUR- chairs 753-4823
RAY. Charlie's Safe-T
FLUTE and violin Call
COUCH, earthtione, $100
Pharmacy
753-7906
753-2845 after 5pm
tuning and repair,
PIANO
NEW bicycle, 10-speed, HIDE-a-way bed couch,
753-2099
$50 753-4819
$150. 759-9883 after 5pm.
PIANO tuning, expert ser
RACK deer block with
vice and repair John Gotts
apple flavor 80 E Main,
200
chalk, 753-9600
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
spats
EquIpetwa
RAILROAD cross ties
SEKOVA electric guitar w/
Good condition, $7 00 REMINGTON 1100, 12ga
hard shell case and Jordon
each Big Horn saddle, automatic, 28" modified amp w/tube blaster. Good
Circle Y show saddle
barrel', gold inlay Like new condition AM for $225. Ask
489-2306
Shot very lade $325 Call for Luke Lamb, 436-2102
753-7668
RIDING mower, 8hp. 36
cut, runs good, $250 New
YOUR AD
210
motor RCA XL100 tv 03101
COULD BE
remote $125 492-8254
Firewood
HERE
TANDY TL/2 1000 with
color monitor and pronter, A1A FIREWOOD pre
CALL
season sale $25/rick delivsoftware pkg $450
753-1916
492
8254
ered
753 2953

DOUBLE canopy bed
(white metal *brass trim)
Mattresses and bedding in
cluded (blue and white USED brick cleaned and
gingham bedspread ca paleted 20t1ea 753-0521
nopy and shams) $150 or 436-2165
Call 753 7698 after
USED car stereo equip
4 30pm
ment for sale Call Roger,
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat 9am, 5pm, 753-5273
fish, live or dressed Murray
USED office furniture
Bait Co 753 5693
desks, chairs, foie cabinets
KILLS FLEASI By EN- See at 405 South 4th St or
753-7668
FORCER Flea Killers for
pets, home and yard Guaranteed effective Buy EN
155
FORCER at Murray TV
Home and Auto Hardware,
Appleress
North Side Shopping
USED refrigerators, large
Center
and small, Call 753-7668
LET us make your clothes.
alter and repair Uniforms WASHER arid dryer. Mayrentals, tag, excellent condition,
and sportswear
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's $250/both 753-2907 call
See and Sew Country mornings
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981
LOSE weight easily, the all
natural way without feeling
hungry or deprived It
works' Money back guar
antee For information call
436-2000

9"

8"

2

MEDIUM size Ashley wood
stove, good condition.
$125 759-1431

CRAFTSMAN 12' lhp
band saw w stand. $200
Craftsman 1hp router w/
table. $75 Task force '/r, hp
4' belt 6'disk sander $75
Router IS sander mounted
to workbench, $200 All
used very little Call
437-4845 if no answer
leave message

7"

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

BLACK cofee and end
table Rain lamp Ladies
Pulsar watch Portable out
building 114 x20)
753 0789

BRAND new Troy Built
roto-tiller, elec start
759 4947 after 6pm

6"

6.00 10.00 16.00 20.00

Ankles
For Sale

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavabng, Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill din white
rock, np rap 759 1828

5"

i

Articles
For Sale

COMIC books for sale
753 9481

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each
NURSES Axle, fun time, 436-2578
3-11 shift Prefer CMA or
CNA but will train Pleas- CASH paid for good, used
nftes, shotguns. and pisant work atmosphere
Apply in person at Fern tols Benson Sporting
Terrace Lodge 1505 Sta- Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
dium View Dr EOE

COPS' WU

3"

2"

150

1)0

EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutters Cad 435-4424

COUNTRY Jeans has
mens Wrangler Pre- Rodeo
pans Wino dusters mere
Lee leans $19 95, mixed
rack peens (Jr and Mosses)
$10 00 New shipment
miens LA Geer and Guess
Jeans also iades Guess
Cwhan Jackets and Overalls Priced right, Thurs and
Fri 124 Sat 10-4 Need
Jeans call 759 1062. 5
1(1815 94 East
,

out and see
f
way or t
apporarnent
436-2714.

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts

090
Wanted

LAS VEGAS

480
485

Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

060

1"

TRANSPORTATION

Sales

Wanted
Miscellaneous

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Mobile Homes For Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
:360
270
365 .
420
430
440
450
460 .

U. for Tuesday.

$1.75 per column inch
Days

Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE

Run. 410% Discount 3rd Run.
1.

Rental

For Trade
Free Column

Legal
Notice

40% Discount 2nd

SERVICES

RE t. ESTATE

Pets & Supplies
380 .....
N El a s
NI'SCE' I
Public Sale
410

240

2, 1991i

EfTective Jan

Display Ads
All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Penod

For Bale Or Trade
130
Want To Buy
14U
.Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Home Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
ISO.Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
200,
Firewood
210
Musical
9.)t)
T.V. & Radio
260

540
560
570

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-r2 p.m.

MEIft II1NDISF

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RT.) SLUt Gil,.

753-1916

ADJUSTMENTS
their ads
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
responsible for
for any error. The Murray Ledger a Times will be
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported inunedi•tely so corrections can be made.

TWIN size French Proven
hal, bedroom suite.
753 7901 after 2pm

KY Tech-Murray-Calloway County Area
Vocational Center does not discriminate on
the basis of sex, race, handicap, color,
religion, marital status, national origin or
age in its programs, activities, or employment practices. Inquiries regarding compliance may be directed to Teresa Harper,
Coordinator ofTitle IX,Title VI,and Section
504 for the KY Tech-Murray-Calloway
County Area Vocational Center located at
1800 Sycamore, Murray, KY, 42071 phone
502-753-1870 or to the Department of Education, Atlanta, GA.
The following program is offered to postsecondary and adult students:
*Practical Nursing-an eleven month
course which prepares students to
take the licensing examination to
become a licensed practical nurse.
Adults enrolled in a full-time vocational
class must pay a $15 application fee, $35
registration fee, and $125 quarterly tuition
fee. For more information on programs,
contact the KY Tech-Murray-Calloway
County Area Vocational Center.

1 ndparent3rdav
a4 /
September 13th
Show offyourgrandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Led:er & Times Saturda September 12, 1992.

Produce Man Needed.
Expenence preferred
Apply at

Owens Food
Market

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
•

Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A. or A.
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville

Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Hy.

753-4199

No Phone Calls
AVON Reps needed, up to
50% commission $20 kits.
free get, door to door un
necessary Asst Mgr
1-800-866-2243
DO you need a JOB, or do
you need he m making
posibve advances for tie
future/ We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between tie ages of 16-22
yews, if you are not in
school Call 7539373 five
days a week between
800am-3 00pm We we an
EOE This protect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Nivea Industry Councd
JTPA
EMPLOYMENT opportunities we now eraileble tor
individusis with.&obligee
or special education high
school graduMes tirough
the JTPA program Anyone
oho is interested in ate
program may cal 750-1986
for an appointment

•

✓

COUPON
Please insert my grandchild(s)
photo in your paper. (Photo
enclosed.)
Name of Child

CHILD care in loving
Chnelian home Lunch and
snedts provided Located 2
miles out of town on 94
east 753 1967
CLIP the ad and save
In-home and hospital care
Cal Dorothy 753-5792
CUT the out and save my
number Do house dean
wig, call Betty. 474-2131. or
leave message Have
references
FIERCE WORKER seeking laborous various
Cleanng. cleaning. moving.
*It Have than saw, experienced, 30 years
354-8301
SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
WANTED, general or
heavy duly housedeaning
References furnished For
futher information call
436-5306 lino eneeser cal
436-2780 and leave
message

•„
,:.•

, • 4%.

Name of Grandparents

Evan Mason
Larry & Brenda Richardson
Robert & Sharon Mason

Kayla & Ben Whitt
Grandparents:
Herbert & Velda Alton
John & Oneida White

Send photo, Dames of grandparents name of child.
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to

Miiiray Ledger a& Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Enclosed is
$7.00 1st. picture
$5.00 each additional picture
and stamped, self-addressed envelope
f▪ or return Lpicture

Bring in by September 10 (12 noon) to
be published September 12th.

•

1

. • •
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ra; ,
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CLASSIFIEDS
Buelnese
Rentals

Iliseslaneows

Used
Cars

Used
Cars

Homes
For Sale

Rooms
For Rent

195

490

.190

450

330

30o

240

500

Used
Trucks

Vete

NEW 3 or 4br, LR, DR, 2 1979 FORD T-Bect palpb, 1987 HONDA Civic, one 1977 CHEVY Beauville 1988 FORD Ranger XLT 4
baths, centre/ h/a, walk-in cruse, tilt, stereo Excellent owner, excellent condition, van. 85,xxx miles, runs cyl
5-speed, loaded
well, $1000 753-0252
CL. self cleaning range, condition 753-0775
$4100 nag 753-2612
73xxx miles 759-9936
microwave, dishwasher, 1980 CHEVY Malibu, runs
1987 ASTRO van DL, fully 1991 NISSAN path finder
1987 NISSAN Santa, exdisposal, oak cabinets, excellent, a/c, $1200,090
loaded, excellent condition, SE, V-6. 4-wheel drive
LAKE Front Possibly the over 2000 sq ft , only
cellent condition, new Wes,
91xxx miles, like new, 753-0493
best remaining lot on Callo- $69,750 753-5561 or 436-2135
new stereo and speakers,
$6750 474-0115
way on KY Lake great 759-1610
40 mpg, super clean
1961 CHEVROLET Cam
1992 CHEVY Scottsdale
view, slope and location,
$2950 obo Call after 5pm,
aro, sharp' 492-8475
V-6, 5-speed with overd
son
one mile south of Blood NEW house for sale at
435-4004
rive, manual shift, red, 2400
Used
River, $45,000 Bob Haley, 1900 Melrose in new subdi- 1984 NISSAN Pulsar, white
miles Call 753 4838 before
Trucks
wired interior, $1500 Call 1988 CUTLASS Supreme
vision west of Doran Rd
2BR,2 bath. Hwy 80 east of RE/MAX Properties,
2pm or after 5pm
inw/blue
white
Brougham,
closets,
5pm.
474-2111
after
of
lots
baths,
2
3br,
1968 DODGE 2-ton dump,
Hardin $250/mo plus de- 753 SOLD
oversized garage, private 1984 NISSAN 200SX, auto terior, V-8, bucket seats, $1200 753-7161
TRUCK and camper, 1984
posit 312 737 2818
NICE building lot, close to courtyard 753-3903
loaded one owner, no paint
FORD F 250XL, power air
w/od Lots of extras $2450
on
17.
country
acres
club
5pm
work
after
753-8944
1972 CHEVROLET C-20, and cruise 27 fifth wheel
BEAUTIFUL 3br home in
2 bath, large 753-0783
4br.
NICE
753-3197,
Rd
Call
Oaks
under Holiday Rambler States
the country Newly decor1989 RED Dodge Daytona, 350, automatic Hoist
kitchen, dining room, large
753-0827
1984 SILVER corvette, one owner, local car, 53xxx bed $850 753-3712 after man 1000 753 8937
ated by professional decor
room combination,
living
8 30pm
high moles serious inque
ator New appliances and WOODED building lots in
miles $5900 489-2524
large den, laundry room,
lee only, $7,000 753-4122
fixtures, central heat and Lynwood Heights City wasin
storoutside
dr
320
large closets,
1990 GRAND Am Le, 1978 CHEVY 4wheel
air, no pets Call 753-7463 ter, natural gas, cablevi
after 5pm
250
truck
age, carport, storm winwork
Good
auto
Air,
after 7prn
Business
sion, 3 3/10 miles on 94 dows and doors, paved 1985 CADILLAC Coupe 4-door, new tires, 16 valve $1200 753-0142 before
Campers
DOHC, air, tilt, cruise, arn/
Swims
west from Murray City Lim- yard, fenced in back-yard
DeVille, high mileage low fm stereo Reduced Call 12noon or after 5pm
tra.e
1991
COACHMAN
furnished
aso
48R
or
3
1, 2,
its 6% simple interest fi- 702 Meadow Lane Call price 753-3580
PRIVATE Investigato
759 4489
trailer, 26', ft A barga,
FORD
four
wheel
1978
apartments, nice, near uniFor Rwil
available
nancing
appointment
753-1742 for
D B A Confidential Invest
753-6784
versity 753-6111 daytime,
Or Lases
1985 CHRYSLER Fifth Av- CAR Stereo Installation drive, $1250 753-7161
753-5841 or 753-1566
gations, Southside Shop 753-0606 nights
OWNER Uansfered, spa- enue, four door, high mi- 753-0113. Sunset Boule
1985 CHEVY Silverado,
ping Center, Suite #102
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
cious open floor plan, 3br, 2 leage, excellent condition
i50
yard Music, Murray's Al- one owner, loaded 41,000
1 OR 2br apts near down- warehouses on Center
Murray, 753-2641
patio
sunroom,
plus
bath
$3,000 436-2261
Farms
pine Car Audio Specialist, actual miles red and silver
town Murray 753-4109
Drive behind Shoney's
and bonus room, lg den,
For Sale
Dixieland Center, 1 block Call 753-6172 before
759-4081
$20-$40/mo.
Daytona
SHELBY
1986
270
central h/a, double garage,
2BR duplex in Northwood,
from
MSU dorms
1 30pm
OBO
$4000,
Z
Turbo
Mobile
1409 Hillwood Dr , NORTHWOOD storage 101 ACRES west of Hazel fireplace w/insert. Ig storHomes For Sale
age bldg , satellite dish, 435-4619
$325/mo 759-4406
presently has units avail- 759-1701
1981, 38R, 2 bath, al 2BR duplex, 411 N 5th, able 753-2905 for more GOOD productive 80 acre and all appliances stay. 1
Maplewood Esinformation
electric, nice 489-2332 af- Murray 492 8225
farm with brick home to- mile east in
Subdivision $79,900
tates
ter 9am and before 7pm
bacco barn and large metal
HAZEL Apartments. Hazel,
370
barn, stocked pond, to- 759-1867.
1985, 14x70, 3BR, 1'4
You
renting
now
KY, is
Livestock
bacco base, lovely white
baths, good condition
SPACIOUS home located
must be 62, handicapped,
&Woe
fencing in picture took set$9300 Call 753-4382 days or disabled New 1 and 2br
at 701 S. 16th for sale by
Tennessee
in
ting
Located
and nights 753-3590 units. 502-527-8574 for BAY 6 year old gelding,
owner. Includes 3 or 4br, 2
only 8 miles south of Murnights only
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
more information Equal 14 2 hands, rides and ray Offered at $132,500 baths, large FR with fireplace, LR, DR, recreation
drives, gentle disposition
Opportunity.
Housing
1987, 14x70 EXTRA nice
Kopperud Re#4069
MLS
And Save For A Handy Reference)
room, carport and garage
$1000. Days 753-4845
must be moved, must sell
alty, 753-1222
NEW duplex, available Evenings 435-4181
with two drive access on
753 4459
Sept 1, 2br, 2 full baths, all
( ortitnercial
HUNTER'S Paradise! 157 tree-covered, half-acre corBRAND • new 16' stock
We Dry Up Wet Basements...Permanently!
32' PARK model traveler appliances, furnished, utilfarm in Tennessee ner lot. Approx. 4,000 sq ft.
acre
and
••
4s.rmarlont Basement Do Ifirocric System'. Instals in lust ono cloy'
trailer with elec brakes, tall
garhook-up,
w/d
with
ity
Our'yawn can to ease onasalsol tn 0001 hntsno0 or unto-anon tosonwents
trailer, air and waterbed
has both mature and young under roof, contains 3,100
Residential
• No °von* •.cavanon or yard wane • instolod any season ran of thOn•
after
759-4947
ceiling.
required,
Cal loday lor Moo Inopoetkot & ootNnsiof
forest Tendable acreage is living space and ample
Excellent for college stu- age, deck Lease
James C. Gallimore
6fxn
no pets, $475/mo
Design Systems Group what
dent, set-up on rental lot
in government set-aside storage. Priced in the low
are
message
leave
435-4235
Electric Service
appointby
Shown
$90's.
4414
759
DONKEYS, all sizes and program providing annual
via'ding
502-759-1487
Rt 8, Box 1075
Phone
colors, let run with cattle, income of $5600 Three ment only. Call 753-9830
'for?
camnear
apt
lbr
NICE
BARGAIN shoppers deBasement De-Watering Systems
(502)759-1835
Murr•y, KY 42071
away
wildcoyotes
keep
abundant
helps
and
ponds
paid
utilities
SPACIOUS 3bdrm, 2 bath
light! 1991 3bedrm 14x70 pus partial
753-6475 days 753-9918 life MLS #4-402, $69,500, Canterbury home, recently
759-9980 leave message
Fleetwood Only $10,900
Call Joan at Kopperud Re- redecorated Ceramic tile
nights
You pay $600 down and NOW taking applications
alty, 753-1222
floors and marble units in
$140 per month on lOyear for 1 bedroom subsidized HIGH grade, 12 heifers, 1
Rasiciontial Painting
both bathrooms. Central
loan Many, many more housing If you are 62 or bull, 2 calves 759-4947
interior - Extorior
150
gas and air unit, new in
new and used bargains disabled, please apply in after 6pm
Phone 435-4268
1988 Large rec room ideal
Home
now being offered at Volun- person at Murray Manor
VAn. Gentry
SadCompany
HUDSON
$99,000.
Sale
for
children.
For
teer Homes Hwy 79 East, Apts , 1409 Diuguid Dr.,
ni. 4 Ilex 177A, laszooy, Ky. 42071
supHorse
&
Bridles
dles,
after
5pm.
753-5508
Paris, Tn 901-642-4466
between 1.30pm and
plies 753-4545, 759-1823, 16 STORY, vinyl siding
'Home of the Unbeatable 5 00pm, Monday-Friday
home built in 1989 App. TOTALLY redecorated and
753-6763
Deal
1600 sq ft L A., 3br, 2 bath renovated 3 bedroom
NOW taking applications
and Dry Cleaning.
OH gelding, very gentle les- plus garage. Above ground home on an acre lot. Lofor 1 bedroom subsidized
son horse Great for any
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
and
Murray
fence.
and
between
deck
cated
pool wrtull
housing If you are 62 or
Dry Cleanotg, Alterations
one $1000 firm Also Ara
Specializing on mobile
Natural gas. city water, Kentucky Lake. Attractive
disabled, please apply in
lesnoting
200
bans for sale,
of
west
home electric services
miles
price
Coleman • owner-Bet-Air Center
J.
attractive
3
3
and
Kathryn
home
cable.
person at Southside Manor
sons and training available
amp $375 100 amp $325
$79,900. $60's Just reduced. ConMurray
.759-2570
Apes, 906 Broad St, be
436-5867 answering ma
435 4027
tact Kopperud Realty,
759-9647.
tween 830 and 1200, chine or evenings
753-1222
HONEYMOON special! Mon -Fri
2 BEDROOM 1 bath, cenNew 1993 double-wide with
attractral
remodeled
h/a,
ten
TAKING applications for
Remodeling, garages,decks, porches, concrete
k
01
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hamlin:
3bedrm Only $18,900
tive interior, 1 5 acres, city
Pets
section 8 rent subsidized
work, chain link fences. Home matritenarL c
With 99% financing and
Anytime
north
miles
7
cable,
1c
1
water,
('all
& Supplies
apartments 1.253 bed5% down payment, you pay
$34,500.
Almo.
in
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
$980 down and $204 per
3 MONTH old chocolate 753-2317 after 6pm
1979 HONDA CX500 cusHardin, Ky or call
month Must see this home
and white AKC Cocker
tom, Vetter ferhngs and
EHO,
502-437-4113
home
brick
bath
2
3BR,
at Volunteer Homes, Hwy
puppy needing a home,
bags, excellent condition,
located near Murray High
79 East Paris, Tn
$55 901-782-3513
$800. Days 753-4845
Quality Tree Service
gas
central
Economical
901 642 4466
435-4181
Light Hauling, Etc.
CHINESE Shar-Pei pup- heat and electric air. Com- Evenings
Dependable • Reliable • Fast Service
QUALITY build, energy effipeas, males and females, pletely redecorated for im- 1988 YAMAHA Big Bear
All Types of Refuse Service
cient homes at affordable
only
$250 cash
Luke Lamb 436-2102
mediate move-in livability. 4-wheeler, $3000
prices Shop and compare, MULTI-units Directly 901-247-3354
Hours: 8-5 Sun.-Fri.
Phone 753-5644.
436-2081 after 530
Sleeping
from
MSU.
you will find that we have across
P.O. Box 207 New Conco • K 42076
er
Mans
Route
Stewart
Bud
Satur3BR brick, living room, 1988 YAMAHA Blaster,
the best homes at the low- rooms, furnished, DAISY Grooming
kitchen, den, utility, 1'/I looks and runs excellent
est prices One of the $250/mo. Includes utilities day, by appointment
bath, over 2000 sq ft, out- New tires and aluminum
Southeast's largest and plus kitchen, washer and 753-7819
oldest dealerships Dinkins dryer, study and common HAVE an obedient, safe buildings, lot 100x250, wheels with extra set of rear
tees and aluminum wheels.
Mobile Homes, Inc , Hwy area priviledges Limited dog for show or home $63,900. 753-7549.
parking References and
Bills pipe and silencer, new
79E, Paris, TN
Classes or private lessons 3BR home with detached
1-800-642-4891
$50 deposit required with 1 Serving Murray for over garage and barn on ap- DG twist throttle. Never
ready to ride $1000.
year lease No pets. 12yrs 436-2858
proximately 5 acres. Also raced,
Call 436-5642 between
753-8191
280
on
building
log
ft
sq
1100
MINIATURE Pinscher AKC
8am-9pm
Mobile
ROOMMATE wanted to Reg 4mos old male All one acre Will sell together
Homes For Rent
or separate Located 3 1991 YAMAHA Blaster,
share 2br duplex, non- shots 435-4602
miles west of Kirksey on 4-wheeler, $1900
utiliSHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, smoker, $163 plus
on Backusburg Rd. 753-0492
electric or gas Walking dis- ties, 3 miles from MSU Call REGISTERED Himalayan 464
blue point male kittens, Call 489-2953 after 6pm.
tance to college. 753-5209 753-9372 after 5pm
raised with family Loving
3BR located 6 miles from
purr-sonalities Shots, 4
Murray Full basement, 5
Auk;
mos , $125/ea 247-7155
acres, private setting.
Services
Great place for kids.
753-2171 after 5pm.
NEW bug shields for pick4BR home near Murray
ups and vans, foreign and
City Park Just reduced to domestic, dear and smoke
APPLES for freezing can
$39,500 MLS 04374 Call tint. $19.50/ea. Pick-up bed
ning or drying 753-4725, Kopperud Realty,
mats, $34 50/ea Key Auto
McKenzie's Orchard
753-1222
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5600.
GOLDEN Delicious apples, BY owner, 2 3br, Ir, dr,
SMALL ENGINE TUNEU -pick, $7 00/bushel
kitchen, deck and more
UP AND REPAIR. Lawn
753-9860.
753-8049
mowers, lawn tractors,
ranch power equipment, chain
brick
4br
owner,
BY
410
style home with 4 plus saws, outboard motors,
Public
acres, fully fenced for gas trimmers. HOPKINS
Sale
horses or small cattle oper- AUTO REPAIR, DEXTER,
KY. 437-4641.
ation 759-4947 after 6pm

COINS and STAMPS are
popular A new selection of
stamps is now available at
The Book Rack (in Murray
at Dixieland Shopping Cen
ter) and Decades Ago (in
Hazel) These stores also
sell coins, proof sets, silver
dollars, collector supplies
You may also visit us at
Toonerville Trolley (in
Hazel), Treasure House
(Southside Ittanor in Murray) and the Mercantile
(Aurora) We buy coins and
stamps and appraise estates CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS, 753-4161

Square Footage
For Lease

WANTED, roommate to
share furnished 3br apt
with 2 males $120 per
month water and sewer
included Call 753-8447
ask for Bobby or Alan

2 ACRES, wooded lot located southeast of Murray,
Locust Grove area
759 4682

Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center
For More
Information
Call 753-7193
or 753-9469

17,117:

1
01ff/Wo

Dial-A-Service

012

•

Gentry Painting Co.

Poison
Control

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

753-7588 753-6952
urray Laundry Center

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

ALPHA BUILDERS
489-2303

759-4685

Commercial Waste LAMB BROTHERS
Disposal
1-800-585-6033

ICS

YOUR Al) COULD 1W HERE
CALL 753-1916

YARD
SALE
SEASON

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10 X 20
5 X 4
5 X 10

Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585

RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

HOME with income Six
rooms, 3br. 2 bath,
screened and carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central h/a Separate entrance to upstairs, 4
room and bath apt, newly
decorated for rental 17,
acre site, reduced to

Garage Sale
1706 Holiday Dr.
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
Sept. 1-2-3
Nice coats, clothes,
lamps and accessories, tins, glass, stadium lap covers, bed
linens, throw pillows,
jewelry, power tools,
material, lots more.

•190
Used
Cam

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE

1973 CONVERTIBLE Vol
kswagon, yellow, $2250
753-7414

1976 CORVETTE Stingray, red with buckskin intenor Please caN before
LOOK at me' Brick home 2pm, 753-6607,
large lot 3 bedroom 2
bath, central h/a, priced to 1978 CUTLASS Supreme,
sell, upper $50's Profes- V-8, blue, atc, stereo, persional Real Estate, fect condition 753-8944 af
for 5pm
759-1591 day or night

$49,900 759-1122

A30

Real
Estate

FOR RENT
WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door

753-5976

SNEAK PREVIEW SALE
2.43 AC - $19,900
257' LAKEFRONT

CLEAN-UP shop on
acre, $13,000 436-2652
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222

Save thousands on select lakefront parcels during sneak preview of new project.
Beautifully wooded, long pristine frontage
on Barkley Lake. Boat, fish, ski, enjoy,
Excellent bank financing. Offer ends
8131/92. Call Now 800-858-1323 Woodland Acres 8:30-8:30, 7 days

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Penn, Paul Dailey,
Bob Hatay, Jean Bird Bel
Air Center 502 753 SOLD
1 600-369-5780

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

$7.50
$12.50
$15.00

Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Edition
Saturday
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
the

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
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CLASSIFIEDS
& Motors

1978 SAVAGE bass boat 42 CATAMARAN house
1151p Mercury, excellent boat completely recondt
boned in 1990 Chevy twin
$2600
condition
engines new Westerbeke
753 6679
generator new fly bridge
1988 PROCRAFT Fish,Ski dual controls loaded with
boat Garage kept low all the extras 753 5976
14' JON boat. 20hp Mer
hours. trolling motor, in days 436 2795 nights
$1500
curly and limier
dash depth finder and 2 live
345 2623
wells 115hp Yamaha en EXTRA nice used 24 tt
85HP
+970 MAINSTREAMER gine, 3 new batteries Pontoon boat with
after
2626
436
Call
motor
753-0954
$9800
bberg
al
37.
houseboat,
7pm
225
Chrysler
Lass twin
, FT V-4 165hp
1989. 18•,
Kohler generator 6 5 kw
Bomber Commander
Excellent condition Slip 21 speed boat Valued at
Keitiake Manna. Kentake $10660 will sell for $13500
State Park $17 900
Call 436-2794 after 4pm
474 2732
A 1 TOWN country yard
mowing landscaping tree
trimming tree removal light
hauling Free estimates
Tom Lamb 436 2528

14 JON boat, 1979 Evinrude 18llp. new meet and
floors 321b thrust Doling
mow depth finder. trailer
436 2528

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753 0495

CUSTOS/ SITCSIDI CAW.'TS
CUSTOM wOODerdaidoec

Al TREE removal & tree
trimming Light hauling &
odd iobs Free estimates
436 2102 ask tor Luke

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing 436 210:
ask tor Paul

•Droe by & see our showroom
13,4ao

641.APIA`• ,Behowl

a34

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303

Mathis Transmission Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374

AL S hauling yard work
tree removai mowing Free
estimates 759 1683

Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
Fluid & Filter
Special 629.95 most makes & models
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

ANY remodeling building
painting rooting Refer
ences 759 1110
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my Duck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works 753 2455

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on ail brands

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30- years ex
BOBBY
per , ence
HOPPER 436 5848

window iar conditioners

freezers
•ern9erators
—,.crovraves dishwashers -

washers - dryers
gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:

BACKHOE Service ROY
H:LL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664

, Tappan-Kolvinator-Emerson-Brown
•All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270
BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
teed 753 1134

1 Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

1

BILLS bath and kitchen
refinishing tubs and sinks.
including porcelin and
tiberglass cultured marble
and tormica repair Recolor
appliances and counter
tops 753 1484

DRYWALL finishing re
pars additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 492 8816

BRYON S LAWN SER
VICE Free estimates
'53 4591 after 5pm

FOR bushhogging leveling
dirt or gravel and seeding
yards call 753 3413

REFINISHING. stripping.
custom woodworking
753 8056

BULLDOZING backhoe
septic system Call Horace
Sholar 354 8161 after
4on

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing rooting tree work
436 2642

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing, con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

CA'. Gailimore Electric for
all of OW electrical pro
jects Remodeling land
scape illumination sec
u, ty ,Lab4 and phone
lines Noc wiring new
smart homes Licensed
and •nsared 759 1835
CARPET and vinyl snstalla
tion and repairs Glen Bob
be' '59 '24'
CARPORTS for car and
trucks Speaal sizes for
motor homes boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
ton high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664
CHAR. E Davidson All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 7535812
CHIIA Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps arid screens
435 4191
COLSON S Home Repair
Remodeling carpentry
painting and plumbing
436 2575 after 5pm
COUNTERTOPS oustom
Homes trailers offices
Wuttts Recovery Murray
436 5560

GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl siding paint
mg Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
terences 489 2267

LICENSED for electric,
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free esb
mates 753-7203

Rat
Column
FREE hay for cutting Ap
proximately 15 acres of
fescue & clover North city
limits Call 753-7668

CLASSIFIEDS =

McCUISTON Construction
GUTTERING By Sears Add-on, re roofs, free esti753-7317,
Sears residential and com- mates
mercial continuous gutters 759-9464
installed for your specifics- MITCHELL Paving, 'over
bons Call Sears 753 2310 30 years experience' All
for free estimate
your asphalt and seal coatHADAWAY Construction ing needs Backhce, excaHome remodeling, paint vating and hauling
mg wallpaper, carpentry, 753-1537 or 753-1221
floor covering No lob too PAINTING interior and exsmall 436 2052
terior Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5625
HOME Improvement Speciakst Vinyl siding. windows carports and patio
enclosures 753-0280

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690

KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436 5560

THWEATTS Generator,
Alternator and Starter Service, Route 1, Almo, KY
753-8742

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753 5827
Free
estimates
Emergency water removal

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35 New location Route 1.
Almo Open 9-12, 15
Mon Fri 753 0530

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete instaliation and set
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754
DIAL Builders New addi
lions new homes pole
barns total remodeling No
job too small 436 5272

A new car for Dad2 An after school job for Sis? There's
something for everyone in the Classified section
where advertisers can make the right contacts easily
selling
and economically' Whether you're buying
it all adds up to
looking for employment

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Dews4pon at 6001

Knights of Columbus Hall

DON T wait until the last
minute start your fall clean
up now Clearing hauling
gutters cleaned any other
odd kobs that you ve been
putting off 753 8461
mornings

south

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
Hate Road. right on Sp Hale Road 1/4

ID So

mr14
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ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray

ve s41

POLYCELO

English ivy

V115 243 F12
-•••••

•

Cleif WaterpldttliTtg Sealer pro' Thects masonry, canvas, leather and
wood from water damage, K 327 747

.4

MNIK

Au, ,
A , .rit
Flat House Paint

m1.49

WW-WIRT
OWNWIONIN

iv

3.00

,
54
••••.. •
•••
•••••••

Now

Spray
in
Enamel
colors.
asst'd
provides longcoverlasting
age.
K SYS F6

UU 9-In. Interior/Exter—
ior Paint & Stain Pad for rough

weer..r

Enamel.

Gal

1418' gack
9-In. Roller Cover is designed for
fast, even coverage! K 543 306 12

18-In. Heavy-Duty Push Broo
cleans mud, wet leaves, snow. Rugged

bristles, hardwood handle.
C 446 369 F12

.7-iudvaeue.
Home Decorating Sale Coupon

surfaces. K 791 202 12

E-Z Karel" Flat Latex Wail Finish
brings a rich flat-matte look to your
rooms. K 354 217 F4
E-Z Kars Semi-Gloss Latex

K 358 556 F4...13.88'

5.99

98C

OW

1.78
10:98

tects metal, loosens
rusted parts, stops
squeaks. 9-oz. spray
G 276 584 F48
Limit 2 Please

1(98 Gal.

ni•MP
,

WD-400 Multi-Purpose Lubricant pro-

Sealant
fill cracks around
pipes wiring, and
more. 12 oz.
P 510 271 F12

Latex
Caulking
Pius'TM
Compound is flexible, paintable.
P 205 740 10

ready to use.

43,
iesai
lots'

Foam

99'

Stencll-Ease ni Kit
is

2.99expands to

40401
1Cr'

90.

_ TOM TEST

DARE,WXE

.11 11

.2.5•"^
ri

ix

4-In. Wall Paint Brush is premium
grade for top results' Long-lasting
C)relr bristles
•Reedy mixed colors, & whIle.Cuatom
colors slightly higher

550

25-Yr. Warranty!

Don't Wait
To Buy
Paint!

Flat Acrylic Latex House Paint
offers year-round protection arid
astIng beauty

WET Basement? Water
under house, we guarantee
to stay dry Morgan and
Son Construction Padu
cah. KY 442-7026.
1-800-242-3265

ROGER HuOson rock haul SHEETROCK finishing,
mg gravel, sand,dirt, drrve- textured ceilings Larry
way rock 753 4545, Chnsman 492-8742
753-6763
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Removal Insured with lull
Repair, replacement, new line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night,
installation, pumping, sew
ers, footings, basements
753 5484
Backhoe loader service
T C Dinh Repair and MainBRENT ALLEN. 759-1515
tenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
Street 753-6111 office,
753-2674
753 0606 after 5pm

figellafice LAST MINUTE PRICE
ROLLBACK!
TRU-TEST°

7fr4

1211111

Union
Offered

Seaton
Oilseed

Ssrviars
Offorsd

Boats
& Motors

Boats
& Motors

53tt

530

S211

520

KING TAPE
rir-A,
littivregioox'n'ff

sunnyslde

1.88
3rei

Ei 1.88

Sunnyside Paint
Thinner is a lowformula,
odor
ideal for brush,
clean-up
roller
Gal. P 507327 F6

1.99

A) Painting/Masking Tape.
1"x86 yd.
B)9x12-Ft. Plastic Drop Cloth.
2-mil.
C) Cartridge Caulking Gun,
1/10 gal

6-Pk. Synthetic Steel Wool Pads
are easier on your hands! Stock up!
P 474 882 12

Limit 2 Items per coupon
One coupon per customer
MD MP ell OD es MI MI OD

Murray Home and Auto
('hest nut St rye t,
Murray

Sat.

Iirs. 7:30-5:30 Nion.-Fri.

I h ne
753-2571 • 753-1110
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Looking Back

1'o(1,1\ iii History
Today is Monday, Aug. 31, the 244th day of 1992. There are 122
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 31, 1980, Poland's Solidarity labor movement was born
with an agreement signed in Gdansk that ended a 17-day-old strike.
On this date:
In 1881, the first U.S. tennis championships were played, in Newport, R.I.
In 1886, an earthquake rocked Charleston, S.C., killing up to 110
people.
In 1887, inventor Thomas A. Edison received a patent for his
Kinetoscope, a device that produced moving pictures.
In 1969, boxer Rocky Marciano died in the crash of a small airplane
in Iowa, one day short of his 46th birthday.
In 1972, at the Munich Summer Olympics, American swimmer
Mark Spitz won his fourth and fifth gold medals, in the 100-meter
butterfly and 800-meter freestyle relay; Soviet gymnast Olga Korbut
won the gold medal in floor exercises and the balance beam.
In 1986, 82 people were killed when an Aeromexico jetliner and a
small private plane collided over Cerritos, Calif.
In 1986, the Soviet passenger ship Admiral Nakhimov collided with
a merchant vessel in the Black Sea, causing both vessels to sink; up to
448 people reportedly died.
Ten years ago: Clashes were reported in Warsaw and several other
Polish cities between police and supporters of the Solidarity labor
movement.
Five years ago: The Justice Department challenged the constitutionality of the 1978 Ethics in Government Act, which provided for the
appointment of independent counsels. (The U.S. Supreme Court
upheld the law.)
One year ago: Uzbekistan and Kirghizia declared their independence, raising to 10 the number of republics seeking to secede from
the Soviet Union. In Washington, D.C., hundreds of thousands of
union members marched in a "Solidarity Day" protest.
Today's Birthdays: Broadcast journalist Daniel Schorr is 76. Comedian Buddy Hackett is 68. Actor James Coburn is 64. Baseball hall-offamer Frank Robinson is 57. Violinist Itzhak Perlman is 47. Singer
Van Morrison is 47. Actor Richard Gere is 43. Singer-composer
Debbie Gibson is 22.
Thought for Today: "History is the autobiography of a madman."
—Alexander Herzen, Russian author (1812-1870).

Twenty years ago
Joseph L. Rose, associate professor of political science at Murray State University, received his
Ph.d degree from the University
of Kentucky, Lexington, on Aug.
9.
Dr. Charles E. Eldridge, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leroy
Eldridge, is serving as chief
pediatrician on U.S. Hospital
Ship, Hope, based at Natal,
Brazil.
"Bud Page of Hardin Rt. 1
brings in a green bean that is 33
inches long," from column,"Seen
& Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams, publisher.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Gertzen
will be married for 40 years on
Sept. 3.
Births reported include twins,
girl and boy, to Mr. and Mrs. Billy K. Wood, Aug. 24, and a girl
to Sgt. and Mrs. Gaylon L. Out-

Tea years ago
"Because of flooding from
excessive rainfall, two sections of
Highway 94 east of Murray have
been closed," Lucy Wright. Calloway County Disaster Emergency Services Coordinator, said this
morning.
An estimated 806 people,
including local civic leaders and
various media representatives,
toured the new building of the
Murray Ledger & Times at Whitnen and Glendale on the afternoon of Aug. 29.
Dr. Marti Erwin, chairman of
the Department of Nursing at
Murray State University, has
been appointed to Kentucky
Board of Nursing for a one year
term to its new Practice
Committee.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. David E. Jackson, Aug. 19.

land, Aug. 25.
Thirty years ago
Frankie D. Brandon, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Brandon, is
taking nine weeks of basic training at Naval Training Center,
Great Lakes, Ill.
Cynthia Ezell, Kathleen Madrey and Gary Ezell won honors
with their cattle at Shorthorn
Division of Purchase District Fair
at Mayfield.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Rollins, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Othell Ernest
Knight, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Stancil Barton, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Dougherty Jr., a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mathis, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Farmer
and twins to Mr. and Mrs. Helve
Smith.
The Rev. Johnson Easley is
serving as pastor of Coles Camp

"Then a reader wrote to Abby
DEAR READERS: A Duluth
reader sent me a column that saying she thought the limerick was
appeared in the Duluth News- 'offensive, uncouth and perverted.'
"Abby responded that she
Tribune. The author is Jim Hefthought it was entertaining enough
fernan. I quote, in part:
-Our nationally syndicated to justify the possibility of offending
columnist, Dear Abby, ran the fol- a few readers, and she apologized.
"Allow me to respond as well:
lowing limerick, which speaks for
"Dear Abby: Perhaps you would
itself:
"'There was an old maid from be interested in the origin of the
limerick about the old maid from
Duluth
-Who wept when she thought of Duluth. It's an oft-repeated tale in
Duluth, Minn., where I am from.
her youth,
Perhaps you've heard of Duluth. It's
"'Remembering the chances
up in God's country.
"'She had at school dances,
"The basis for the limerick has
booth.'
telephone
-And once in a

BLONDIE

been whispered in the neighborhoods of Duluth and passed on from
generation to generation.
"Well, as that great American
patriot and champion of 'the little
guy,' millionaire Paul Harvey, often
says,'Here's the rest of the story':
"It seems that the old maid from
Duluth — we'll call her 'Rosie'(not
her real name) — was born at the
beginning of the Great Depression,
the daughter of Scandinavian immigrants. Her mother was Norwegian
and her father was Swedish.
"At that time in Minnesota history, it was very unusual for Norwe-

THE FAR SIDE

FIE/AEMEIER ,YOU COULD
BE REPLACED BY A
COMPuTER!

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN and HOBBES
WARE DO TUE CANDIDATES
STAND ON DIN0SAUR
RESEARCH?' NAT'S WHAT
r 1•4017 11O KNOW ./

WHICH PT'( HAS 114E
PRo - PALEONTOLOG1
PLATFORM PLANK P

ME"( CANT IGNCRE THE
DINOSAUR 401E.

Ground Methodist Church.
Forty years ago
A feature story about Boone
Laundry and Cleaners, started
June 28, 1931, with four employees, is published. The firm now
has 28 employees, according to
O.B. Boone, owner.
Alice Waters, retired Methodist
missionary to China, was honored
at a party on her 85th birthday on
Aug. 26 at her home on North
Sixth Street, Murray.
Patricia Lewis and George
Robert Allbritten were married
Aug. 25 at Murray Church ol
Christ.
New officers of Woman's Missionary Union of Memorial Baptist Church are Mrs. Hugh McElrath, Mrs. James Blalock, Mrs.
Noel Melugin, Mrs. Voris Sanderson, Mrs. Hubert Cothran and
Miss Mildred Williams.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
HAvEN'T you L., NO,AND I 1, 9UM61'EAO,YOUD BETTER
ti../TO-i THAT TONGUE
FINISHED THAT woNT IP
YO.A26
VOu KEEP j
clEPoRT VET
ANNOYING
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PANDERS To k1S, WE SIKLE-ISSUE ACTIVISTS
LIKE it'14AVE OVR
WEIL TK41114 11IE ELECTItN!
'4107 BtATotAS PVS4ED
411. STAI NOME! MU&
DASACCE-C10, DtstraNIOUSED
MD D‘SQ3)193INLA1ED!
IF HOECDsl

gians and Swedes to intermarry. It
was a widely held belief that any
issue of such marriages would be
unable to reproduce(something like
the mating of a horse and a donkey.
which produces a mule, all right.
but the mule can't reproduce) or
turn Catholic when they grow up.
not being able to decide which
Lutheran (Norwegian or Swedish)
church they should go to.
"Well, Rosie grew up to he an
attractive young woman whose
physical attributes drove boys nuts
at high school dances. But she was
so shy and withdrawn that whenever they asked Rosie to dance, she
turned them down. She had many
chances at those dances, but she
passed them all up.
"Later in life, Rosie met a janitor
named Jack. One rainy night on a
date, the two of them squeezed into
a telephone booth to. stay dry, and
Jack gave her the only kiss she ever
experienced. Rosie was so embarrassed she fled, and spent the rest
of her life regretting that she hadn't
given Jack a chance.
"Here in Duluth, we are very
proud of Rosie's story, and whenever the limerick is recited, we view it
as a small claim to limerick fame.
Most folks believe it is better to be
an old maid from Duluth than a
young girl from Cape Cod, or a
young man from Kent.
"And that's the rest of the story.
Almost. Later on, Rosie had a child
out of wedlock, whom she named
Alexander — after Alexander Graham Bell."
* * *

DEAR ABBY: In response to
your letter from "Overbooked," I'd
like to report what our postmaster
told me when we lived in North
Dakota:
Do not open an unwanted package.
Mark it clearly:"Refused."
Draw an arrow pointing to the
return address.
I have tried this system. Abby,
and it works. While the sender paid
only a special book rate to send it,
he has to pay first class postage to
send it back. I have never received a
second package from an unwanted
source.
PHILLIPS TODD,
HASTINGS, NEB.

CATHY
PROCEED AT
YOUR OWN RISK.
YOU'RE ABOUT
TO ENTER THE
BRIDAL ZONE.

RESERVATIONS!
RACK! RESERVE A RECEPTION HALL!
AUDITION SOME
BANOS AND GiT
BACK TO ME
WITH A LIST
Of FLORISTS!

CALL! ARCM
QUICK! CALL
SOME PHOTOGRAPHERS
FOR MY
WEDDING!

Andre Lafleur: cactus tamer
(later killed in central Arizona)

Dr. God
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Crosswords

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please discuss
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

ISN'T IT NICEJOSEE.
THE KIDSeinet< IN
5f21OOL,RNNE.? NEW

FrcieNC r4E14 PLANS
—IT' 19 WilotE NEW
BEZIPINING

1 Diplomacy
5 Wine cups
9 Mountain on
Crete
12 Aroma
13 Heavy club
14 Old salt
15 Stair post
17 Make ready
19 Empower
21 Rubber trees
22 "— Copy"
24 Concerning
25 Stallone, to
friends
26 Mature
27 Pounding
instrument
29 Note of scale
31 Cover
32 — Mans
33 Maiden loved
by Zeus
34 Proposition
35 As far as
38 Body of water

."NEW
NOW I CAN GeT tif HOUSE - WHoSONSTHE.
4144S

IN ORDER!) Now cal
- rfwcc ON A REGULAR
'41EDULE..THiS IS

-rtINGmcm.
Retw
m AL.

YF_AR"BEC.,

ZANOFIFty

see

yitit

ahs•
GARFIELD

OH.
OKAY

THERE'LL BE
A BuFFET

GARFIELD. MY HIGH SCHOOL IS
HAVING- A CLASS REUNION!
WANT TO COME ALONG ?

4

i

1

4%111 oill NAlk
:
IrM

riAY•!•5

15

0-51

PEANUTS

iii
illWI

MAYBE THEY
KNEW IT WAS
BOTHERING YOU

y

2

0M000 Doom
moo oug goo Dim
UM DOOLJU Doug
MMO MUGU UoM
MOO MUM U
0 01;1 MOM D
WOO 0000
OGOUGOU 100003
UM 000113 uuti0
OM MOM U00
GOM0 DOOM U0
BOODWU D011000
OUGUD UUCIO
8-31 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate
fear
4 Inclination
5 Early morn
6 Marla —
7 "God's
Little —"
8 Witness
9 Milan's

DOWN
1 2,000 lbs
2 Summer
cooler
3 Crouched in

4

7

10

8

5

6

13

UUU

HOW WOULD A BUNCH
OF COYOTES KNOW THAT
THEIR NIE,WTTIME HOWLING
WAS DEPIZE551N6 ME?

11
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premium
25 WINI plum

42 Hebrew
(11111111/1011
Peel
44 Snipe
45
Ordinance-49 Morsel
50 Born
53 Near

• •.

••..
••••••••

11 War god
18 Oscar de —
Rent.
18 Whimper
20 Generate;
be
22 Stop
23 Exchange

27 Type of
17•.1I...
pudding
fil
28 Bank drawers
61
21UUU 29 Mud
30 Concept
24
341,000
Wil
inNlions
38 Strain for
hil
111
breath
37 Platforms
39 Doctrine
41 Analyse, as

•"*", .'
- s).

14

country
10 "Truth or

killII
ii• iiia.
illu.
61
ill
semen°.
id
WI
w
II
43
iaIAIIN.II
II
Therefon,
Mil 47
iduumuuid
hi 11
II
II
IIa.IIuuaII
lia

6UE55 WHAT, CHARLIE BROWN.
I HAVEN'T HEARD THE COYOTES
HOWLING FOR TWO DAYS

3

38 Anger
39 Kin to a
beret
40 — fresco
41 Entreaty
42
44 Prayer book
46 Belonging to
baseball's
Mickey
48 Constellation
on equator
51 Before
52 — code
54 Painful
55 Soak, as
flax
56 "— Side
Story"
57 Grafted:
heraldry

12

to

.
p

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Sjogren's syndrome.

DEAR READER: Sjogren's syndrome is a chronic, auto-immune
(self-allergy) disorder, marked by inflammation of various body organs,
causing dry eyes, dry mouth, poor digestion, arthritis, chest pain and kidney disease. The diagnosis is made by
blood tests and special X-rays. Treatment relieves symptoms (with eye
drops, for example); more severe
cases require cortisone.
DR. GOTT: I am entering meno-

pause and have many questions. Is it
essential for a woman to take estrogen? How long does menopause last,
and how can I tell when the risk of
pregnancy has passed?
DEAR READER: Menopausal

women do not need to take estrogen
However, hormone therapy will relieve the symptoms of menopause.
such as hot flashes,fluid retention and
moodiness. Also, many specialists advise women to use estrogen to prevent
osteoporosis. At this point, most doctors leave the decision to the woman.
depending on the severity of her
menopausal symptoms and risk of
osteoporosis.
Menopause may barely affect some

women, who merely stop menstruating and have few symptoms. On the
other hand, some women suffer the
tortures of the damned: years of inca-

pacitating mood swings, sweats and
so forth. The majority of women fall
within these extremes. The severity
and duration of menopause are variable and unpredictable.
Once a woman has skipped 12 consecutive periods, she need not worry
about pregnancy.

lb give you more information,I am
sending you a tree copy of my Health
Report Menopause. Other readers
who would like a copy should send
$1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to PO. Box 9130,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3389. Be sure to
mention the title.
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Smokers need guidance while kicking habit

Obit uaries

James Oacus Bedwell

Mrs. Laura
Gupton

Mrs. Pawnee Burchett Bedwell,
to whom he was married Sept.
11, 1937; one daughter, Mrs.
Sandra Wood and husband,
Doug, McLean County; two
grandchildren, Andrea Wood,
Chicago, III., and Susan Wood,
Nashville, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Roue Neale, Calloway
County, and Mrs. Audie Grooms,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.; one
brother, Ted Bedwell, Marshall
County.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home. The
Rev. Byron Dumas and the Rev.
Milton Lassiter will officiate.
Bunal will follow in Murray
Memonal Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday) where Masonic rites
will be at 7:30 p.m. tonight.

James Oacus Bedwell, 88, Rt.
;, Benton, Kirksey community.
Saturday at 4:15 p.m. at
died
Sirs. Laura Gupton, 66, Rt. 1,
n Baptist Hospital,
Wester
Box 130, Kirksey, died Saturday
.
Paducah
at 7 p.m. at Murray -Calloway
A retired farmer, he was a
County Hospital.
of' Oak Grove Cumbermember
Her husband, James H. GupPresbyterian Church. He had
land
ton, died July 5 of this year.
been a Mason for 65 years and
Born May 12, 1926. in Henry
was a member of Mayfield Lodge
County, Tenn., she was the
No. 369 Free and Accepted
,Liughter of the late Roy C. MalMasons, 32nd York Rite Masons.
..olm and Opal J. Curd Malcolm. and Shnners.
Also preceding her in death
Born Nov. 18, 1903, in Obion
s•cre two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy
he was the son of
v.arren and Mrs. Evelyn Brown, County. Tenn.,
and Verdie
Bedwell
Boyd
late
the
s
Charle
and one brother.
.
Bedwell
Brown
Mae
sIalcolm.
Also preceding him in death
She was a member of Coldwatwo sisters. Mrs. Odessa
were
L! Church of Christ.
Tackington and Mrs. Novina
Survivor. include one daughtHopkins, and three' brothers,
• r Sirs Janis Gail Fisher and
Bedwell, Toscoe Bedwell
Lubie
Colo.;
nd,
Benhou
Greg,
in Bedwell.
Pars
and
three sons, Allen H. Gupton. San
rs include his wife,
Survivo
Gupton
lose, Calif . Dennis Earl
nto.
Sacrame
Linda,
wile,
and
, and Jim Gupton and wife,
ilia. Rt. I, Kirksey; eight grandnildren. five greatMrs. Elizabeth Frances Fuqua
„•and.hildren
Stokes, 70, Pembroke, died Saturhe funeral will he Tuesday at
day at 5 a.m. at Jennie Stuart
: a m in the chapel of Miller
Medical Center, Hopkinsville.
Home of Murray. KenShe was a retired school teach,larrett will officiate.
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MORGANTOWN, W.Va.(AP)
— New drugs for smokers trying
to quit are effective in the laboratory but may be less helpful to
patients unless doctors guide
them in kicking the habit,
researchers say.
"Even a one-pack-a-day smoker is engaging in this behavior
7,000 times a year. They need to
learn to become a non-smoker,"
Inurstments Nincd• 18.51
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Born Nov. 30, 1921, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of ?viable Bazzell Fuqua and
the late Noble Fuqua.
Survivors include her husband,
Alva Stokes, and her mother,
Mrs Mable Bazzell Fuqua,
Pembroke.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Maddux Funeral
Home, Pembroke. The Rev.
James Stahr is officiating.
Burial will follow in Rosedale
Cemetery. Pembroke.

William H. Solomon. 6/i, of
1213 Southern Parkway, Clarksville, Tenn., died Sunday night at
his home. His death followed an
extended illness.
Mr Solomon was a former
resident of Murray and had operated an automobile dealership
here at one time. He was a member of First Baptist Church,
Clarksville, and a former member
of First Baptist Church. Murray.
He ‘sas horn Oct. 22, 1923.
Survivors include his wife,
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Dog cries beside
, prison, waits for
imaster's release
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Mrs. Grace Ashbrook Solomon;
one daughter, Mrs. Nannette
Kaiser, Knoxville, Tenn.; two
sons, Bill Henry Solomon, Nashville, Tenn., and Lynn Solomon.
Goodlettsville, Tenn.; eight
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
7 p.m. in the chapel of McReynolds, Nave and Larson Funeral
Home, Clarksville.
Friends may call from 4 to 7
p.m. Tuesday at the funeral
home.
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Donor recipient wants to help others
By DONNA GROVES HAYNES
Ths Paducah 3..n
It's
PADUCAH, Ky..(AP)
not the hope of extending his
own life that pushes Leo Brooking to spend 4A hours exercising
three times a week. He hopes to
prolong the lives of others.
Brooking is committed to the
vigorous workout routine through
a desire to give someone else the
same second chance he got with a
transplanted heart in May 1985.
"I'm not trying to exercise to
prolong my life but to try to keep
my organs healthy to donate,"
said Brooking, 63. "Somebody
has helped me and why can't 1
help somebod). elseBrooking wants any needed
organs donated upon his death.
He even hopes his transplanted
heart can be passed along to a
third person.
"To me, I was blessed with
another person's organ," he said.
"I think that the Lord gave me
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DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP)
I — A dog swam three rivers,
walked eight miles and then
kept a week's vigil outside a
jail where his master was
imprisoned, a newspaper said
today.
When Sohrab Ali was
arrested; Al's dog swam
behind the boat that ferried
him across the first river to
prison, said the Sangbad
newspaper.
The boatman, trying to drive
the dog away, hit him on the
head with an oar but he kept
swimming. At the prison, the
dog waited at the gate until his
owner was released from a
one-week sentence on Aug.
21, the paper reported.
"The dog often used to cry
outside the gate, but it would
wag its tail in joy when his
master would send it half his
prison food,” the newspaper
said.
The dog, whose name was
not given, barked in joy and
licked Al's feet when he was
freed.
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Elbert Glover, director of the
Tobacco Research Center at West
Virginia University's Mary Babb
Randolph Cancer Center, said

nicotine gum worked less well in
practice than in the laboratory
because more than 50 percent of
the igkrple using it do so without
consulting a doctor.
"I'm afraid the same problem
is going to happen with the (nicotine skin) patch," he said. "The
behavioral counseling is still very
important and people are ignoring
that part of it unfortunately."
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Mrs. E. Frances Fuqua Stokes

HOG MARKET

Jean Kristeller, an Indiana State
University psychology professor,
told a weekend conference aimed
at helping doctors better understand the addictive nature of
nicotine.

Father arrested in deaths of sons
METHUEN, Mass. (AP) —
Two boys were stabbed to death
in a motel room, and their father
was arrested as he threatened to
jump from a highway overpass,
police said.
An officer spent two hours
talking to Jose L. Davila on the
edge of the overpass in Gilford,
N.H., before pulling him to safety
Sunday.
Davila, 29, then told police his
children's bodies were in the
motel room in Methuen, 55 miles
away, said Steve O'Connell, a
spokesman for the district attor-

ney's office.
Police found the bodies of
4-year-old Joshua and 8-year-old
Alberto and charged Davila with
murder.
Davila was hospitalized in
good condition with self-inflicted
cuts to his neck, arms and legs,
police said.
O'Connell said Davila and his
estranged wife, Maggie, had joint
custody of the boys, and Davila
had visitation rights on
weekends. O'Connell said Mrs.
Davila had obtained a restraining
order against her husband in July.
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my heart but then I've got to
keep it in good shape. It's up to
me to keep it in good shape. He
doesn't do everything, you
know."
Brooking returned to full-time
work five months after his transplant. He retired in July 1991
after 39 years at Paducah Power
System. He wanted to be active.
"After I quit working, I
wanted to do something with my
body instead of just sitting
around." he said.

A Hearing Aid That
Automatically
Reduces
Background
Noise!
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'There's a new idea in funeral planning
I thought you'd like to know about."
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Introducing
GENESISTM
Automatic
Signal Processor

p.

Now Available in
In-The-Ear Hearing Aids
•Automatically reduces
background noise
•Enhances speech reception
in noise
•Enhances sound quality
Call today to see if you can
benefit from this rev,Autionary
new hearing aid circuitry!

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
More and more peopl• are taking advantage of the opportunity to pre-plan their funeral arrangementa, with the Family
Considerations program.
You can choose the arrangements you want. This way your
family won't face. difficult decision later. You can also pre-pay
your arrangements so your family won't inherit a financial
burden.
Call or come by today.The Family Considerations program is
a great idea.

4

—With This Coupon—
•Free Hearing Test
•$50 Off Price Of
New Hearing Aid
•30 Day Trial
Offer Void After W15/92
For Appointment
Call (502)753-8055

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
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STONE•LANG

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
763-6800
713 South Fourth St.
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HEARING AID CENTER
206 S. 4th, MURRAY

BOYS DEPARTMENT
Because They Want To Look Cool Too!
• Prep Sizes 12 to 20 •
DOWNTOWN MURRAY • 753-2472
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